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CHAPTER I i

I
i;

i
RELIGIOUS AND SECULAR INTERACTION

p-

fiTHE MISSIONARY SETTING
B

Introduction

I
The study of the interaction of religious and secu-

■fl

lar institutions has been the object of a research revival I
I

during the last decade. During this time a number of stud-

iies have appeared which support the hypothesis that partic-
a

ular religious orientations lead individuals to adopt par- -.1

ticular patterns of attitudes and behavior in the secular

Although no cross-national research has been pub-world.
‘-1

lished, religion and its interaction with secular atti-

tudes and behavior have be^n.analyzed in the United States

and in the modernizing societies in Africa, the Middle

East, Asia and Latin America.

Studies in the United States have attempted to assess

the relationship between the religious orientations and

such variables as anti-Semitism, social activism and civil

rights involvement, prejudice and missionary orientations, 

as well as economic, political and family life patterns.^

'4-
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Although in modernizing societies studies of religion have

discussed some of these same general types of qpiestions;..

considerable emphasis has also been given to the implica-
t
i

tions of religious beliefs and institutions as factors af

fecting the modernization process.^ As in the United *1

Statesj the underlying assumption of these studies has f

been that religion is one of the salient factors which

shape the nature of society, and, as such, is worthy of 

analysis i

These two themes—the interaction of religion and 

secular life and the interaction- of religion and the mod

ernization process^ in developing countries—provide the 

analytical framework for the research reported in this
c

thesis, This project undertakes an,analysis of a cross

national group of Protestant missionaries in order to ex

plore the rela.tionship between their religious beliefs and

various political and social attitudes and behavior. Fur

thermore, it is the purpose of this study to examine the

impact of these variables and relationships on the role of

missionaries as modernizing agents.

y
-4.

t
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Religion and Society in the United States

.The publication of Gerhard. Lenski's book. The Reli

gious Factor, in 1961, marked the beginning of a renewed

interest in the sociology of religion, 

ade, the interaction between religion and society in the 

United States has been explored by a number of individuals

In the past dec-

in diverse disciplines. The general conclusion which these

studies share indicate that an individual's religious ori

entation is related to and does influence his orientation

in the secular realm. The parameters of this pattern have

not been fully established, however.

Lenski's primary objective was to examine the conse

quences of religious belief and practice in contemporary

society. To do this, he studied the relationships between

two religious orientations, which he termed "doctrinal

orthodoxy" and "devotionalism", and the life styles of ur

ban Americans. His findings confirmed that religion does

influence the secular lives of contemporary Americans.

This supported his conclusion that " .each of the major• •

religions of the world develops its own distinctive orien

tation toward all of the major phases of human activity andT

4-
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M
riar!i'thus comes to exercise an influence on the development of 

other institutional systems of society."^ Through its im-

!S!
sfei

t;'

1pact on individuals, religion influences other institu-

tional systemis of the community. Some of the specific con- p
4'.-'

sequences which Lenski suggests include the following;

iDepending on the socio-religious group to which a per
son belongs, the probabilities are increased or de
creased that he will enjoy his occupation, indulge in 
installment buying, save to achieve objectives far in 
the future, believe in the American Dream, vote Repub
lican, favor the welfare state, take a liberal view on 
the issue of freedom of speech, oppose racial integra
tion in the schools, migrate to another community, 
maintain close ties with his family, develop a com
mitment to the principle of intellectual autonomy, 
have a large family, complete a given unit of educa
tion, or rise in the class system.®

li

ff

S::
*

i

<■

A number of studies which focused on specific topics 1

succeeded Lenski's assessment of religious and social in

teraction. Perhaps the most frequently cited work in this

field is that of Charles Y. Clock and Rodney Stark. They 

argued that persons who held certain traditional Christian

religious beliefs—as measured by their Religious Orthodoxy

Index—were more likely to be anti-Semitic than were per

sons who rejected such beliefs."^ i
:

Scholars, as well as*re-
f

ligious spokesmen, .have criticized the methodology and

I
■>

theology employed by Clock and Stark, but their conclusion

I is still widely held. Moreover, additional evidence

1m
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buttresses their initial contention that orthodoxy is a li

mmsource of prejudice in contemporary society.

Gary M. Maranell and Kristen Wenzel also explored the
ii
m■*

relationship between the religious variable and prejudice. awmMaranell correlated bigotry (anti-Semitic and anti-Negro I
attitudes), religiosity, and political attitude variables;

*mW:
in his findings, however, the religiosity variables were

I
'IIInot highly or positively correlated with bigotry. However,
Si:

most of the attitudes of political conservatism were sig-
1
iii
1nificantly and positively correlated with both aspects of

IV,

'liJ8bigotry.

li
The contradictory or inconclusive results of studies.

iS
1which show a positive link between religious attitudes and a
iprejudice, were considered by Wenzel in her study. She g

asuggested that the differences could be accounted for by
iathe way in which the religious variable was defined. Re- S

i
ligiosity is frequently ideny.fied with a specific reli- Sa

i
gious orientation or personality variable, most commonly

authoritarianism, or fundamentalism.^

gi'
a
■1

with conservatism. 1
a

KmThe complexities of the religious variable, including I
Ispecifically the problem of prejudice, were incorporated 

in her analysis of the relationship betwe'en types of
m

I f
g

;1|

I
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religious beliefs and clergy' images of developing the

African nations' potential for modernization. She stated

that a racially prejudicial attitude would tend to

f-
strengthen a- relationship between conservative religious

beliefs and the belief that African states have little

potential for development.^®

The most recent trend in analyzing the relationship

between religion and society is in the area of social

activism and civil rights involvement by the clergy and

laity. Jeffrey K. Hadden and Raymond C. Rymph were among

the first to explore the involvment of clergymen in the 

political controversy of civil rights.Hadden was also
r.V

involved in a research project concerning campus clergy as 

a radical force in the contemporary church.

Another study which focused on religious beliefs and-

political involvement of the clergy was completed by Paul

^ehnef. In his analysis o^ Chicago clergymen, Zehner iden

tified three religious groups based on their views of the

importance of religious doctrine in the operation of their

churches. These categories of religious groups were found

to be significantly correlated with political attitudes.

behavior, and knowledge. One group believed the clergyman's
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duty was to "save souls" and politics was considered un

important. A second group was willing to participate in 

partisan political situations depending on the type of

♦
activity, Zehner characterized the third group as resem

bling liberals in secular society. They were more know

ledgeable on political issues, more willing than the other

two groups to participate in partisan political activities.

and more inclined to deviate from their parental political 

behavior

An inquiry into Protestant clergymen's attitudes to

ward and involvement in the Vietnam issue was recently

completed by Harold E. Quinley; the study was part of a

general survey of social activism among ministers in Cali

fornia. His data indicate that ministers, surveyed in nine

Protestant denominations, are probably more conservative

politically on many issues than the general population.

However', many clergymen had moved outside their churches

to become directly involved in such political controversy

as the Vietnam debate. By taking public stands on politi

cal issues, supporting political candidates, organizing

community action groups, and participating in political
c>

protests and demonstrations the ministers had broken with



:

8 SissM:mm-mthe churches' traditional positions. Of the ministers who

became involved, theological beliefs were related to a
Is
i,:consistent pattern between religious liberalism and anti-

-war attitudes.* Quinley concludes:
t
IsAll of the relationships presented...are so great as 

to suggest that the clergy's politica^l attitudes are 
a part of a highly structured world view. The theo
logical doctrines which divide contemporary Protes
tant ministers, in other words, are strongly related 
to their political attitudes.

I■s

i4- •

In general, these studies reveal the nature and ex- :
»■

itent of much contemporary research on the relationship be-

tween the religious orientations aiid social attitudes and 

behavior. While the patterns of this interaction have not
Is
i
i?c
ass'

been fully established, these studies suggest that an in- 

dividual's religious orientation is related to and in-

*

I
1
•afluences his orientation towards secular life. •m"M

As already noted, howeyer, no studies have attempted 

to examine this relationship in a cross-national setting.

1:This study represents an effort to bridge this gap. In ’M

ii

IS

terms of explaining the relationship between religious
<

orientations and secular attitudes and behavior, a cross-

iinational study has two major advantages. First, there is
■f
Ithe opportunity to analyze the religious-secular inter
neT

action while controlling for national differences. Second, i
mf
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one would have the opportunity to analyze the relationship

between religious orientation and two different orienta

tions—the missionary's home setting as well as his mission

environment. Each of these facets would contribute to a

better understanding of the theoretical relationship be

tween religious and secular institutions. In addition.

each would contribute to a better understanding of the 

implications of Protestant missionaries as religious and

.. social change agents in developing nations.

Religion and Society in Africa

The interaction between religion and society in the

developing areas has been explored in a limited way since

scholars became interested in economic, social and politi

cal modernization. The principle reason for studying this

relationship was given by Robert N. Bellah who stated;

...Religion, whatever its ultimate orientation, is 
very much bound up with "Ehe totality of the social 
process and the concreteness of individual exis
tence.... And being so deeply involved in the per
sonal and social religion often has profound im
plications for the course of historical development, 
encouraging or inhibiting economic, political and 
social modernization.^^

• • •

Although Bellah's conclusion was based on Asian soci

eties. it may be no less true for African societies.
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ftV

ftHowever, African societies have recently experienced con-
*

1siderable change within their religious traditions. Tra-
Ss
iditional religious beliefs and institutions have been modi- I9-

fied or replaced completely during the past 100 years by
f
&the growth of Christianity as well as Islam. While the ft>

Africans' religious belief systems and institutions are ftI
still " bound up with the totality of the social process* o *

iand the concreteness of individual existence," their re
ft
3
ftligious orientation may reflect an Islamic, a Christian,

Ior an Independent or Separatist tradition. Each tradition
ftK ft
ft

has undoubtedly influenced its adherents' views of theirI
g

isociety and of their role in that society.16 This break-
-ft I!

down or modification of traditional society has signifi- !

ft
cant implications for the process of modernization. Karl

Deutsch used the teann social mobilization to describe the
s

broad aspects of this phenomenon in which major clus-; i
:l

■ ters of old social, econogiic, and psychological commitments
j;

are eroded and^broken and people become available for new 

patterns of socialization and behavior."17
ft
ft

If these new
ft

religious orientations do influence the, Africans' views of I
J

■■ft

society, then the study of them in terms of both the inputs

y

i
a
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and the effects would offer new insights into the process

of modernization.

A major catalyst of change in the religious orien-

tation of the African peoples has been the Christian

missionaries. With the coming of missionaries, Africans

were exposed to a variety of mission related activities—

schools, hospitals, and agricultural enterprises. Both

the religious and secular impact of the missionaries is

an important variable for those interested in the moderni

zation process. The major effects of the missionary fac-

tor can be judged in terms of African lives, as evidenced

in the modernizing attitudes and behavior of individual

Africans. Therefore, the missioha'ary factor as seen from

the missionaries' perspective and the results of this fac

tor as viewed from the Africans' perspective demand fur-

• A
ther analysis.

As a beginning, this study analyzes the input, or

missionary factor, as evidenced by contemporary Protestant

missionaries in East Africa. It is based on this group's

perceptions of their religious beliefs and political and

social attitudes and behavior. It is presumably these

patterns which the missionaries have traditionally



1

s
5.'

s
li

s V 12.1,
i
I3

!>

'^■attempted to inculcate in their capacity as change agents.U'

From this analysis some general assessment may be made of1
the missionaries' role as change agents in both a secular

»

I
i|

and religious realm. Their effects on the African peoples I

attitudes and behavior is not assessed in this study. Nev-

ertheless the conclusions of the present study should fail

3
cilitate the analysis of the effects of the missionary fac-

tor in future research.

i
ft Protestant Missionaries in East Africa; 1885-1970
ti

The missionary rold in East Africa has changed dra

matically during the last decade.18 The "mission churches"

created by the early missionaries evolved into "national

churches" as Kenya and Tanzania moved towards independence.s

With the growth of these national churches, an indigenous

religious leadership emerged. The need for foreign mis-
!

0

sionary evangelists has diminished during the last decadeV
J:

as the African clergy has assumed the leadership role of
n’

the indigenous national churches. !teday, in spite of the

growth of the African leadership, a personnel shortage 

exists in the new churches.18 Expatriate missionaries are

consequently utilized in the same range of tasks which

r
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occupied their time previously: (1) education and training

in secondary schools, Bible schools, nurses' training and

administrative programs; (2) health and medical services

*- such as doctors, nurses, hospital administrators, pharma

cists and laboratory technicians; (3) community development

and social welfare tasks; and (4) religious involvement in

cluding preaching, various types of religious education and 

administrative functions.^0

The first Christian missionary programs in Sub-Saharan

Africa date back to Portuguese efforts in the 15th and 16thI
V,

centuries = It was not until the 19th century, however, that

Africa was opened up to large scale mission work. Prior to

1885 and the European partition of Africa, Christian mis-s
I

sionaries and the Christian faith had little impact on Af-
r

rican life except in changing trade patterns which resulted
I;:
i' from the abolition of the overseas slave trade. But aftersi
f

the partition, European colonial expansion stimulated eco-s
S'
s;

nomic and political growth as well as a parallel growth of 

Christian missions in Africa^ This pattern emerged in East 

Africa with the growth of British power and influence in

A-

^3

f:

■a

I Kenya and German power and influence in Tanganyika. After 

1885 the missionaries' importance increased as they becameT

:
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another arm of European penetration into East Africa.
!’■

1':=:.During the colonial period, missionaries frequently 

found themselves functioning as "brokers" between the 

•^colonial administration and the Africans whom they served.

SE

SI
'IS

j

iSi
III

IS:
IIIAs a result of their close contact with the Africans, the I:'a

U:
missionaries often fought to protect African interestsI

%i illa
from encroachment by the colonial regime and white settlers.

■I

Ir
'i At the same time the missionaries were teaching the Africans V‘

11how to master a new life style. From 1885 to 1960, mission
It■'d

k societies developed the educational and health systems on I

•‘‘I

which the present systems are based. They provided eco

nomic training and opportunities, along with a new set ofr.

Hireligious beliefs to support these religious and social
i

changes. The individual missionary played a key role in 

these mission programs for he implemented the objectives of 'llI

the mission societies.r

In historical perspective, the missionary in Kenya and 

Tanzania may be viewed as a change agent who had as his goal I
if:
:the radical transformation of the African people. Although 

the primary interest lay in changing religious ideas and

.i..'

\ .

ii
practices, the missionary effort extended beyond .purely re

ligious ideas to impinge on every aspect of the African

15

5lT
li

I,
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*
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ii
«converts' lives. The missionaries have played and con- 33?
33:
13tinue to play an important role as agents of modernization 

by breaking down a traditional life style and attempting 

^to replace it with -new religious and secular orientations.

6

i:
1;
»
is
SI;
i:

Estimates of the Christian community in Africa vary Si

greatly and are subject to many discrepancies. One esti-
ii
sfi
■=s

mate suggested that from twenty to fifty per cent of the
IS
43population of most Sub-Saharan nations maintains some tie
si
s?

or identity with the Christian faith; a few exceptions to
11

this generalization are found in some predominantly Moslem 

nations on the western coast.

1
Ii

Ii
•r

These figures are similar

to the Christian communities in East Africa, in Kenya, i
fi

based on the 1962 national census, over fifty per cent of 

the population identified themselves as Christians, with 

almost twice as many Protestants as Roman Catholics.In

Ifft
ft
3
'I
I1

Tanzania, the Christian community is estimated at twenty- 

five per cent of the total population with a much larger 

. Roman Catholic community than Protestant.

1W
IS
ft

i
flAnd Christian S'

Ifficl^urch membership is said to be growing at the tate^ of 

eight to ten per cent annually.24

These figures are indicative at best, or deceptive at

1
3
i
ft

T
worst, of the success of Christianity in East Africa. But ftI-.U- ii

'1ii'

-ftis
3
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is9 for one interested' in the modernization process the abso-
ii
1^=

lute figures are not of critical importance. The important

fapt is-that the percentage of African Christians in the

*’ modern sector of .society is disproportionately larger than
if'j

a- the non-Christians in that sector. The majority of mod-
♦

ernized elites achieved their new status as a result ofa
it

i educational experiences in schools created,manned, andI
financed by the mission societies. In East Africa, as

elsewhere on the continent, the new national leadersit

I achieved their status through mission progr^s and as a
i’.

result of the missionary enterprise.

■r

s The Impact of the Missionary on African Societies
if

i-
Anthropologist Paul Bohannon believes that " it is• • *

*■:

I' impossible to overemphasize the influence the (Christian)

I
It

..25missionaries .have had in Africa. He argued that their• •

influence -was of a cultural nature rather than merely of a9

19
theological nature. While the missionaries taught a new

j'-,;

i: theology, they also taught literacy, new ways of expressing
•I

r-
A.

the basic theological notions, new moral precepts, and the

principles of bureaucracy. But the greatest impact of the

missionaries rested on the fact that out of the culturalI
t
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3

havoc brought by colonial exploitations " it was only■■ • • •

m
the missions that began to rebuild, and gave them (Afri-

..26cans) a chance to rebuild. And more specifically, while

* the forces impinging on Africa were destructive at all lev-
as
'■t

■a. els in the culture, " the missionaries are the only people• o •

si who built below an institutional level and they are still• • •

building."27

Bohannon went on to suggest that the penetration of

the African culture r^ulted from the introduction of both£9

Si material things and ideas by the traders, governmental of-
Sl

ficials and missionaries. Ideas not purposefully intro

duced, he suggested, were as potent as the ideas intro

duced by design.28 Regarding the importance of ideas, Bo-

£9

hannon stated;

Missionaries were, probably, the dominant importers of 
ideas, because their contact with Africans was of a 
broader social range and because the individual mis
sionaries stayed in one area for much longer periods 
of time than did other foreigners. Missionaries 
brought not merely religiouig* ideas; they brought eco
nomy and political ideas. And they brought the hab
its they had learned as children. Moreover, they had 
a, very large role to play in the communications be
tween the governors and the governed 
that missionaries'very often influenced policy pro
foundly. 29

I
■1'

m

I

The result was• • •

V

other attempts to evaluate the impact and the contri-
■T

butions of the missionaries also stressed the importance
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of missionaries as carriers of the Christian ethic as well*

i as Western culture into Africa. William Stewart supported
3-
ill Bohannon's contention that in East Africa, at least, mis-
i;
I
I ’'sionaries " may be more important agents of social change 

than the fonner colonial government itself.Raymond F.

• o •

I
Hopkins, in his analysis of the missionaries' contributions31a
to modernization, made a similar observation. He concluded

fa that it was the missionary in significant measure whoSs
1

shaped the goals and norms manifested in the development

a of a modern sector of life, the growth of the nationalist
I'}

movements, and the achievement of independence.31
<3

1" >

I James S. Coleman concluded that missionaries "consti-
i
13I tuted the vanguard of the forces of acculturation."32 Fur-

ther, he suggested that missionaries in Africa were largely 

responsible for social restratification, religious pluralism 

and religious toleration, and finally, that they have acted 

as "one of the most powerful forces furthering the process

i
IfSI:
13
pj
a

I "33of secularization • • • •
g
1 , Two conclusions may be drawn from the above research. 

First, evidence exists that the missionaries in Africa, and
3rft

particularly in East Africa, have been important agents of

■ T religious and social change and modernization. Second, the
s
>

;• V,:.'
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a
religious and social ideas, attitudes, and behavior which R

}

i
1

missionaries brought have disrupted the traditional reli

gious and cultural traditions of the' indigenous societies. 

* The African Christian community has adopted, to varying V

I
degrees, the missionaries’ religious and social attitudes.

I!though little is known as to how thoroughly the traditional

milieu has modified those attitudes and beliefs.

The problem remains as to the difference between the -i;

£impact of missionaries who hold different religious orien- l-:--

tations. If Weber's assertion is correct that people who

hold particular religious orientations adopt particular

patterns of social attitudes and behavior, then one should
.1

discover that a missionary who holds a particular religious

orientation will have specific attitudes towards his mission

work as well as his role in his own society. If the mis

sionaries turn out to have relatively homogenous religious

orientations and similar social attitudes, then one can not

consider the nature of the missionary impact as being dif-

ferentiated by their religious orientation.
I

The role of missionaries as agents of religious and

social change and modernization has not been systematically

esjplored. A review of the literature produces only a, fewT

t
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scattered comments on the missionary as a change agent.

And these focus on the contributions and impact of mis

sionaries and mission societies in Africa. No studies 

liave described or analyzed the missionary in terms of his

social background, religious beliefs, socio-political ori

entation or the relationship which these factors may have

on the missionary as a modernizing agent. Bohannon, Cole

man, Stewart and Hopkins all pointed to the relevant role

which missionaries have played in the process of social

transformation. Their role as modernizing agents, when

coupled with the implications of religion's role as an

intervening variable which may stimulate or inhibit the

process of modernization, suggests that a greater under

standing of the missionary may shed light on the religious

and social orientations of Africans who have been drawn

.into the modern sector by Protestant churches in East Af

rica. To gain the necessary understanding of Protestant

missionaries, their social attitudes and behavior, the im

pact of their religious beliefs on their own lives, and 

their potential impact in developing nations, a survey re

search project was undertaken to gather data on these di

mensions of their lives.
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Theoretical and Operational Perspectives

The theoretical perspective for this study draws heav-
lll
lit^ily upon the writings in the Weberian tradition.

-*

er's theory of the role of religion in society has been

Max Web-

.'-i

fsummarized by Gerhard Lenski; V

e
i i

(1) Weber assumed that every major religious 
group develops its own distinctive orien
tation toward all aspects of life, and 
that these orientations profoundly influ
ence the daily actions of its adherents 
and hence the institutional structure of 
society?
Weber also assumed that these orientations 
were partially independent of .the social 
situation of the group.

(2)

PSIn this Weberian model, religion is conceptualized as
(

an independent variable. However, this is not to deny that

the secular orientation impinges on one's religious orien-

tation.^^ ii
;

Weber wanted to balance the economic determin

istic views associated with Marxist thought? but more im

portantly, he was intent upon illustrating how religion as
I
ap:
spa
pa:one social institution could influence another social in-

stitution. Lensl^i illustrates this point of multiple cau- 

sation of social change (all religious and secular institu

tions) when discussing the interaction of the social system.

I He suggests that because a social system is made up of

i ■■ 
: ;

las
IS
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Ia
a

inter-related parts, changes in one part normally affect
a

Other parts. "Thus changes in religious institutions af-

i
feet political, economic, kinship, and other secular in-

r.';

stitutions just as -changes in any of the others affect re-

ligious institutions. However, (he continues) no one in-
I

stitutional system is the sole initiator of social

I ..36change Religious influence, then, should not beiS • • o •

j

viewed as a sufficient cause by itself, but only as one of

the causal factors operative in the societal context af-

fecting the process of social change.

i
Given this general discussion of the presumed rela

tionship between religion and society, what are the im-
I
?.
‘V plications of the Weberian postulates for empirical re-
i

search? The implication of the first is obvious. It sug-

gests that a distinctive secular orientation will be found

for religious groups who hold differing religious orienta

tions.. The 'second postulate is less obvious. It suggests
;•

A

that the relationship between distinctive religious and

secular orientations remains basically independent of the

"social situation" of the group. The "social situation"

is defined theoretically as any stimuli which have meaning 

to the actor in question, including his previous experiences.••s■r.

t
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his present condition, and his future ejqpectations .37

Therefore, when a distinction is found between individuals'

religious orientations, then one would'expect to find re-i

lated secular orientations which are not altered by pos

sible intervening variables which define the social situa-
a

tion for the religious groups. A diagram of the Weberiani?

I

model is presented below.

X
Figure 1 The Weberian Model; Religion and Society

I Independent -> Intervening •> Dependent
s

Religious
Groups

Social
Situation

Secular
Orientation

I
This model is employed to explore the religious and%

I
secular orientations of the Protestant missionary respon-

-■

dents in this research project. The research problem fo-

cuses on (1) describing the nature- of the religious,, citi

zenship, and mission orientations and (2) analyzing the re

lationship between the religious orientation ;^d citizen-

r

ship and mission orientations. In this analysis, the re-

ligious orientation is an independent variable and the

citizenship and mission orientations dependent variables.

Religious orientation is a conceptual device used in 

this project for categorizing the missionary respondents

r
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into dichotomous religious groups. These two groups con-a

1
S: Iift sist of the highly orthodox religious believers and the Ift
ft

iiless orthodox believers. A full discussion of the measureft i
ft mincluded in Chapter Two; it will suffice here to noteI Is

that Clock and Stark's Religious Orthodoxy Index will bei Isftft
ft Bused as the indicator of the independent variable.m m

S8ft *5
ft The two dependent variables, citizenship and missionII sa

III orientations, are attempts to operationalize two aspects
ii 11t ii8^ tii of the missionaries' secular life. The citizenship orien- 18

2ft ft
tation is defined as specific dimensions of the mission-fl

ft ii
11 ii

aries' political attitudes and behavior in their home ftft fti ftftIi ftcountries. The measurement of these dimensions is out- S:I;
il ft
Is ft!fl lined in Chapter Three. The indicators for citizenship 

orientation which we have used include the following: Po-

a.
f Sisft ftit f#Is fti *

ilitical Liberalism-Conservatism Scale; Internationalism- -Bft ftis iIS IS
Isolationism Scale; Political Activities Interest Index;ft

I
i
iS;

ft mand Political Efficacy-Incapability Scale. Finally, the ftft
ftm ftfi mission orientation is defined as specific dimensions of ftif mmft

flthe missionaries' attitudes and behavior which are relevantS'
ft fsi

g
Ifto their role in the host African countries where they serve.r.
ft

_

*
fThe measurement of these dimensions is outlined in Chapter 'Ij

ftlft
The indicators we have used include the following:-T ,Four.

ft
ft
ftD fif

X -s
fi
1
ilI1
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a*
i
iColonial-Accommodative Mission Scale; Attitude Towards

•I

13 iChange Scale; Role Perception; Community Development Par s'
s
i*3'

ticipation;'and Perception of Religious'and Secular Advice 

Provided Various African Groups,

I;1
i;

i1I
i

In addition to the three major variables employed in i
1
g
1the study, there is a need to operationalize the Weberian
ii
Inotion of the social situation of the religious group. For

's

1I the purposes of this study we are concerned with four vari-
i

..I ables which serve as indicators of the missionaries'social *1

ll
isituation. These variables include nationality, sex, age. iV,

.'f We believe each of these var-and length of time overseas. 1
=■1
■a

iables s\ammarizes diverse, meaningful experiences of the
3

i
■r?

I 5
irespondents, and therefore each provides a valuable indi-i In

cator of the respondents' social situation. These four
II
I variables will be used to test the extent to which the re-I I
:n

!lationships between the religious orientation and the citi-i
zenship and mission orientations hold, independent of these sI ars

possible intervening variables. A diagram of the opera-
S' i

Itional model of the missionary study is presented below. 3
I;

:1

7 ’S
4
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Sa
i1Figure 2 An Operational Model; The Missionary Study i
13s'
«

InterveningIndependent Dependent fi
st;

i
Religious
Groups

Social
Situation

Secular
Orientations

fi

IS
i
1Citizenship I
i
fiILiberalism-Conservatism 

Internationalism 
Political Efficacy 
Political Activities

i
s

Religious
Orthodoxy
Index

Nationality 
Sex Roles 
Age 
Years 
Overseas

c:
fS
If:
SI

Mission
i
a
iCoIonial-Accommodative 

Attitude Towards Change 
Role Perception 
Community Participation 
Perception of Advi,ce

a
iS
S
i
1
i
■S

I
I

1In summary, the theoretical framework and the opera- i
(;E

tional model outlined above will enable us to test the I
i
1major hypothesis which we derived from Weber; one's re-

I
I
i

ligious orientation is related to his secular orientation.

independent of the social situation of the group. The
:l

janalysis also permits us to make basic inferences about

athe differential impact of these missionaries as modern- i
3

Iizing agents.

r
:4

I
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The Research Questions

In an effort to explore the basic research problem.

ss the analysis concentrated on four inter-related questions. 

These broad inquiries provide the basis for the working
If

hypotheses stated and tested in Chapters Three an'd Four.I
Further, the questions provide the outline for Chapters

Three, Four and Five.

1. What is the missionaries' religious orientation?

I
if

Do they embrace the historic tenets of Christianity or do

they share a more liberal religious tradition? How are
I

their religious beliefs related to the dimensions of re-

ligious orthodoxy? How are these beliefs .affected by var-

I
ious demographic characteristics?

I
*

f
Si

2. What is the missionaries' citizenship orientation?

How is their religious orientation related to their politi-

cal attitudes in their home countries? How has the overseas
I;
f escperience influenced their citizenship orientation?i
(f-

s;.
3. What is the missionaries' mission orientation?

■ i '
How is their religious orientation related to their mission

their attitudes towards and involve-

I
t
iff orientation? (i.eSri

ment in African society)? What orientation does the mis-
T

sionary himself hold towards his role as a change agent in
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a developing society? Is this role characterized by a

salvational conception of his mission. or is it a this-

worldly approach to social ills?

4. What implications for the modernization process

can be derived from studying missionaries' religious citi

zenship and mission orientations? What are the implications

of the missionaries' involvement in East Africa as agents

of socialization and change? Finally, do Protestant mis

sionaries hold religious beliefs or secular attitudes which

might encourage or impede aspects of economic, political

or social modernization within the African context?

Format of the Study

The study is organized in the following manner. Chap

ter Two reviews the methodology, describes the demographic

characteristics of the missionary respondents, and discus

ses the measurement of the religious orientation variable.

Chapter Three discusses the citizenship orientation of the

respondents and the relationship of this orientation to the

religious variable. Chapter Four discusses the mission

orientation and the relationship of this dimension to the

.religious variable. Chapter Five discusses the relationship
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of the religious orientation to the citizenship and mission »

13
orientations and the implications for the modernization

J-K

||
process which can be drawn from our analysis of these Pro-

mtestant missionaries., i
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CHAPTER II

METHODOLOGY AND THE SAMPLE
p

The ultimate concern of this study is the relationship 

between the religious orientations and those secular orien-

i.:

j
i

tations exhibited by our missionary respondents which may 

impinge upon their activities and impact as change agents

in two East African countries. In this chapter we will ex-
'.v

amine; (1) the sample of respondents from which the data'•

for this study was drawn; (2) the methods ahd techniques

employed to measure the independent variable posited for

consideration (i.e., religious orthodoxy)and (3) those
■f

characteristics of the missionaries which have been iden

tified as indicators of the "social situation," possible

intervening variables.

The Sample and the Survey Instrument

In order to analyze the research problem and to answer

the questions posed in the problem statement, a general sur

vey of the religious and secular beliefs, attitudes, activi-
Ci

^ties of a group of Protestant missionaries was undertaken.

f
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The respondents were selected from a cross-national popula

tion of English-speaking Protestant missionaries in Kenya

and Tanzaniac- Included were missionaries from the United

Stages, Canada, Britain, and Australia. The respondents

represent a typical, though not a random, cross section of 

English-speaking Protestant missionaries in East Africa.^

The criteria for selecting the individual missionary

respondents were determined by our research purposes, The

two major purposes, again, were to analyze the relationship
3
I

between the respondents' religious orientations and their

citizenship and mission orientations and to make inferencesf

about their impact as modernizing agents. Given our inter-
3
1

est in a cross-national study, we included ‘only English-S
.1

speaking Protestant missionaries to minimize technical dif-

ficulties relating to language and cultural differences.

Two sets of limitations impinged on the final selection

of the respondents included in the study. First, we were

};
dependent upon the cooperativeness of various mission soci-

i

eties to furnish mailing lists of their missionaries, and

second, we were further restricted by financial problems.

Both factors contributed to a smaller and less representa

tive sample than we had planned. These two factors are

0
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discussed below.
:i:

-s
::i

In June, 1969, a letter was sent to each American and

"" Canadian missibn society listed in the North American Pro

testant Ministries Overseas Directory^ which supported
■w

either Canadian or American missionaries in Kenya or Tan-
v- i;

Si zania„ Letters were also sent to two British mission soci-

I eties, the United Society for the Propagation of the Gospelfi
,o

and the Church Mission Society, and to the Australian Church

Mission Society concerning their interest in the project.:

The letters of inquiry explained the nature of the proposed

study, inquired as to their interest in cooperating in the

study and, finally, asked them to provide mailing lists of
1

the missionaries they supported in East Africa. A numberSi

of the smaller, sect-type societies indicated an unwilling-
1
:S ness to cooperate in the study; the British Church Mission

I Society was also unwilling to participate due to what theyff
considered the sensitive political content of the survey.

After securing financial resources, we selected missionaries

from twelve mission societies to receive the survey instru

ment.^ This sampling procedure obviously restricts the gen-

eralizations which can be drawn from the data, yet we.were

able to test the major hypothesis and to draw some inferences

t e
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about the role of Protestant missionaries in East Africa.n

The survey research questionnaire employed to gatherH i
% \

"" data about the'missionary respondents was designed to 

elicit four types of information; (1) their religious be-

i

fi
lie'fs; (2) their attitudes toward various social and po-fi |fi

ii V

litical issues; (3) their perceptions of their involvement
3

fi
;.f in their home countries and in East Africa; and (4) demo-

‘igraphic data, including age, sex, social class and educa-
i'1

tional background, theological training, length of timeif

3 overseas, and nationality. The questionnaire is included3

in Appendix I. A majority of the indicators which pro

vided the measures of the religious and secular variables
I
i were drawn from other survey research projects. A search

of the literature produced a number of relevant indices andii

i'll scales which have been used previously to operationalizeI
I

I
many of the variables included in our research design. We

chose to borrow tested indicators, adapting them when neces-
£

sary to satisfy the demands of the missionary respondents.i \

rather than utilize new and untested ones. Discussion of|f

the operational procedures for the variables included ini.

i

the analysis are outlined in the chapters as they occur in 

presenting and analyzing data.^

(
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A pre-test of the original questionnaire was adminis-

■:S

tered to twenty-two Protestant missionaries who were either BBB:,
li

.:

ill
B
i«i

i

■-r

on furlough or who had recently terminated service in East

'BiAfrita. Each respondent was asked to complete the ques-

ii 
I :tionnaire and evaluate the individual items. Special em-

I
osB:phasis was placed on clarity of thought for a cross-national
Sv;iSI.
WB

sample and for politically sensitive items which could be
■;>■:

misinterpreted in the African context. On the basis of
r nm

'Ml'B'ii
i

these responses, the questionnaire was rewritten, deleting

iJ
:*■:

«

a number of items and revising others.

The questionnaire packets were mailed in January, 19'20,

I to missionaries who were either serving or who had recently
■ffilvi iffi::l
■s»“

1
terminated service in Kenya and Tanzania. Each packet in-

V ;■
Ii-s:

'i eluded a marked envelope identifying the respondent and the iM■5

if
B:

i
: ;international postage coupons for return mailing from East

*S:m Africa. A follow-up letter was sent two we^ks later as a

reminder to the respondents to complete and return the
fBi
ii
iB

questionnaire. Of the 525 questionnaires sent, 331 useable'B--,

questionnaires were returned. The return rate was 63 per

ii#■

cent.
^ - 

il
IBB

y.; A breakdown of the respondents from the twelve cooper-

■y ating mission societies is provided in the following table.

) 'il:.

■iiS

V..

. V ......................... -t. ‘ . . , . t^
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Included in the table are the total number of question

naires sent, the number returned and a comparison of sample 

to universe for each of the participating societies.

Statistical Analysis

In doing statistical analysis of social science data, 

two related questions confront the researcher when attempt

ing to explain relationships. The first question concerns

the existence of a relationship between two variables.

Once a relationship has been established, the second ques- 

tion arises as to the strength of that relationship.

The chi-square test of independence is a commonly

used statistic which enables one to determine whether a

relationship between two variables "is strong enough to be

meaningful, or so trivial that the departure from indepen

dence might well be due to change."^ Various strength of 

relationship measures exist for data similar to that in 

this study. We have chosen to report two types. The first 

measure of association employs simple percentage figures;

these are used predominantly throughout the analysis. Sup

port for the use of percentages is derived from Hubert Bla

lock- who has argued that "it is certainly possible to get■■T
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a very good indication of the degree of relationship be

tween two dichotomized variables by comparing percentages."6 

The second’measure of association is Kendall's tau, 

whichis a summary statistic that measures linear associa-

tiori between ordinal variables. This statistic further

aids in the interpretation of the reported relationships.

Demographic Characteristics of the Respondents

Demographic characteristics of the missionary re

spondents provide an aggregate portrait of the missionaries.

What are their personal characteristics? From what type

environment did they come? In what kind of environment do

they find themselves as missionaries? The data are dis

cussed in percentages and refer to all 331 respondents un

less otherwise noted.

The missionary respondents came from relatively di

verse geographic and social backgrounds. Sixty-five per

cent came from the United Spates.

54 were reared in the Northeastern part of the country, 81

Of this American sample.

in the Midwest and Plains states, 50 in the South, and 17

Canadians made up 15 per cent of the sample.in the West,

T

.4,
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1

Australians 12 per cent, and the British accounted for the■'s

remaining 8 per cento

I Fifty-one'per cent of the missionaries were reared in 

smalf, rural communities, which had populations of less than'j

5,ODO, Fourteen per cent of the sample grew up in towns^4
2

I
which had populations from 5,000 to 25,000? 10 per cent in

smaller cities which had fewer than 150,000; the remainingi

23 per cent were products of cities which had populations

I of more than 150,000.
'i

The occupational experiences of the respondents' par-
I V,

ents also reflected rural backgrounds. Thirty-three per

cent listed their fathers' occupations as farmers. Twenty

per cent categorized their fathers as blue collar workers.

while 37 per cent indicated their fathers' occupations in-

volved white collar work. Included in the above categories
I

5 were those individuals who described their fathers as com

bining a full-time occupation with a part-time ministerial

i?
role.

Of those who categorized their fathers in white collar

occupations, 69 fathers followed a professional occupation

(including doctors, lawyers, pharmacists, engineers, j.our-

T nalists, governmental officials, ministers, teachers and
4
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military personnel.) Twenty-nine fathers were businessmen 

(including owners, executives, and managers) and the re-
&
%

maining 30 were employed in clerical or sales roles. 

askeS to designate the social class which they felt best 

characterized their parents

When

s

life, 41 per cent of the re-

•I
spondents designated their families as middle class while1
57 per cent designated their families as working class.

The fathers' educational level provided another as-I

pect of the missionaries' social background. Forty-one■1

I
I

per cent of the fathers received an elementary education

or less, 31 per cent received a secondary education or

less, and the remaining 25 per cent had some form of
3‘

ft

higher education (this included having attended college.

graduated from college and/or graduate or professional
V-.-

Ii training) .

The itemized personal characteristics reveal that 58

il per cent of the missionaries were male; 42 per cent fe

male. They were all Caucasian. Twenty per cent of ther

missionaries were thirty years of age or younger, 37 per

cent were 31-40, 20 per cent were 41-50 and the remaining

17 per cent were 51 years or older. The oldest respondent

■7 w^s seventy-three and had served in East Africa since 1923.
‘i
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Considering that 80 per cent of the respondents were over

thirty years old, the data on their marital status were

somewhat surprising. Only 56 per cent of the missionaries

were married while 42 per cent remained single and 2 per

cent were widowed.

Data were also collected on the education, training

and involvement of the missionaries themselves. Fifty-five

per cent reported that they had received graduate or pro

fessional training and held terminal degrees. This train

ing was either teacher education or medical at the graduate
V

level or seminary level religious training which led to de

gree programs. Another 5 per cent reported that they had

either attended a seminary or graduate school, but had not

received degrees. Nine per cent reported that they had re

ceived Bible school training (but had not attended college),

while 25 per cent had attended or graduated from college

(and perhaps attended a Bible school as well), and the re

maining 4 per cent had a high school or vocational-techni

cal education. Of those 154 respondents who reported pro

fessional training, 67 were in the medical field (44

nurses, 19 doctors, and 4 pharmacists), 58 held MA's, -four

T held Ph.D.'s, one a CPA license, and 47 held religious
-i.
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i

degrees (B,D., Th.B., Th.L., M.R.E etc.). *
• t

I
*

a
Despite the fact that only 14 per cent of the mis- 

'"sionaries held religious degrees, 32 per cent were or

dained ministers while 64 per cent were not ordained. 

This latter figure was similar to the total of those who

a
I?
I
a
«
■i

reported no formal theological training. Sixty-three per
V:-
.'a

cent had not attended either a Bible school or a seminary; %

i'i
T'17 per cent had attended a Bible school (perhaps in addi-

Ition to college or professional training) and 19 per cent
a
:-1had attended or graduated from a seminary.
a

To complete the missionary profile, background char-
¥

actetistics of the missionaries' overseas experiences were

The missionaries in this study presently ■V-also compiled.

serve or recently terminated service in East Africa. Forty-
.■:5

seven per cent were involved in mission programs in Kenya

and 53 per cent served in Tanzania (actually mainland Tan- i-

zania, usually termed Tanganyika). Fifteen per cent of the ■'J

¥

missionaries were involved in short term projects, usually 

of two or three years duration, while 85 per cent reported
I
3

that they were career missionaries. Thirty-five per cent
i

had served for more than a decade. Twenty-one per cent had

T served from six to ten years, 29 per cent served from two to

Vi
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five years, and the remaining 15 per cent had served less
=1
s

than two years.
S

The respondents were also asked to indicate the geo-!?

ri

IS
graphic* setting of the area where they were serving in East

-n

Africa» Fifty-four per cent of the respondents were in-
f

volved in a village or rural setting. Interestingly, it
.-j

is in rural areas where the East African governments havea
'■4

the greatest difficulty staffing their own facilities.-

Fourteen per cent of the missionaries were serving in 

small towns, 18 per cent in regional towns and the re-

V

maining 12 per cent were working in or near the capital

:l
I
0
'ii

cities,
■4
■4

5 with political independence in Africa, an urgent need

developed for indigenous peoples to assume the leadership

positions in the churches. One result of this has been

the neOd for fewer missionaries to act as evangelists and

more to carry out non-religious functions, especially ins the fields of education, health, and community development.

While many missionaries perform both non-religious and re

ligious functions, the following data indicated that the

i-;

majority of the missionary respondents perceived their pri-

r mary roles as involving educational and health services.

t
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i sThirty-one per cent of the 331 respondents listed job 

titles which related to a field of education, 22 per cent 

worked in the medical and health field, and only 2 per 

cent were involved in community development work; 28 per

Si
,-5

e'

i.

i.

a
I

cent listed job titles which primarily involved religious s
1
n

J
activities. The remaining 14 per cent were engaged in

supporting roles which facilitated the mission societies'
I

activities, but which did not clearly involve primaryI
f

responsibility in one of the above areas. These data sug-

gest that the primary role of the missionary is not an ex-
f

elusive one, and supports the contention that missionaries

provide technical skills in addition to whatever religious

?:
endeavors they might undertake. While this missionary

5
S

11

i; sample is not a representative sample of all Protestant

missionaries in Kenya and Tanzania, it is probably not 

atypical of these groups' involvement in the fields of

K

I
f

i'f

I

■7

education, health, community development and religious 

activity. The obvious conclusion is that Protestant mis- “

Li

sionaries provide considerable manpower in these endeavors.
V-

In summary, what are the predominant characteristics
;:T

of the missionary respondents? First, we found striking

T differences between the respondents' life styles and the

t
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life styles of their parents. The missionaries' parents

are best characterized by their rural, working class and
k,

farming backgrounds. Further, they had little formal edu-i

1 »
cational experience. The respondents, however, are well

f: educated and exhibited considerable social mobility over

their parents' social status. Second, important informa-i;
tion on the missionaries' overseas careers emerged from theh, 5-

study. The vast majority of the respondents indicated that

I
they were engaged in long-term or career service; over one-

f: third had served more than a decade in East Africa. Fur-'i
V

ther, a majority of the respondents worked in mral set-4

tings and fifty-five per cent were engaged predominantly

in non-religious activities. These data underscore the

contention that missionary tenure and location stability

enhance the chances of missionaries serving as change

agents. Third, the breakdown of the control variables were

also included in the'discussion of the demographic charac- 

The data indicate that 58 per cent are male, 65 

per cent are American, 57 per cent are younger than 40 years

teristics.

5

a
old, and 56 per cent have served,in East Africa six years

I
■r

or longer.

:
3
<
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The preceding discussion presented an aggregate por- p

trait of our respondents; we now turn to the key indepen-

dent variable of- this study, the respondents' religious

s
orientStions.

Religious Orientationi
%
.1 i;

Numerous approaches have been employed to conceptualize:l

and measure the religious dimension of an individual's 

life."^
I

We utilized one dimension of Clock and Stark's

I framework^ which has stimulated a growing body of empirical 

and theoretical literature. Their theoretical assumptions, 

which undergird our discussion of religious orientation and

3 V,
T

i

the Religious Orthodoxy Index, involve the basic question:

What differences would one expect to find between the less

orthodox or "this-worldly" believers and the highly ortho-

dox or "other-worldly" believers?

We posited that those missionaries whose religious
ti

orientation was less orthodox would hold citizenship and

mission orientations which would differ significantly from 

those whose religious orientation was highly orthodox.9

i'

This theoretical assumption is also supported by empirical 

evidence. Evidence exists which suggests that the highlyT

-V.

t

. . . . . . r.. . . ■-vr.-k
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I-.
orthodox Christians—both laity and clergy—are less con-

cerned with involvement in secular issues than less ortho

dox Christians? their major concern rests with "saving
w

It is at this point that persons who are reli-souls",
t': 

•! :giously orthodox disagree with those who are less orthodox. I :y

The less orthodox Christians possess a religious orienta

tion which has traditionally encouraged involvement in the

facets of secular life which concern the quality of human fM.

existence, social ills and injustices, and a desire to

bring human conditions more into conformity with the fun

damental tenets of Christianity.^^

Two models are thus derived from these theoretical w'i.f .

Kassumptions about these two religious orientations. The

one represents a tradition in which the religious concern

was essentially involved in saving one's own soul or in

f:
saving the souls of others. Individuals in this perspec-

tive tended to. reject the need to become_^involved in social 

issues and political questions. The second model repre-

sents a tradition which had its origins in the "Social Gos-

pel" movement. In that tradition an individual's religious

'llconcern moved beyond the "salvation" concept into the secu-

•T Individuals who held "this-worldly" viewslar realm.

ft
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A

tended to see a responsibility for Christians to make their

religious manifest in contemporary, ethical concerns of

life.

p
To the extent that these models are correct, we would

expect (1) to confirm the major hypothesis that the less

orthodox and the highly orthodox have distinctive citizen

ship and mission orientations and (2) that the two groups

would have different impacts as change agents in East Af

rica. Having established the importance of the religious

variable for the study, we now turn to the measurement of
V

the Orthodoxy Index.

The Religious Orthodoxy Index, developed by Glock and

Stark, has been used in previous studies to measure the

less orthodox or "this-worldly" religious orientations.

Therefore, we included the Index in our study as the meas

ure of our independent variable—the respondents' religious

orientation.

Glock and Stark defined their religious beliefs dimen

sion in terms of acceptance or rejection of the historic

doctrines of Christianity. The highly orthodox believers

were those who affirmed the historic doctrines of the

T church, while the less orthodox were those who rejected
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those doctrines. The orthodox believer was subsequently

defined as one who " .acknowledges a supernatural realm 

anB who conceits of the supernatural* in historic terms— 

a personal God, a Divine Savior, and a life beyond death. "H

• o

-.1

The Religious Orthodoxy Index thereby assesses the in-

dividual respondent in terms of his location from the orth-
I

odox position? one either accepts the traditional super-

natural tenets of Christianity or locates himself theo

logically in terms of the extent to which he rejects these
i
I

Figure 3 illustrates the scheme used in the meas-beliefs.I
V;

■s

ure.I
h
I

Figure 3 Measurement of Religious OrthodoxyI
S

I Non-Orthodox Orthodox

Rejection 
of Historic /O 
Tenets of 
Christianity

Acceptance 
4/ of Historic 

Number of Tenets One Accepts. Tenets of
Christianity

ii 1 2 3li
I
I
f:
7-^

s
Considerable controversy has arisen as to the theo-

if
logical and methodological justification for defining the5,3r

I believer in historic Christian terms which emphasize the

ii
supernatural and for measuring the distance from that po

sition rather than another position. Stark contends

that the ultimate test of any index in social science
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®
Iresearch is its fruitfulness in accounting for other forms

Ifof behavioro He argues further:
If

""o.oThe reason for choosing to define orthodoxy in terms 
of co^itment to traditional Christian doctrines stems 
from our (Glock-Stark's) ^conviction as sociologists 
that the difference between holding or not holding sup™ 
ernatural beliefs is a very critical variable affecting 
the way people think and act. It would seem likely ' 
that the persons who believe in the supernatural will 
define and respond to the world rather differently than 
those who reject the supernatural.^^

's'-

I
I
i
f

f

Previous research has shown that those orthodox religious
'ii

beliefs traditionally associated with Christianity are
'■f

still in force in a significant sector of society and that 

these beliefs have a number of social consequences.^^

I
V:

i

The Orthodoxy Index consists of four questions which

asked the respondents to categorize their beliefs about (1)

the existence of a personal God; (2) the divinity of Jesus

Christ; (3) the authenticity of Biblical miracles? and (4)

the literal existence of the Devil. Each respondent re-

ceived a score of one'for each item on which he expressed

his certainty of the tmth of the orthodox position; he

scored zero for each item on which he acknowledged doubt

or disbelief about the orthodox response.The scores

ranged from a low of zero to a high of four.
I

T
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The four questions and the per cent response to each

item are presented in Table 2, The orthodox response for

Questions One and Two is the first answer; for Questions
p

Three and Four, the orthodox response is the "literally

true" category. The surprising discovery is that the mis

sionaries are far more orthodox than originally anticipated.

Over 90 per cent of the respondents expressed no doubts or

disbeliefs about the existence of a personal God and the

Divinity of Jesus Christ. More of the respondents had dif

ficulty affirming the literal truth of the existence of the

Devil. Although a surprising 84 per cent affirmed the Dev

il’s existence, ninety per cent could agree to the literal 

truth of Jesus’ miracle of walking on water.

The responses to the four items were summed, creating 

an index score for each respondent. The distribution of

the index scores as shown in Table 3, reveals that more

than three-fourths of the missionaries expressed no doubts

or disbeliefs about the traditional, supernatural tenets

of Christianity, -For our analysis, we created two dichoto

mized groups based upon this index. The respondents who

scored four affirming all the historic tenets) make 

up our- "highly-orthodox”-"other-worldly" category and those

« c
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TABLE 2 RELIGIOUS ORTHODOXY -INDEX ITEMSa

WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS COMES CLOSEST TO EX- 
PEIESSING WHAT YOU BELIEVE ABOUT GOD?

1.

Per Cent 
90% I know that God really exists and I have no doubts 

about it.
While I have doubts, I feel that I do believe in God. 
I find myself believing in God some of the time, but 
not at other times.
I don't believe in God. but I do believe in a higher 
power of some kind.
I don't know whether there is a God and I don't*be
lieve there is any way to find out.
I don't believe in God.
None of the above represents what I believe about 
God.
(N=331)

*1.

B% 2.
1% 3.

. 1% 4.

0% 5.

0% 6.
-1% 7.''-■i

100%

WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS COMES CLOSEST TO EX
PRESSING WHAT YOU BELIEVE ABOUT JESUS?

2.

Jesus is the Divine Son of God and I have no doubts 
about it.
While I have some doubts, I feel basically that 
Jesus is Divine.
I feel that Jesus was a great man and very holy, but 
I don't feel Him to be the Son of God any more than 
all of us are children of God.
I think Jesus was only a man, although,an extra
ordinary one.
Frankly, I'm not entirely sure there really was such 
a person as Jesus.
None of the above represents what I believe,about 
Jesus.

91% *1.

8% 2.

V 0% 3.

"J 1% 4.

0% 5.

6.-1%

(N=331)100%

FOR EACH OF THE RELIGIOUS BELIEFS LISTED BELOW, PLEASE 
■ INDICATE WHETHER YOU PERSONNALLY BELIEVE THEM TO BE:¥i

■if-

i:
*LITERALLY TRUE
- - -  TRUE IN A SYMBOLIC SENSE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _  PROBABLY NOT TRUE AT ALL
- - - - - - - - - - -  DEFINITELY NOT TRUE

r r
1% Jesus walked on the water. (N=326)3.. 90% _ 8% _ 1%

4. 84% 12% 2% 2% The Devil actually exists. (N=324)a:

*Orthodox response; all others are non-orthodox responses.

i

%
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who scored less than four (i.e., failing to affirm one or

more of the historic tenets) make up our "less-orthodox

"tEis-worldly" category. These categories of religious 

orientation are used throughout the analysis and are dis

cussed "as highly orthodox and less orthodox.

TABLE 3 RELIGIOUS ORTHODOXY INDEX SCORES

4%Low 0
1 2 Less Orthodox
2 5
3 11

High 4 78 Highly Orthodox

100%

The justification for the dichotomized categories of

15'religious orthodoxy is based upon two factors. The first

is the empirical findings of the suirvey.' A vast majority

of respondents was found to be highly orthodox; hence, it

would have been impractical to extend the analysis to more

than a simple dichotomy between the highly orthodox and

the less orthodox. The second is based upon a theoretical

assumption. If differences exist between people with more

or less of a given characteristic, it seems likely that the

most meaningful difference would appear between those who-

are the most committed and the remainder of the population.
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s
Iit is when individuals are stronglyLenski argues that " • o •

committed to something that we can best judge the influ

ence of the commitment on their lives.
I

Therefore, we

would expect to be able to predict very effectively for

the highly orthodox group as they are presumably the most

committed.

Validation of the Religious Orthodoxy Index
I
5

Theological and methodological criticisms of the

Orthodoxy Index have stimulated several efforts to vali-

date the measure. The purpose of the present discussion
i

is to review efforts which have attempted to validate the

•i
measure and to present data from this study which lend ad

ditional support to these efforts.

The first effort to validate the Orthodoxy Index was

undertaken by Clock and Stark; their arguments were origi-

nally presented.in Christian Beliefs and Anti-Semitism and

later in American Piety. In both cases they argued that

the Index was a sensitive and valid measure because of the

predictability of other religious beliefs not included in 

the Index.Christian laymen furnished the data used for-

They were also able to show that the Index■ r their analysis.
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worked equally well for Roman Catholics and Protestants;

they showed that when specifically Catholic beliefs such as 

papal infallibility were considered, these beliefs added no 

precision^ to the scoring of Roman Catholics on the Index.

That is, Roman Catholics who scored high on the Index ac- 

cepted the doctrine of papal infallibility while those who

scored low did not. Thus, they concluded, a single measure

sufficed to classify the religious orientation of both 

Catholic and Protestant laymen.^®

A more recent validation effort resulted from the data
V.

collected by Quinley in his study of California clergymen

from nine major Protestant denominations. Stark, in col

laboration with Bruce Foster, validated the measure, em-
i

ploying three approaches in this effort to build a case

for the validity of the Index.

The first approach examined the relationship between

the Orthodoxy Index and other religious beliefs not in

cluded in the Index. They found again that the Orthodoxy 

Index did accurately predict these beliefs.^^ The second

approach sought to discover whether the Orthodoxy Index was

related to a broader aspect of religious outlook. They

discovered that those who scored high on the Index rejected
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the idea that the primary mission of the church is "this-

worldly"; rather, high scorers were concerned with the re-

Conversely, those who.scored lowwards- of the future life.

on the Ind#}{ indicated a greater concern that the church 

implement- Christian teaching here and now.^^ 

approach sought to validate the Orthodoxy Index by compar-

The third

ing the index with the clergy's designation of their own

theological positions. These positions included the fol

lowing categories: Fundamentalist, Conservative, Neo

orthodox, Liberal, and other. Stark and Foster report that 

there is extraordinary agreement between the characteriza

tion of a clergyman's religious perspective on the basis of 

the Index and his own characterization of himself.?^

Using, data extrapolated from Quinley's study of Cali

fornia clergymen22 and our missionary study. Table 4 shows 

the interchangeability of the Orthodoxy Index and self-

designated theological -positions as measures of religious

Based on Quinley's data. Stark and Fosterorientation.

concluded that the vast majority of clergymen were classi

fied by the Orthodoxy Index in a way fully consistent with

their self-conceptions of their own theological positions.

T
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TABLE 4 VALIDATING THE RELIGIOUS ORTHODOXY INDEX

Less Orthodox Highly Orthodox

Clergy Missionary Clergy Missionary 
Sample Respondents Sample Respondents 
(N=940) (N=72) (N=584) (N=252)

Fundamentalist 
C ons e rvat ive 16% 23% 85% 88%

Neo-Orthodox
Liberal
Other 84 77 15 12

100% 100% 100% 100%

Based on our data, the interchangeability of the

Orthodoxy Index and the self-designated theological posi

tions of the missionary respondents is confirmed. The mis

sionary respondents who scored highly orthodox on the Index

selected the two conservative theological positions; con

versely, those missionaries who scored as less orthodox on

the Index selected the liberal theological positions.

The validation of the Orthodoxy Index by Glock, Stark

and Foster and the comparison of the data from the mission

ary respondents to the clergy sample -lend considerable sup

port to the contention that the Index is a valid and useful

indicator of the religious orientation of both laity and

clergy. Therefore, it provides an ideal measure for cate-

■ gorizing our respondents into religious groups based upon
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religious beliefs. Having established the religious ori

entation measure, we can proceed to the comparison of the 

demographic characteristics of the less orthodox and highly 

orthodox religious groups and-analyze the relationship be

tween the religious orientation of the respondents and

their citizenship and mission orientations.

Demographic Characteristics of the Respondents

This section compares the less orthodox and the highly

orthodox missionaries in terms of the four demographic var-
V.,

iables which define the social situation for the respondents

and serve as control variables in Chapters Three and Four.

The four variables discussed include sex, nationality, age.

and length of time which the respondents have spent in East

Africa,

The data in Table 5 indicate that very little dif

ference exists between'the religious orientations of the 

missionaries when broken down by sex and nationality. Dif

ferences were found, however, between the religious orien

tations of our respondents when compared by age and length

of time overseas.
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I
iWomen play a number of important roles in mission
;1
>

societies. Research suggests that important differences

in'^he political arid social realms exist between men and 

women due*^ to cultural and social restraints

f
f;

y

The sex

I
roles of our respondents became an important variable in f

% t',

I:
order to ascertain what differences exist between the men f:

and women in our study. For the religious variable, the

data in Table 5 reveal that women in our study are some-
.3
3

what more likely to be highly orthodox than men. but the

percentage difference is small. This suggests that the

religious orientation of the respondents is independent of

culturally or societally determined sex roles.

Given that the respondents' religious orientations

were independent of sex roles, the question remains as to

the relationship between nationality and religious orien

tation. Based on previous studies, we had anticipated

that a relatively high percentage of the American mission-
£

aries would be highly orthodox, but we had less information

on which to base es^pected findings for the non-American re

spondents as no comparable studies existed. Table 5 shows

that as a group the British, Canadian and Australian mis-

T
sionaries are slightly more orthodox than the Americans

r
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TABLE 5 DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS AND RELIGIOUS ORTHODOXY

Male
(N=188)

Female
(N=135) -v"".

Less Orthodox 25% l^/o

Highly Orthodox 75% 82%

Tau = .091 
x2 =2.66 
df = 1

(Z = 2.46) 
(N.S.)

‘w..

iUSA Non-USA
(N=113)(N=211) E'-:

Less Orthodox 24% 19%

Highly Orthodox 76% 81%
e5S}

(Z = 1.62) 
(N.S.)

Tau = ,062 
x2 = 1.26 
df =1

■v-e'e

iolder
(N=118)^^

Younger
(N=186)

Less Orthodox 10%30%

Highly Orthodox 70% 90%

(Z- = 5.97)
(p = .001)

Tau = .227 
x2 = 15.70 
df = 1

•GT

-5 Years 
(N=143)

-+■6 Years 
(N=181)

-S;;
Less Orthodox 31% 15%

v-'r

Highly Orthodox 69% 85%

Tau = .194 
X2 =12.32

(Z = 5.24)
(p = .001)

df = 1 i
-iv,;'

eI'
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though again the percentage differences are small. This

finding suggests that the religious orientation which the 

missionaries hold is independent of the national setting 

in which*^he is raised,

as well as sex differences, appear to make little or no

Therefore, national differences.

difference in our respondents' religious orientations.

Two variables—age and length of time overseas—were

importantly related to the respondents' religious orien

tation and produced very different patterns from those

just discussed. Table 5 shows the relationship between

age and religious orientation. Dividing the respondents

into a younger group (40 and under) and an older group (41

and over), we sought to determine whether one group was

more orthodox than the other. We expected, given the

available body of research, that we would find a signifi

cant difference between age groups with the older group

tending to be more orthodox. Data for the missionary re

spondents support this expectation though the relationship

is not particularly strong; 90 per cent of those over forty

are highly 'orthodox while 70 per cent of those forty or un

der were highly orthodox.
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Table 5 also shows that a similar relationship exists

between those respondents who have been overseas a shorter 

time ^d those who have been there longer.

divided the respondents into- those serving overseas five

a-:
as;In this case. i
I
Iwe
■4;

I
years or less and those who have served six years or more.i I

We assumed that those who had served longer would tend to

1:
be more orthodox religious believers; this relationship did ?•

"emerge although again it was not strong. Our anticipated
*
I

findings were based upon the assumption that the older mis-4

I
I
::
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p

sionaries would also be the ones who had served overseas

six years or inore«
i

The four variables used in the discussion of the demo-'
V

graphic characteristics of the less orthodox and highly 3
orthodox religious groups will be employed in Chapters

iThey will be introduced as control vari-Three and Four.
"i
'I
1

ables to aid in interpreting the relationship between the

4
religious variable.and various dependent variables, 

feet, they define the social situation of the missionary

In ef- 4

i.

respondents. Li
■4

This chapter has presented the methodological details

concerning the sample, the independent variable, and the ■•5

4?
intervening variables. We can now proceed to the discussion p'i
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of the two major dependent variables and the analysis of

the relationship of the independent and dependent variables. i
¥
ii
4-The next chapter focuses upon the citizenship orientation 

and Chapter**^Four on the mission orientation.

'■i
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CHZ^TER III

CITIZENSHIP ORIENTATION
p

This dhapter will explore the nature of the citizen

ship orientation of the missionary respondents and analyze

the relationship between this factor and the religious ori-

The analysis focuses on the general hypothesis.entation„

suggested by the theoretical assumptions outlined in Chap

ter Two, that individuals who are highly orthodox will dif

fer significantly from those who are less orthodox in terms

of their socio-political attitudes and behavior, or what

we have called their citizenship orientation.

V^e will test this hypothesis using two attitudinal and

two behavioral measures of the citizenship orientation. in

addition, four control variables, discussed in the last

chapter, will be introduced to ascertain the extent to

which the relationship between the religious and citizenship

orientations is independent of the respondents' social sit

uation. This analysis will enable us to draw conclusions

about the nature of the missionaries' socio-political at

titudes and involvement in their home countries and will
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■‘I

lay the foundation for a study of Protestant missionaries

I
as change agents in East Africa. f

I
Hypotheses li#•

!

The four dimensions of the missionary respondents' •5

I&
citizenship orientation to be examined in this chapter are:

'■I

(1) the respondents’ attitudes towards the role of their
a■a
v-i.

governments in the national setting; (2) their attitudes
5i

towards their government's role in the international set-
"1

ting; (3) their interest in engaging in actual political a
y- s

activities; and (4) their attitudes towards their political •••«

icompetence to influence their home governments' political

s.decisions. These dimensions will enable us to test the
•m -',;V

general hypothesis and to explore the Clock and Stark as-

sumption that those who are highly orthodox in their reli-
li
1gious orientation are also "other-worldly" oriented as
a

-2noted in Chapter Two.
I
■t

Four working hypotheses were formulated for testing.

Each was selected because of its importance in defining the
.t:

respondents' perceptions of their home country, or their
■a;''
■j:

home country's role in the international setting. j
::5

We do

■r
not necessarily assume that these attitudes would carry

.-Vr

Ii

•X

1
j
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over to the host countries where the missionaries serve;

this is an important empirical question beyond the scope 

of t’his project, 

attitudes which the respondents hold toward their own gov-

Bu't we do assume that the perceptions or

ernments provide a basis for efforts for political sociali

zation which they might undertake. For example, mission

aries who hold a "conservative" view of governmental ac

tivity in their home countries will attempt to inculcate.

either in latent or manifest terms, a similar attitude in

the people with whom they come in contact. This reasoning

provides the underlying logic for studying domestic at

titudes and activities of the respondents, in anticipation

of clues which may be useful in understanding the impact of

missionaries as change agents in East Africa. Each hypoth

esis is derived from the theoretical perspective outlined

by Clock and Stark; further support for each is found in

the literature no.ted in Chapter One.

(1) The highly religious orthodox group will hold a
conservative view of governmental activity in the 
national setting; the converse will be true for 
the less orthodox group.^

(2) The highly orthodox religious group will hold an 
"isolationist" view of governmental activity in 
the international setting; the converse will be 

• found for the less orthodox group.^
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(3) The highly orthodox religious group will be less 
willing to engage in political activities than 
the less orthodox group.^

e
i.:

'it

(4r The highly orthodox religious group will feel po
litically incapable while the less orthodox will 
feef politically efficacious.'^

I
■th

1=

If air four hypotheses are confirmed, we can conclude .1

1
that our respondents’ religious orientation is related

positively to their citizenship orientation. If Hypotheses

'n
-(1) and (2) are confirmed and Hypotheses (3) and (4) are

?!
-1not, we can conclude that an individual's religious orien-

5^tation is related to ideological aspects of the citizenship
I

orientation but, not to behavioral dimensions. If none of

the hypotheses is confirmed, we must conclude that one's
i

citizenship orientation is not influenced by his religious
i-j

orientation.

Political Liberalism-Conservatism ii
fi

The Political Libera-lism-Conservatism Scale was in- • ]

eluded in the questionnaire to assess the missionary re

spondents ' attitudes towards the proper role of their gov-

ernments in the national setting. The Scale measured the

respondents' attitudes towards overt government activity in

•r
the areas of housing, employment, welfare, and police
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powersOur theoretical perspective suggested that: (1)

a large majority of the missionaries would be politically

conservative; (2) a strong relationship would be found be

tween the two religious groups and political conservatism-

liberalism;' and (3) the control variables would not alter

significantly the basic relationship.

The four items from the Liberalism-Conservatism Scale

are listed in Table 1 and include the percentage totals for

the conservative and liberal responses. These responses

clearly indicate that our missionary respondents were much
V

less conservative on this political dimension than we had

anticipated, based upon the large percentage of highly

orthodox respondents. Fifty-two per cent held a liberal

attitude towards their government's role in their own na

tions, while 48 per cent adhered to a more conservative

view. An analysis of the individual questions indicates

that over eight of 10 respondents see a proper role for

their government in assisting citizens with employment op

portunities, and about seven of 10 see a role for government

in public housing. However, on the welfare and police pow

er questions, a majority of the respondents gave conserve-

y
tive responses. Six of 10 gave the conservative view that

FT
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can only be controlled with the use of greater forcecrime

■by the police; this may appear to be a paradoxical attitude
SI

TABLE 6 POLITICAL LIBERALISM-CONSERVATISM ITEMS

;
site

#

Conservative Liberal NA

1ii

1) The government ought to try 
to help every citizen who 
wants to work to get a job. 1%18% 82%

2) The government should try to 
give every citizen a chance 
to live in decent housing.

2 ; :

116733
SI

f
I
mi

If crime is to be controlled, 
the police will have to be 
allowed to use more force in 
dealing with people.

3)

14059

Every able-bodied citizen on 
welfare should be made to 
work by my government.

4) Wii
i

181 18 I■1%52%48%Average ii
1ffli

for a Protestant missionary, but it is not incQnsistent *i
with expectations about highly orthodox religious believers. gi;

m
MiFinally, over eight of 10 respondents held a c'onservative.
Sg

mself-reliant attitude towards their government's role in ^*5

ii

S'social welfare programs; 'nobody should get something for
S'i'&nothing' was the generally accepted idea. This suggests

i
ii
ii
*

I s
that the Protestant ethic of self-reliance and hard work is

very much alive, at least among these missionary respondents. as
ii

II

. .. . .  . . . . . . . . . . T-* . V. . . . . . . •
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This description of the respondents' political atti

tudes leads us into an examination of the relationship be-

tweerr religious orthodoxy and this political dimension as

measured by*the Political Liberalism-Conservatism Scale. 

The scale"was formed by calculating a total score for each

respondent based on the responses to the four questions

After determining that the four items 

- formed an internally consistent scale,^ the respondents'

listed in Table 6.

scale scores were dichotomized placing low scorers into

the liberal category and high scorers into the conservative

category. The cutting point between the two groups was de

termined by the percentage figures for the liberal and con

servative groups given in Table 6. On this basis, we sought

to place approximately 52 per cent of the respondents- into

the liberal category and approximately 48 per cent into

the conservative category.7 We then cross-tabulated the

two variables to ascertain the nature of the relationship

between religious orthodoxy and liberalism-conservatism.

If our hypothesis was to be confirmed, we anticipated find

ing a strong positive association between high religious

orthodoxy and political conservatism. Table 7 shows that

the direction of the relationship proved to be as
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hypothesized; as orthodoxy increased, political conserva-

This relationship is further evidenced i^ 

that the highly orthodox group held more conservative views

tism increased.

*
of the role of their governments' activities in a national

setting than did the less orthodox.

TABLE 7 RELIGIOUS ORTHODOXY AND POLITICAL LIBERALISM- 
CONSERVATISM

Political
Liberals
(N=180)

Political
Conservatives
(N=144)

Less Orthodox 81% 19%

S
fHighly Orthodox 48% 52%

Tau = .274 (Z = 7.40)

X2 (p => .001)24.36
df 1

Although the hypothesis was confirmed in terms of the a?
fS'l

direction, the strength of the relationship is only mod

erately strong. However, the table reveals ^n interesting

difference between the less orthodox and the highly ortho-

dox groups. Lenski has suggested that the "most meaningful

differences appear between those who are the most committed

II8and the remainder of the population. We have measured

T
our religious variable in this way, but Lenski's assumption

:'W
i
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5?

is shown to be untrue for this sample. A meaningful dif- I
■*'

gference does not emerge for the highly orthodox on this 

political dimension; rather it emerges for the less ortho-
v!'

I
‘I
..li

dox. This not only reduces the strength of the relation- i;

I

ship, it suggests that those with a less orthodox religious I
V

orientation hold a much more distinctive orientation than

the highly orthodox. This pattern, first apparent here.

' is found later as well.
rv
i

The third part in our analysis was to establish the

extent to which control variables alter the relationship
H.

found in Table 7. This also provided an opportunity to

ascertain under what conditions a more distinctive orien-

fi'

tation for the highly orthodox might be found. The four
.•V

control variables were nationality, sex, age, and length

of time overseas.

The Weberian tradition suggests an individual's reli-

gious orientation should be significantly related to a dis

tinctive secular orientation while remaining partially in

dependent o:^ that person's social situation.^ Tables 8-A,

B, C, and D provide the data to test the validity of this

postulate. First, we found a statistically significant

I difference between the less orthodox and the highly orthodox

t
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RELIGIOUS ORTHODOXY AND POLITICAL LIBERALISM-CONSERVATISMTABLE 8a',

Non-USA
Liberals Conservatives 

(N=34)

USA
Liberals Conservatives 
(N=101) (N=114)

I
Sia
1

(N=81)
>1

4J
11

00 la

0) o
(-1 -H
b +> nl nl 

!3

5%95%25%75%Less Orthodox
#

36%64%39% 61%15 Highly Orthodox
a
1'

(Z = 4.13) 
(p = .01)

.264
7.87

(Z = 6.76)
{p = .001)

.311
20.36

T|U-v*
r? X

>■I: 11dfI;'ll
il Female

Liberals Conservatives 
(N=68)

Male
Liberals Conservatives 
(N=114) (N=78)

‘i';

(N=67)

17%83%n 20%80%Less OrthodoxI
00

15 58%42%47%53%Highly Orthodox(U
H

■s g
Eh CO (Z = 5.40) 

(P =
(Z = 4.82) 
(p = .01)

.313
13.26

.236
10.49

Tau
.ooU)i;.

X
1df 1

1

s Older
Liberals Conservatives 

(N=62)

Younger
Liberals Conservatives 
(N=116) (N=70) (N=56)

1
I 31%14% 69%86%Less OrthodoxoI oo

55%45%48%52%Highly Orthodox<u
iH
b (U 
(0 ~{Z‘= 2.47) 

(N.S.)
(Z = 6.58) 
(p = .001)

.153
2.78

.316
18.61

T|U

is;.

X
11df

e +6 Years
Liberals Conservatives 

(N=86)

-5 Years
Liberals Conservatives 
(N=65)

iS

MS (0 (N=58) (N=95)(Ui
1

m
u

Q O 71% 29%87% 13%Less Orthodox1 s00

51%u to 
H M 
b IS ^ (U
eh |m

49%47% 53%Highly Orthodoxr

(Z = 3.24) 
(p = .05)

(Z = 6.60)
(p = .001)

.162
4.77

.376
20.19

T|U
X
df ■ 11
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religious groups while controlling for the social situation

for each relationship, with one exception. For the Older 

respondents, no significant difference emerged between the

m
two groups. We may conclude, therefore, that with this ex

ception, religious orientation is related to this political

dimension even when we control for the elements of the so

cial situation. Second, while controlling for national

differences, we found that this variable did alter the

basic relationship. Third, we found only slight changes

while controlling for differences related to sex roles.

age, and length of time overseas.

Table 8-A suggests that national differences are im-

portant in clarifying the relationship between religious

orthodoxy and political conservatism for this cross-nation

al sample. The data show that the non-American respondents

are more politically liberal than their American colleagues.

regardless of the .religious orientation each holds. Second,

we find that the highly orthodox American respondents have

a more distinctive secular orientation as measured by the

Political Liberalism-Conservatism Scale, and that the basic

relationship was skewed by the non-Americans. Third, while

T the non-American respondents are more liberal than the
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Americans, a relatively strong relationship is shown be-

tween the less orthodox and the highly orthodox groups; 

only five per cent of the former group scored conservative 

responses compared to 36 per cent of the latter group. 

Therefore, religious orthodoxy is related to the political

wt
■

; '

variable for both the American and non-American respondents.

i
(S:

but less strongly for the non-Americans.

Turning to Tables 8-B, C, and D, we note that the un-
■ '

'derlying relationship between religious orthodoxy and po

litical liberalism, conservatism is altered only slightly.
ill

SiFor instance, we found that women tended to be somewhat 

more politically conservative than men and that the highly 

orthodox women were more conservative than highly orthodox

r;
■

»»

■J
Another slightmen; the differences were small, however.

sS

II
its

change was found when we controlled for age. The older

missionaries (41 and over) tended to be somewhat more po-

iiilitically conservative than the younger missionaries, though
mm

li
L

r;

the differences again were negligible.

Table 8-D introduces the effects of length of time

overseas on the missionaries' political conservatism. We

iSwanted to ascertain what, if any, influence the overseas ?llll
#

T On the one hand, weexperience had on the respondents.
■i.
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S
reasoned that being away from one's home country might have !

a
ia liberalizing effect upon one's political outlook and in- a
ts
Sterests as his horizons broadened; on the other hand; we 

thought that it might be possible .that being away from 

one's home country might have the effect of isolating the

i

individual, thus contributing to increased political con

servatism. Our findings indicate that the length of time

overseas produces only slight changes; for the less ortho

dox we found that those missionaries who had been overseas

longer were somewhat more conservative than those who had

But for the highly orthodox webeen there a shorter time.

found that the respondents who had been in East Africa Ion-

1

ger were slightly less conservative than the others.

In sumraaryj data from our respondents suggest three

conclusions. First, there is a moderately strong relation

ship between religious orthodoxy and political conservatism-

Second, we found that the introduction of con-liberalism.

trol variables altered only slightly the overall relation

ship between religious orthodoxy and political liberalism-

conservatism; an exception to this generalization was found

for nationality, where the Americans were more conservative

politically than non-Americans. Third, we were able to
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confirm the hypothesis that religious orientations are res'
?■

IJ
lated to distinctive secular orientations as determined by 

this poritical measure.

:s.

•t

liii'
S:

I ItsInternationalism-Isolationism
iif

>1 The Internationalism-Isolationism Scale was included

3
in the study to assess the missionary respondents' atti-I

tudes towards the role of their national governments in 

the international setting.^® The data from this dimension
\'4aI iilof the respondents' citizenship orientation sought to de-

■'fa??a ■V.

termine which missionaries supported an internationalist

role and which supported an isolationist role for theiri--n
a

governments. The scale distinguished between respondents
aa

who (1) exhibited trust in other nations, interest in co-

operative international behavior and positive affect fora
tension reduction by mediation and (2) those who demanded

national strength in lieu of international co-operation.

& perceived the international setting as more competitive
V

than cooperative, and held highly parochial and patriotic

beliefs. E. eR

The hypothesis derived from our theoretical framework.
'SEV.Wv
liSI

as well as some previous research, suggested three possible

-S''ft
•■S.;
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Is
Ifindings: (1) a large majority of the respondents would

respond as isolationists, based upon the incidence of a IV,

I
1highly orthodox religious orientation; (2) a strong posi- I
S
Itive relationship would be found between the Religious

Orthodoxy variable and the Internationalism-Isolationism j:

II
Scale, thus confirming the hypothesis; and (3) the control I

fi

variables would not significantly alter the basic relation-

ship between the above two variables. K
I

The items utilized in the Internationalism-Isolation- a
li

ism Scale are reported below, with the "internationalist"
V,

Iand "isolationist" responses. Contrary to our expected

findings, the data show that only 42 per cent support the
■V

isolationist position while 57 per cent ascribe to the

internationalist position. An analysis of the individual

items suggests that the respondents had the greatest dif-

ficulty giving internationalist responses to the questions 

which dealt with national aggressiveness, paci:y.st military

;i

beliefs, and the role of the United Nations as an inter-

•f-i
national police power. The responses to these questions I
indicate that the missionaries perceived a highly competi-

i

tive international setting where national strength is a

V prerequisite for survival. Responses to the other items
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i >TABLE 9 INTERNATIONALISM-ISOLATIONISM ITEMS >!

i?
a

Internationalist Isolationist NAs N
1) There will always be wars be

cause th^re will always be 
nations who try to grab more 
than their share.

H"!
i

a 1

25% 1%74%

5

2) A person who loves his fellow 
man should refuse to engage 
in war, no matter how serious 
the consequences to his coun
try.

I ISI
a
W
Is

s
I

28% 71% 1%vi'

3) The United Nations should be 
strengthened by giving it 
control of the armed forces 
of all member nations.

i-vw
i

s36% 63% 2%

8 4) Patriotism and loyalty are 
the most important require
ments of a good citizen.

I
A

k
SJ

61% 37% 1%

si
S? 5) In the interests of permanent 

peace each nation should be 
willing to settle all differ
ences with other nations with
in a world government.

7

V

I

1%66% 33%

6) Sending needed supplies to 
other nations will do more to 
maintain stable international 
relations than will policies 
of military strength.

3.1

I:
10%sg

I 89% 1%

7) Underdeveloped areas should be 
helped through U.N. agencies 
like the World Health Organi
zation and UNESCO.

i
1
gS

93% 7% 1%I
57% 42% 1%Average

)
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5
3

5
itindicated that a majority of respondents adhered to the 

internationalist position by downgrading the importance of 

naticmal patriotism and stressing the importance -of medi

ating international disputes within an international

rf

i
S

con-

Fiiially, nine of 10 respondents viewed economic aidtext.

programs as a positive approach towards stabilizing inter

national relations and improving the living standards for

-peoples in developing areas. On the basis of these re-

sponses, we concluded that an internationalist rather than

an isolationist outlook best characterized the majority of 

missionary respondents.
!.<
s
3

^3Now that we have established the respondents' atti-
a

tudes toward the international context in which their na-

tional governments function, we can turn to the analysis 

of the relationship between the religious orientation and 

this citizenship dimension. The Internationalism-Isola

tionism Scale was formed by summing the responses to the 

above seven items. Again, the cutting point was estab

lished by dichotomizing the scale scores, placing approxi

mately 57 per cent of the respondents into the international

'3^

category and 42 per cent into the isolationist category.12 

Then we c.ross-tabulated the two variables to see what

f
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relationship emerged. We anticipated finding a strong pos-S1

a itive association between high religious orthodoxy and iso-

r lationism. Table 10 shows that our expected findings did 

emerge, thu^ confirming Hypothesis (2): the highly ortho-
va

dox religious group is much more likely to be isolationist
1

■-i

than the less orthodox group, which is overwhelmingly in-

ternationalist.

TABLE 10 RELIGIOUS ORTHODOXY AND INTERNATIONALISM- 
ISOLATIONISM

3
■f!

Isolationists
(N=118).

Religious Orthodoxy Internationalists
 (N=198) ■

10%Less Orthodox 90%

H
Highly Orthodox 55% 45%a

(Z = 11.77)Tau = .306

X2 (P = .001)29.56
df = 1;r-

8
;

i.
This overall relationship is interesting in that it

I
I

provides a similar pattern to the relationship found for

Hypothesis (1). Where we had expected that the greatest8^

difference would emerge for the highly orthodox group, we

8’ found, in fact, that the less orthodox group had a more

distinctive citizenship orientation as indicated by inter

nationalism-isolationism. This orientation is clearly
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Iinternationalist. The highly orthodox group, on the other
I

hand, is less likely to hold a distinctive orientation to

wards this secular dimension.

■t

Fifty-five per cent of the

.9-
highly orthodox responded as internationalists while 45 !■

5

per cent scored as isolationists; this compares to 90 per
%

1

I
cent of the less orthodox group who gave international re-

sponses and only 10 per cent who gave isolationist respon-

This relationship supports the pattern establishedses. I

earlier; missionaries with a less orthodox religious ori-

entation hold a more distinctive secular orientation than
V-

the highly orthodox. 1'-5
.1:The third step in the analysis was to establish the
;v

extent to which control variables altered the basic rela-

tionship found in Table 10. In addition to the theoretical

consideration of ascertaining the stability of the religious
i
1orthodoxy and internationalism-isolationism relationship.

the introduction of control variables provided an oppor

tunity to see whether a more distinctive secular orientation

might be found for the highly orthodox group.

The partial relationships found in Tables 11-A, B, C,

and D illustrate (1) that the basic relationship between

i
religious orthodoxy and internationalism-isolationism is

•If
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partially independent of the intervening variables; and

ii
(2) that the introduction of control variables produces

only a slightly more distinctive secular orientation for

some highly orthodox believers.

Three specific findings related to the above conclu-

Pirst, a statistical-sions should be noted in the tables.

ly significant difference was found between the less ortho-

dox and the highly orthodox groups, with the exception of
;!

The data indicatesex differences as noted in Table 11-B.

that 62 per cent of the males and 65 per cent of the fe-

males were categorized as internationalists; but when this

distribution was compared to religious orthodoxy, we found

that the religious variable was more strongly related to

internationalism for males, than for females. In addition.

these findings for the highly orthodox male and female

groups support the interpretation that control variables

only slightly improved the'distinctive secular orientation

of those individuals.

Second, while controlling for differences related to

nationality, age, and length of time overseas, we found 

only slight changes in the basic relationship; and in each

case, the direction of the relationship was maintained.

'Tv..'!
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iTABLE 11 RELIGIOUS ORTHODOXY AND INTERNATIONALISM-ISOLATIONISM

i
iNon-USA

Internatlism Isolation 
(N=75)

USA
Internatlism Isolation 

{N=123) (N=83)
&
f(N=35) ffi

>1

f .ti
rH H 

(Cf

0 b
H -W

(tl n5 
S!

0%100%14%86%Less Orthodox

i»c
61% 39%51% 49%-Highly Orthodox I:

3
ii(Z = 4.95) 

(p = .001)
.311
11.41

(Z = 6.62) 
(p = .001)

.311
19.88

T|U iX a% I1df 1

I
Female

Internatlism Isolation 
(N=35)

Male
Internatlism Isolation 

(N=113)
I

(N=75){N=71)

am
79% 21%4% i96%Less OrthodoxI

rH
H i38%62%50% 50%Highly Orthodoxtt)
rH•s g
Eh cn I(Z = 2.40) 

(N.S.)
(Z = 8.26)
(p = .001)

.142
2.63

.413
31.38

T|U

X I
3

df 11

Older
Internatlism Isolation 

(N=46)

Younger
Internatlism Isolation 

{N=120) (N=65)
3
3
3

(N=65)

V ft9% 92% 8%91%Less Orthodox spM
rH

s55% 46%54% 46%0 Highly Orthodox ft1-1 1■s g,
EH <

sfZ •= 3.66) 
(p = .02)

(Z = 7.20)
(p = .001)

.234
6.08

.355
23.29

T|u s
X

1df 1 1
j

+6 Years
Internatlism Isolation 

(N=108)

-5 Years
Internatlism Isolation 

(N=90)
aM i(N=52) (N=66)lU ftQJ

W
Q M

93% 7%89% 11%Less OrthodoxI 0)
rH
iH

48% 57% 44%52%Highly Orthodox(U to 
H IH 

rt)m <u 
eh (Z = 6.20)

(p = .001)
(Z = 5.30) 
(p = .001)

.351
17.52

.270
12.65

T|u
X-r-

df 11

ft
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i1The largest difference was found in Table 11-Ao 

found that non-Americans were somewhat more international-

There we 1
S
1msiIist than Americans; this agrees with our expectations that S

Ihistorically Americans have been more isolationist than 

the other national groups included in this study, 

presumably accounts for differences related to nationality. 

The highly orthodox categories were again of interest as 

attempted to find a more distinctive secular orienta

tion among the- American and non-American respondents. 

data for the highly orthodox non-American show that a

i
iThis S
iiI
iI
I
i
ft
11we •i^i
M

The ii•B
IV.

S
1somewhat more distinctive orientation emerges for them.
a

fbut not for the Americans. Third, while controlling for

Iage and length of time overseas, little difference was 

found between the younger and older groups or between 

those who had served a longer versus a shorter period of

s
sa
Ia
I
'i

Thus we concluded that these two variables did nottime.
a

influence or alter the relationship between relig:mus

orthodoxy and internationalism-isolationism.

In summary, data from this section suggested three

First, a moderately strong relationship was 

found between religious orthodoxy and internationalism-

a

ft?

conclusions.

.ar Second, excepting sexisolat:^onism as hypothesized.

P

a
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differences, the introduction of control variables altered

only slightly the overall relationship between the reli

gious an°d citizenship variables. Third, additional sup-
I
■'

#
port was found for the emergent pattern that the less

Cj

orthodox religious group has a more distinctive secular
V

J
orientation than the highly orthodox group.\

:

Interest in Political Activities 2;

1

I‘t

The third dimension of the respondents' citizenship

( orientation focused on their interest in various political
V.

activities. Based upon our assumption that missionaries
i

may serve as agents of socio-political change in African

i.
societies, we wanted to know about their willingness to

engage in somewhat similar roles in their home countries.

Participation in political activities provided one measure

of their willingness to become involved in their own coun

tries; and to the extent missionaries display a positive

or negative attitude toward citizenship involvement, one

might expect them to translate secular attitudes into their

work with people in East Africa. The missionaries were

asked to assess their willingness to engage in the follow

ing political activities once they return from overseas

f
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(1) encourage non-partisan political par-mission works

ticipation; (2) work for a political party; and (3) run

for puMic office.

Our anticipated findings were confounded by contra

dictions between our theoretical expectations and existing

empirical data. On the one hand, we came to expect that

the highly orthodox group would be disinclined to engage

in explicitly political activities. This contention is

based on the assumption that highly orthodox peoples are

less interested in such secular activities. On the other

hand, missionaries engage in various leadership activities

in the fields of education, health and religion in East

Africa. Therefore, if they are personally competent in

these overseas leadership tasks, then we might suppose

that they would be willing to engage in domestic political

activities as an extension of their personal competence.

As a result of these contradictory expectations, this

question of interest in political activities became an

empirical venture to establish some meaningful findings.

In view of the above discussion, we posited three

(1)expectations based upon our theoretical perspective:

the respondents would show relatively limited interest in
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immm. political activities; (2) a strong relationship would
fS
H'- emerge between the two religious groups and their willing

ness to'^engage in political activities; and (3) this re

lationship would be partially independent of the variables

g;?

I
S4M
:S?
K
1-

controlling 'for the social setting.:gf

The questions, and the related responses, included in
Is
S the Political Activity Interest Index are set forth inil
'■Vi

fl Table 12o The responses to these items indicate that a

-
clear distinction exists between the missionaries' interest

g

in spectator and gladiatorial activities.13 ApproximatelySi

I
f two-thirds of the respondents ejqjressed interest in a spec-

s. tator activity, encouraging non-partisan participation.
SI
lim while the remaining one-third were politically apathetic.aaa
as

The personal cost for involvement in spectator politicala
1
S' activities is low both in terms of time and money; Table 12aa
m indicates that as political demands on time and presumablyaii money increase the respondents esdiibited less interest ina
I
I such activities. Looking at the gladiatorial activities.

we see that only two of 10 respondents revealed that theyi?
i
'

would be interested in working for a political party, and
a
i. about one in 10 indicated an interest in running for pub

lic office.-

»
D
<
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TABLE 12 POLITICAL ACTIVITY INTEREST INDEX ITEMS

Yes No

35% (N=309)'Talk Non-Partisan Politics 65%
J

Work for Political Party 80 (N=308)20

Run for Public Office 13 87 {N=309)

Some difficulty is encountered in interpreting these

figures as no comparable data exist for the national popu

lations from which these respondents were drawn.For our

purposes, we compared the differences between the less

orthodox and the highly orthodox groups to ascertain what

effect religious orientation has on the respondents' in

terest in political activities. This provided a test for

Hypothesis (3), that the less orthodox will be more in

terested than the highly orthodox in political activities.'

The three items measuring political interest were com

bined into a trichotomized index. The first category in

cluded those who indicated an unwillingness to engage in

any of the three activities—either spectator or gladia

torial. These were designated the politically apathetic

respondents. The second category included those who were

willing to engage in one of the three political activities.

The vast majority of this group was willing to encourage
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i
sa 1non-partisan political participation, but not engage in i'

3 1s=
»either of the gladiatorial activities. These were labelled >.3

V''.'

the polirtical spectators. The third category included
■I'
.:v.

?!

those respondents who expressed en interest in two or three
I

activities, 'including at least one gladiatorial activity. a;i'i s4 a
i'i

These individuals were termed the political gladiators. ti:.

%i
%
>5

I
Ji

i We then analyzed the relationship between the two re-1

ligious groups and the political apathetics, spectators. s1“
't. and the political apathetics, spectators, and gladiators.

- 3

The distribution for this relationship is provided in
V

These findings enabled us to confirm the hy-

i i4
Table 13.

S
i
I

pothesis, at least in terms of direction, that the less

i:
orthodox are significantly more interested in political

S
activities than the highly orthodox religious believers. i1;

INevertheless, the strength of the relationship is quite
g:

weak, and little difference appeared between the less and

highly orthodox groups on -their willingness to engage in
1.

I spectator political activities.

I*i Considerable difference did emerge, however, between
j

the two religious groups when analyzing the apathetic and

gladiator type missionaries. Nearly four of 10 highly

IT orthodox respondents expressed disinterest in all three II'V-

I

5
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levels of political activities, compared to only two of 10

less orthodox respondents.. Just as the highly orthodox

I
are mord" likely to be political apathetics, the less ortho

dox are more l^ikely to be politiqal gladiators.
a'
'I:

f
■;;5

We inter

pret these data as support for the hypothesis: respondents
Sv

with a less orthodox religious orientation hold a different
a

citizenship orientation th^n those who have a highly ortho

dox orientation. • V.

TABLE 13 RELIGIOUS ORTHODOXY AND POLITICAL ACTIVITY 
INTEREST INDEX

X
if
iti

Two/rhree
Activities

(N=51)

Religious Orthodoxy One
Activity
(N=90)

No
Activities

(N=57)

a34% '20% 46%Less Orthodox

45% 23%Highly Orthodox 32%

Tau = -.125 (Z = 2.60
If

Ix2 = 3.56 
df = 1

(N.S.)*

1
*N.S. will denote a relationship which is not sTignificant 
at the .05 level. $

a

"f

Having established the basic relationship, we turned

I
to the final step in the analysis, the introduction of in- ■A

4'
Tables 14-A, B, C, and D illustratetervening variables. I

4
:fthat when we control for differences attributable to 3

3'
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I citizenship, sex, age, and length of time overseas the
S
li less orthodox group expressed more interest in political
i

activities than the highly orthodox. But where we hadii
I 9-
.4-'

found a statistically significant difference between theiS
4

I less orthodox and highly orthodox groups for the basic re-
f
f
i lationship, that statistical difference was eliminated for
i

SI each of the partial tables. In each table, the chi squarela
Sit
I?

test failed to indicate a single statistically significant
I:I

difference with the exception of those who had served over-

The effect of this finding (of noseas SIX or more years.i

R'i difference and the generally weak relationships in Table

m
14-A, B, C, and D) is to weaken support for the aboveis

IS
hypothesis,

a
IS
ii Despite the finding that the differences between the
I

two religious groups were not statistically significant.I
1
IS

but rather weakly related, and because the direction of the
*

relationship remained -the same, we believe the t^end of the
li

data retains considerable importance. Each partial table
i;
iS

indicates that the highly orthodox group is consistently
a

less interested in political activities and the less ortho-

iI dox group is always more interested. Therefore, we are able

to utilize the control variables to aid in clarifying the

)
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RELIGIOUS ORTHODOXY AND POLITICAL ACTIVITIES INDEXTABLE 14

Non-USA 
One
(N=40) (N=16)

USA
2/32/3 None

{N=18)
One
(N=90) (N=51)

None
(N=57)

>t

< -P 50% 25%25%46% 34%20%-H Less Orthodox
^ rH
H nJ mc ^
dj o Highly Orthodox

f—I
fi 4J
ro m 
fr* a

36% 13%51%45% 23%32%

(Z = 2.70) 
(N.S.)

-.178
4.746

(Z = 2.60) 
(N.S.)

-.125
3.563

Tau
2X

22df

FemaleMale
2/32/3 One

(N=53) (N=17)
None
{N=57)

One
(N=76) (N=50)

None
(N=48)

I 52% 17%26%45% 36%ly/oLess Orthodox
rH

12=/,39%0) 49%43% 26%Highly Orthodox 30%rH
X

ro 0) 
Eh W (Z = 2.52) 

(N.S .)
-.151
4.408

(Z = 2.40) 
(N.S .)

-.123
2.515

Tau
X

22df

OlderYounger
2/3"2/3 One

{N=51) {N=21)
None
(N=38)

One
(N=74) (N=43)

None
{N=59)

58% 33%^ Less Orthodox 8%46% 32%22%I
rH

45% 17%38%40% 21%39%a, Highly Orthodox
. 1

(Uro O'
EH <

i-H

(Z"='2.11) 
(N.S .)

(Z = 3.20) 
(N.S.)

-.133
4.526

-.162
4.887

Tau
2X

22df

+6 Years 
None One 
(N=12) (N=75) (N=33)

-5 Years
2/32/3One 

(N=55) (N=34
None
(N=43)

to
ro
0)
U)

Q M
4 g Less Orthodox 

row -

52% -33%15%30%44%26%

43% 17%41%40% 24%36%vl Highly OrthodoxrH
roro ro (Z = 3.20) 

(p = .05)
-.167

7.767
(Z = 1,80) 
(N.S .)

Eh X -.107
1.551

Tau
2■r X

22df
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Looking at Table 14-A, we see thatbasic relationship.

the American missionaries are more interested in political

activities than their non-American counterparts. Likewise,

in Table 14-8,*" the men are shown to express more political

interest thah their female counterparts. We also see that

the highly orthodox non-American and highly orthodox fe-

males exhibit considerable differences from their less

orthodox colleagues. Fifty-one per cent of the highly

1
orthodox non-Americans are political apathetics compared

i
to 25 per cent of the less orthodox. For the highly ortho

dox females, 49 per cent are political apathetics compared

to 26 per cent of the less orthodox females.

The differences related to national attributes arid

sex roles are greater than the differences resultant from

either age or length of time overseas, as illustrated in

In the latter two tables, we foundTables 14-C and D.

that the less orthodox older respondents and those who had
■

served overseas longer were more interested in political

activities than other respective groups. While these dif

ferences are of interest in tearms of clarifying the basic

relationship between religious orthodoxy and political

activities- it should be stressed that the greatest
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differences are discerned between the less orthodox and

the highly orthodox groups. Our conclusion then is that
J

the relationship between religious orientation and this

dimension of the citizenship orientation reveals a con-

This trend is evident insistent, albeit weak, trend.1 %I
spite of the effect of nationality and sex role differences

I
which slightly altered the relationship.3

In summary, the above analysis lends itself to three

conclusions. First, little interest was found for gladia-

torial political activities though nearly one-half of the5

respondents expressed an interest in spectator political

activities. Second, a relatively weak but statisticallyI
I

significant difference was established between religious

S
orientations and interest in political activities, sup-

i:

porting Hypothesis (3). Third, the introduction of con

trol variables revealed that the relationship was rela

tively independent of the four factors which ^fine thei.

tI
social situation of the respondents. National differences

and sex role differences intervened, though not altering

the direction of the data. This weakened support for Hy

pothesis (3) .
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Political Efficacy, Political Incapability,
and Political AlienationI

The discussion in the three preceding sections de-

•>
scribed and analyzed the missionary respondents" attitudes

;p(

towards their governments' role in national and interna

tional settings and their interest in various political

We now turn to a discussion of the respon-activities.
,'i'/

I dents' feelings about their effectiveness in bringing about

political change, thus providing a contrast to their in

terest in political activities«-■X
1

V,

To measure this dimension of our respondents' citizen-
|5

24 ship orientation, we included a Political Efficacy Scale

as an indicator of their "feeling that individual political2;

a
-‘.'S

action does have, or can have, an impact upon the political

processo"15 interest in this question arose as an outgrowth 

of personal experiences while working with Protestant mis-i
sionaries in East Africa and limited scholarly research.16 

These experiences suggested that many missionaries serving

2?

a■ii

Ir
f

overseas were socially and politically alienated from their

own societies. Many, it seemed, were characterized by dis-

contentment with recent social and political changes in

their home countries. In addition, personal experiences4^

E
3
<

*
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suggested that missionaries felt incapable of redirecting ir i
or reversing these changes at home,.

I1These^feelings of futility, when directed to the re

spondents political system, amount to political aliena

tion.^^ A recent study suggests that political alienation.

I
■I

4
I
I3
I

¥
Iwhich was defined as estrangement from the political system.

consists of two distinct elements—political incapability 

and political discontentment,^® in the case of political I
4

incapability, "the person feels incapable of particpating ■s
S'

in social interaction because of the nature of his social 4
V-; 'i

ienvironment,"19 Alienation results as the individual real- I

izes that the system prevents him from achieving his goals
!

There-or expressing his individuality in his social life.
i
i:

fore, political alienation resulting from this feeling of I

political futility can be measured by the inverse of the

I-Political Efficacy Scale, or political incapability. To

summarize this discussion, political efficacy is the op

posite of political incapability, which, in turn, is one

of two dimensions of political alienation. It is this par

ticular dimension of capability and incapability that we

have measured in this study and for the purpose of making

inferences about the missionaries' political alienation.

1
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We thus have the opportunity to test the hypothesis about

the relationship between the religious and political vari-

ahXes, as“well as assess political alienation among our

P
respondents.

The theoretical framework for dealing with these
%

I
L problems suggests three findings: (1) a large majority of

the respondents would give politically alienated responses1

ii
by the definition used here? and (2) that a strong negative

relationship would be found between the Religious Orthodoxy
I

Index and the Political Efficacy Scale, thus confirming theI
V

hypothesis? and (3) the control variables would not signif-
;

icantly alter the basic relationshipo

The first step in the analysis is to describe the re-

sponses to the political efficacy items. Table 15 reveals.

contrary to our expected findings, that two-thirds of the

"missionaries gave politically efficacious responses. An-

swering for their home.countries, nine of 10 respondents

felt that voting did influence governmental activity.

Eight of 10 asserted that government and politics were not

too complicated to understand and six of 10 believed that

people like themselves did influence their governments.

Only on the question which assessed the respondents'

t
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feelings of personal impact on domestic politics, did a

majority not give the politically efficacious response.

and this may have reflected their absense from their home 

political scenet ""N

TABLE 15 POLITICAL EFFICACY QUESTIONS

Politically Politically 
Efficacious Incapable NA

1) -Voting is one way that 
people like me can have 
some sort of say about 
what our government will 
do. 91% 9% 1%

2) Politics and government 
usually seem so complica
ted that a person like me 
can't really understand 
what's going on. 82% 18% 1%

3) People like me have very 
little say about what the 
government does. 63% 37% 1%

~ 4) Nothing I have ever done 
seems to have had any ef
fect upon what happened - 
in politics. '^2%37% 1%

68% 32% 1%Average

Having established the political efficacy dimension of

the citizenship orientation, we can turn to the analysis of

■7
the relationship between this variable and religious
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orthodoxyo The Political Efficacy Scale was formed by 

sununing the responses to the above items.The cutting

point wa^ established by dichotomizing the scale scores, 

placing approximately 68 per cent in the politically ef

ficacious category and 32 per cent into the politically 

incapable category,21 we anticipated finding a strong

relationship between the highly orthodox group and the

politically incapable group. Table 16 shows that our ex

pected relationship did not emerge; we were unable to con

firm Hypothesis (4) that the highly orthodox believers
'V

were politically incapable and the less orthodox were po

litically efficacious. Instead, the data indicate that

there is no difference between the two religious groups.

TABLE 16 RELIGIOUS ORTHODOXY AND POLITICAL EFFICACY

Religious Orthodoxy

Highly
(N=251)

Less 
' (N=72)

Politically Efficacious 65% 64%

Politically Incapable 35 36

100% 100%

(Z = 0.21)Tau = .010

x2 = .031 
df = 1

(N,S.)

• t
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The distribution of political efficacy scores and the

relationship between this variable and religious orthodoxy

are two o^f the most significant findings of this study. 

First, using thte argument relating political incapability 

to political alienation, we have found evidence to support

i:v

an interpretation that generally these missionaries are

not alienated from their own societies. Our own intuitive
1

impression and the observations of others stand modified.

if not corrected. Protestant missionaries, it appears.

8
are highly politically efficacious individuals who believe

3

themselves capable of influencing their political systems;

they are not the politically incapable and alienated in-

dividuals who we assumed were seeking solace overseas.I

Second, the relationship illustrated in Table 16 enables

us to reject the assumption that Glock and Stark have pre-5:

I ^ sented, namely that highly orthodox religious believers'i-

have an "other-worldly" secular orientation. Using this
■3

a measure of political efficacy, we have shown that the

highly orthodox were just as likely to be politically ef

ficacious as the less orthodox. We can thus infer thati.

those who felt they could influence their political systems

T were not solely "other-worldly" oriented.

t
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This finding suggests other hypotheses which could he

explored. One concerns the source of their politically 

efficacious feelings: are these feelings religiously- 

based, related\o some notion of divine guidance, or the

result of the missionaries' role as change agents? Do the

less orthodox and the highly orthodox groups have different

sources of politically efficacious feelings? How is polit

ical efficacy related to personal competence or efficacy?

Answers to these questions could provide further insight

into understanding political efficacy, incapability, and

alienation among the respondents.

Finally, we introduced control variables to ascertain

whether the basic relationship between religious orthodoxy

and political efficacy would be altered. This information

is provided in Tables 17-A, B, C, and D. These tables re-

" veal only one statistically significant difference between

the two variables when controls for citizenship, sex, age.

and length of time overseas were introduced; the original

relationship remained constant. Slight percentage differ

ences which are of interest include the following; (1)

non-American respondents are slightly less efficacious

T than their American counterparts; (2) female missionaries
1
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TABLE 17 RELIGIOUS ORTHODOXY AND POLITICAL EFFICACY

Non-USAUSA
Incapable

(N=45)
Capable
(N=68)

Capable
(N=141)

Incapable
(N=70)

>1

< 4J
•H 38%67% 33% 62%Less Orthodoxr-l 

rH (d I ■■c
0) o
H -H 
pO +J 
(d Ida

60% 40%67% 33%Highly Orthodox

(Z = .27) 
(N.S.)

T|u (Z = .13) 
(N.S.)

.006 .017
X .03.01

1df 1

FemaleMale
Capable
(N=72)

Incapable
(N=63)

Incapable
(N=52)

Capable
(N=136)

m
I 50% 50%74% 27%Less Orthodox -
iH

0) 46%28% 54%Highly Orthodox 72%
^ 2

(Z = 0.53) 
(N.S.)

(Z = 0.31) 
(N.S.)

.031
2.24

.015Eh W Tau V

X2 .04
1df 1

OlderYounger
Incapable

(N=40)
Capable
{N=78)

Capable
(N=118)

Incapable
(N=68)

u
15%I 38% 85%63%Less Orthodoxp'

rH

36% 64% 36%64%Highly Orthodox0)

I (Z = 2.23) 
(N.S.)

(Z = 0.27) 
(N.S.)

.138.013Taueh rt;
2 .69:03X

1df 1

+6 Years
Capable Incapable 
(N=117) (N=64)

-5 Years
Capable
(N=97)

Incapable
(N=51)

w
Id
0)
(A

Q M
I 0) Less Orthodox
P' >
H o
0) u Highly Orthodox 
H k 

nJ 
Id QJ 

EH >H

71% 29%38%62%

35% 63% 37%65%

(Z = 0.53) 
(N.S.)

(Z = 1.22) 
(N.S.)

.061.030Tau
2 .67.13-s» X

11df
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are less efficacious than their male colleagues, though i
!■

the efficacy attitude is not related to their religious
V

orientationl and (3) there are no statistically significant
i.

differences between either the two age groups or between

the groups based on the length of time which they had been

This last finding suggests that political ef-overseas <.

ficacy is stable over time and unrelated to the proximity

of the respondents to their home political systems.
“r

In summary, there are three conclusions which can be
i

drawn from this section. First, we have found that a '
ri

large percentage of the missionaries who are engaged in

socio-political change in East Africa hold politically

efficacious feelings toward their own nations. Second,

the hypothesis that the highly orthodox group would be less

politically efficacious is rejected. We also conclude that

bhe missionaries in our sample have not gone overseas due

to a feeling of political alienation from their own socie

ties. Third, we found that the four intervening variables

did not alter the basic relationship between respondents'

religious orientations and this dimension of their citizen

ship orientation.

r

(
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Protestant Missionaries and Their Citizenship Orientation;3
1-I An Interpretation ft
ffi
ftf.

I
s iiThe purpose of this chapter has been to explore the i?■

i
Ia nature of the citizenship orientation of the missionary re- i:
S'i iIspondents and to analyze the relationship between this fac-V4

is
f We can now discuss the 1tor and the religious orientation. fti

«i ft:findings presented above within the context of the two ft
is sbasic, research purposes which were stated in Chapter One. ftI

IThe first section will focus on the test of the major hy-
ilft

pothesis and the second section will direct attention to 

the inferences about the respondents' role as change agents.
Ii

V.

ft
ft ft.i
ft

i
S

i
ft
ii (1) The Test of the Hypothesisi

ft

I SThe findings presented in this section are drawn from 

the analysis of the four working hypotheses relating reli

ft sft

I
i

ft
P!

ft
I; I
ft gious orthodoxy to specific political variables. These re- >1

I
ft
i

s.
ft

lationships suggest -that highly orthodox religious believersift.

I ft
%
ft ft'a possess somewhat different citizenship orientations- thanft ft

ft ft

ft the less orthodox group. The highly orthodox are politi- i?■;

ft
Is Ift cally more conservative, more isolationist, and less in-
iJ
11 ft?terested in political activities than the less orthodox.

However, data from the respondents illustrate that no dif-
T
■i ferences exist between the two religious groups with

>
3
<
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reference to political efficacy. Further, we found that

these findings were partially independent of the social

situation of the missionaries, as defined by nationality, 

sex, age, and length of time overseas, 

suited from differences attributed to nationality on Po-

The exceptions re-

litical Liberalism-Conservatism and nationality and sex

on the Political Activity Interest Index. This supports

the Weberian notion that the relationship between religious

and secular orientations is partially independent of the

social setting.

Three findings from this chapter are of empirical and

theoretical significance. The first concerns the ideo

logical consistency of the religious and secular variables.

The religious orthodoxy measure can be interpreted as a

measure of religious liberalism and conservatism. The

"Political Liberalism-Conservative and Internationalism-

Isolationism Scales are. also Tneasures of liberal-conserva

tive political dimensions. A pattern of interaction of

these religious and secular variables suggests that re

ligious and political liberalism (low orthodoxy, political

liberalism, and internationalism) and religious and politi-

I cal conservatism (high orthodoxy, political conservatism.
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and isolationism) are related, consistent ideological be

liefs , In short, a liberal is a liberal and a conservative

is a conserTTative. This finding is an addition to the ' 

body of previous and frequently conflicting research data. 

The second "finding of import concerns the stability

of the citizenship orientation. We wanted to ascertain

what the effect would be on an individual's citizenship

orientation if he were to remain absent from his country

for a long period of time. Our data support an interpre

tation that this factor does not substantially affect our

respondents' political attitudes. It would support the

socialization literature that the formation of political

beliefs takes place earlier in life and is not subject to

serious alteration during adulthood. Basically, the cit

izenship orientation is characterized by stability and is

unaffected by exposure to cross-cultural experiences.

The third finding concerns the differences found

among, rather than between, the less orthodox and the

highly orthodox groups, Lenski argued that one could ex

pect the most distinctive differences to be found among

the highly orthodox believers on a second variable rather

T than among the less orthodox. We have found the opposite4
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result on two of the four citizenship dimensions—political

Liberalism-Conservatism and internationalism-isolationism.

This suggests the need for a modification of Lenski's -argu- 

Theoretic&lly, it suggests that on these two ideo

logical dimensions, at least, some factor other than reli-

ment.

gious orthodoxy or our four control variables has inter

vened to influence the highly orthodox group, thus con

founding Lenski's esqpectations.

(2) Inferences about Protestant Missionaries as Change
Agents

This final section of the chapter focuses on the in

ferences which we can make about these Protestant mission

aries as change agents in East Africa. We became interested

in the respondents' citizenship orientation because of the 

presumed importance of basic socio-political attitudes to

-the missionaries on the mission field. Since many of these 

individuals occupy positions-where they have ample opportun

ity to influence Africans, the political attitudes which

they may reflect, either in latent or manifest terms, are

extremely important.
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From the data presented in this chapter, we can make

specific inferences about dimensions of the respondents 

views of their own nations' political systems. The re

spondents report^ed that they were primarily politically

liberal, internationalist, at least minimally interested

in explicit political activities and relatively politically

It is a hypothetical question as to the mis-efficacious„

sionaries' effectiveness as socializing agents, even if

they sought explicitly to inculcate the above political

dimensions =. ■But we may infer that to the extent that they

do serve as socializing agents they presumably encourage a

favorable attitude towards active government involvement in

domestic, secular problems, promote active government par

ticipation in cooperative international activities, and.

perhaps most importantly of all from a democratic perspec

tive, communicate a predisposition for political partici

pation at both attitudinal and behavioral levels. For

among these missionaries, a confidence in the individual's

ability to exercise some control over the political process

seems to be quite pervasive, even though they are not over

whelmingly interested in active political involvement.

These findings point out that these respondents fit the
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•f

Almond and Verba model of a democratic citizen; the demo-
1

icratic citizen "is not the active citizen; he is the po

tentially "Active citizen."22 He believes he can exercise 

influence if it is necessary. Given their political atti-

I
s
I

tudes, these respondents may foster a political model for
■i

1*-

African Christians to emulate; and an integral part of that

model is a democratic political culture in which good cit

izens are politically capable citizens. I

In summary, these findings provide a modicum of evi

dence as to the political attitudes of religious change
V

agents. Hopefully, this will provide a benchmark for
i-

Ifuture research in an African setting to assess the Afri

can reflection of the missionaries’ attitudes. Research 5.

into the African experience vis-a-vis the foreign mission- s

ary would provide a much needed and valuable portrait of

-the nature of the missionary impact.

Our data .enabled us to explore one final dimension of

the interaction between the respondents' orientations: the

assumption made by Clock and Stark that those who are highly

orthodox in their religious orientations are also "other

worldly" oriented. If this assumption is valid, then the

S nature of the.missionaries' impact—even the very nature

/

sr

i

. -.i-L r--
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of the mission strategy—would he differento Hypotheses E
s
i
3

(3) and (4) provide the opportunity to explore this as-

I
i

sumption, 'These hypotheses* stated that high religious -
I

1
orthodoxy, or the**"other-worldly" orientation, would he

Irelated to low feelings of political efficacy and to dis-

interest in political activitieso The data reveal some

what mixed findings on these two variables« First, politi-

cal eufficacy is unrelated to religious orthodoxy, hut two- I
'}

thirds of the respondents are highly efficaciouso Second,

interest in political activities is, at hest, only weakly

related to religious orthodoxy» Based on these two meas- »

ures, we can conclude that the highly orthodox are little

if any, more "other-worldly" oriented than the less ortho-
4

>
dox groupo This finding suggests that the Clock and Stark

assumption needs to he modified; an individual can he high- N

ly orthodox and concerned with personal salvation, while

concommitantly sharing a politically concerned attitude

~ toward his socio-political environment.
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CHAPTER IV

MISSION ORIENTATION

This chapter will explore the missionary respondents

mission orientation and analyze the relationship between

this factor and their religious orientation. Specifically,

we will test the hypothesis that individuals who are highly

orthodox will differ significantly from the less orthodox

in terms of their attitudes towards and involvement in Af

rican society. We will test this hypothesis using atti-

tudinal and behavioral measures to operationalize the mis

sion orientation variable. As in the last chapter, four

control variables will be introduced to ascertain the ex

tent to which the relationship between the religious and

igission orientations is independent of the respondents'

social situations. This analysis, combined with the con

clusions of Chapter Three, will enable us to make infer

ences about the nature of the missionaries' impact as change

agents in East Africa.

This chapter focuses upon three aspects of the re

spondents' mission experiences. The first section discus-I
ses the mission context, including the respondents
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motivations for becoming missionaries and their vocational
V

activities in the mission field. The second section out-

lines the working hypotheses and includes a discussion and
I

I•%
analysis of five dimensions of the mission orientation.

In the third section an interpretation of the findings

and a test of the above hypothesis are discussed.

h Mission Context?

f
What motivates an individual to become a missionary?

I
And once on the mission field, in what vocationa'l activi-3

ties does a missionary engage? These two questions arey

particularly salient for our analysis, for we assume thatI
1
■i?

the missionaries‘ motivations and activities may well alter

the nature of their impact. If one is motivated solely byS
K

religious concerns, the nature of his impact within the:3

mission environment would differ from the individual who

a is motivated solely by humanitarian concerns or from one
!

Thewho is motivated by a combination of these reasons,

following discussion explores these two facets of the re-1

spondents' mission context.

The first question deals with motivation; "Why does

an individual leave the relative comfort of his home to

I
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journey thousands of miles to involve himself in a cross-

cultural experience—religious as well as secular?" To

gather data on this question', we included the following ' 

open-ended item inthe questionnaire; .

"We are interested in why you decided to 
become a missionary and go to East Africa. 
Would you ejq>lain briefly what important 
factor or factors influenced your deci
sion?"

The responses were coded into five major categories, three

of which were subdivided to include a division between re

ligious and non-religious answers.
^ ■

The largest single motivating factor listed by the

respondents was a "call" from God; this "call" represented

their perception of God's will for them. Typical responses

included the following: "I definitely felt the Lord spoke

"I realized a sense of Call from Godto me to come here,"

to become a missionary in my early teens," "I received a

definite call from the Lord to-serve Him as a nurse in Af

rica," "God called me. It's that simple," "Personally

I never wanted to come to Africa, but knowing about the

call of God, I agreed."

Many of the respondents who indicated that they were

t motivated by a "-call" also indicated that they had a
's
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perception of need which they believed Africans faced or a

desire to serve the social# economic, physical or religious

S
':4i needs of th^Africans. Seventy per cent of the respondentsI

acknowledged these^perceptions. Of special interest is the

breakdown into the religious and non-religious categories.

First, one-third of the respondents indicated that theyS

were motivated to serve by their perception or desire to

minister to the religious needs of Africans. About one-

fourth of the respondents indicated that their motivation

li to serve resulted from their perception of a non-spiritual

V-
need or desire to minister to a non-spiritual need. And

¥1f
13 per cent gave responses which specified either a general 

need or desire to serve, but did not designate a religious'

or non-religious component.

Another important motivating factor resulted from

"significant others" who made an impression upon the re-i
jii

spondents, frequently at an early age. 

contact was a missionary who had returned from Africa, who

Often this personal

i
I spoke of the "need" for additional missionaries to serve

This interpretation is supported by the respon-there.

dents' evaluation of the influence of particular individ-

I uals upon their,decision to go to Africa. Of the 26 per

)
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cent of the respondents who indicated that they had been 

motivated in their decision by a personal contact, 20 per

cent reported a perception of general needs and only one
#■

per cent reported specifically non-religious needs.

i-

TABLE 18 MOTIVATION FOR BECOMING A MISSIONARY

Motivation TotalBy Category

Call by God 56% 56%

Perception of Need to Serve
Religious 

Non-Religious 
General

70%
34%
23%

if
13%

V,-

Influenced by Others Who Stressed
Religious

Non-Religious
General

26%
5%
1%

20%

■j

Perception of Personal Gain 
Religious Growth 

Personal Gain/Growth 
General

10%
1%
7%
2%

Other Factors 2% 2%
164%*

*Percentages total over 100 per cent due to multiple 
responses.

Finally, 11 per cent of the respondents reported a

motivating factor which evolved from their perception of

personal gain for themselves. Interestingly, only one per
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1

cent reported perceived religious growth as a motivating
ft

factor while seven per cent were motivated by a desire for

a cross-national experience, an opportunity to do research
f-''

S
S (Ph.D. candidate^ and an alternative to military service.

among other reasons.
■I

What can we conclude about the missionary respondents'
'i

motivations for becoming missionaries? A majority of thesei

I Protestants champion the concept of the "calling", by

which the choice and pursuit of a vocation is a means of

I glorifying God„ In addition to this stress on supernaturalI
I

beliefs such as the "call", the respondents' perceptionsI
of distinct religious and social needs also played an im-

«
portant role in inducing them to go overseas. This dual'

i.

motivation based upon a perception of African needs is
1

aptly put by one respondent" "I...decided to become a

-missionary because of the marked contrast between the

needs in other places in the .world and those in the soci-

5
ety in which I was living." Third, it appears that early

religious experiences—the socialization of religious be

liefs and roles—are important in leading one to choose

missionary service. The majority of the respondents were

raised in families and churches which inculcated the

ft;
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3 i.s
iimportance of a divine call and frequently exposed them I
i

3v

33-

to information regarding the needs of the Africans in thea I
I■'V

mission Meld. We conclude then, that becoming a mission-
!•;
.'•'s

ary to Africa was, for the majority of respondents, a log

ical outgrowth of their pre-adult religious socialization

3
if

s
>4
■s'

a experiences.
■;iv3

a*-
Data in Table 18 suggest that while many respondents 3

3
13 were motivated by both religious and secular concerns, thea; {■;

3
1 3i

majority stressed religious factors as motivating sources.

I'a'-' We see an interesting contrast when we turn to the mission-

V.

aries" vocational activities in the mission field. A ma-

in
jority of respondents indicated their primary motivation 

as being religious—to serve religious needs because of-a

li
33 .

3

1religious commitment—but a minority of respondents re

ported that their primary vocational activity was essen- 

_ tially religiously-oriented.

i

'■i
■i;

f

Table 19 shows the reported amount of time spent by 

the missionaries in various religious and secular activi-

s.

■i
.'ia?
1

ties. These data indicate that a majority of respondents
a:
s'

• r

devote a greater portion of their time to essentially non

religious tasks than to religious tasks.
I;''.

This finding is

commensurate with the strategy of many mission organizations

I;
)

It

*•

5

If-

1 ..1
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which have called for the growth of national church leader

ship to propagate the Gospel, leaving expatriate mission

aries in religious advisory positions and social activities

in the fields of education and health.'

Looking at the data in Table 19, we see that 35 per

cent of the respondents were primarily engaged in religious

activities, 31 per cent in non-religious educational activi

ties, and 23 per cent in health services, and nine per cent

in other activities. Data in the right-hand column are im

portant in considering the total impact of these mission

aries in East Africa. Adding together the respondents

primary and secondary vocational activities, we see that

religious activities were mentioned in the top three cate

gories by 79 per cent, whereas educational, health agri

cultural or community development activities ranked in the

top three by 94 per cent. These data lend considerable

support to our original assumption that Protestant ^ssion- 

aries serve in both secular and religious roles, thus serv

ing as potential change agents in both areas.

The major conclusion which emerged from the preceding

discussion of the mission context focuses upon the contrast

7 between the motivation and vocational activities of the
-i .
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TABLE 19 VOCATIONAL ACTIVITIES IN WHICH RESPONDENTS ENGAGED

Most Time* 
Devoted to 
(N=331)

Total Significant 
Time Devoted to 

(N=331)

-
,4:- Religious
:;S

Pastoring
Religious Educa'tion 
Bible College Teaching 
Church Administration

12% 23%
6 22

157
10 19

t' Educational
Educational Activities 
(Non-Religious only)

31 54

Health
a Nursing

Medical Doctors 
Medical Technicians 
Hospital Administration

14 14•3

6 6
2 2 V.

1 3
^|i

Miscellaneous 
Skilled Trades 
Agricultural Work 
Community Development

! i 6 9
2 2

-1 4

i
I

2 2No Answer
100% 175%

*The respondents were asked to indicate the tasks requiring 
the greatest portion of their time. These were ranked 
first, second, third, depending upon time allocated. The 
"most time" category represents only the first task"and 
"total significant" combines all three rankings.

y. respondents. Where the motivations were derived largely

from religious factors and stressed a desire to serve re-

ligious needs, the majority of respondents were found to

-V. devote the largest portion of their vocational activitiesE
D
<
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to essentially non-religious tasks. This suggests that

the missionaries® motivation and involvement are apparently .1

not in complete accord. For the missionary, he resolves 

this difference by»"moonlighting" at religious tasks in 

his free time. For our analysis, these findings suggest

I

that the missionary does devote an important amount of

time to the activities directly related to secular, as op-

posed.to religious, change. He thus performs a dual role. !

one in the secular realm and another in the religious

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to ex

ploring the respondents' perception of the African and his

realm.
>■

society and the respondents' evaluation of his role in

changing that society. .!■

Hypotheses

The four dimensions of the missionary respondents'

mission orientation to he examined in this chapter are:

(1) the respondents' attitude toward increasing the Afri

can's role in determining the future form and leadership

patterns of Christianity in Africa; (2) their attitudes 

toward change and their role concept as missionaries; (3) 

their willingness to participate in community development

•
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activities while on the mission field; and (4) their evalu-

ation of their religious and social impact with various s

African groups. As in Chapter Three, these dimensions widl 

enable us to test tfie general hypothes;Ls relating the re

spondents ’ religious orientation to their secular orienta

tion, Five working hypotheses were formulated for testing:

(1) The highly orthodox religious group will hold mis
sion attitudes characterized by a colonial orien
tation while the less orthodox group will hold mis
sion^ attitudes characterized by an'"'accommodative 
orientation.^

(2) The highly orthodox religious group will tend to 
be more rigid and less change oriented while the 
less orthodox group will be more flexible and 
more change oriented.^

(3) The highly orthodox religious group, to the extent 
that they are change oriented, will be more in
terested in producing religious change among Af
ricans exclusive of secular change, while the less 
orthodox will be more interested in producing re
ligious and secular changes among Africans,^

~ (4) The highly orthodox religious group will tend to 
engage in community development activities less 
frequently than the less orthodox.'^

(5) The highly orthodox religious group will perceive 
that they have greater spiritual impact among Af
ricans than the less orthodox who will perceive 
greater balance between their secular and spirit
ual impact among the same African groups,^

If all five hypotheses are confirmed, we can conclude

that our respondents' religious orientation is related to
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Itheir mission orientation. For the hypotheses which are

not confirmed, we can conclude that variables other than

religious o'rientation are the important ones in determining 

the respondents' mission orientation. Then we must look to

i

II
alternative hypotheses for explanations for the resultant i|:

■V-:
%

findings„

Mission Orientation
,1:
?l:

If
The attitude of the respondents toward the Africans'

greater role in religious activities provided an opportun-
«■

V

ity to assess the Protestant missionaries' attitudes to

ward the African and his society. During the past decade
I
-I
3the concept of the Protestant missionary and his role in

1
developing areas has undergone considerable change. This

i;change has been concommitant with the growth of national If

fchurches throughout Africa. Stress has been placed upon

IAfricans assuming a more responsible and active role in

determining the future form of Christianity. More pro-

Igressive groups have encouraged African Christians to
f

participate in adapting the religion to indigenous social

3
patterns.

•■r

I
<!I
:r'.
f
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1The missionaries' impact, either in a strictly reli-
.;S

gious or a broader social sense, is assumed to be depen

dent upon their role in the spread of Christianity—whether 

that role should bfe responsible and active or menial and 

It is precisely the support or non-support of 

this role of the indigenous Africans for greater self-

1

•3'

tpassiveo

If

determination in their religious life that distinguishes

the accommodative missionary attitudes from the colonial I
I
i

missionary attitudes.

In order to study this dimension of the respondents 0

mission orientation, we included a Colonial-Accommodative

Scale in the questionnaire. This scale assesses the re-

spondents' belief about the role of Africans in adapting 

Christianity to an African cultural setting.^ Briefly 

the colonial attitude is characterized by a disregard of 

native traditions, stress on conformity to the missionaries'

culture, and less self-determination for the Africans; con

versely the accommodative attitude is characterized by a 

respect for native traditions, stress on mutual adaptation

by the missionary and African and greater self-determina

tion for the Africans in adapting Christianity to indige

nous cultures.•Vta
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is
Our theoretical framework from Clock and Stark sug-

1
ii

gested three findings: (1) a large majority of the mis

sionaries wduld hold a colonial attitude due to the large 

number of highly orthodox respondents.; (2) a strong posi-

il

Sv
ii
i
s
a"'tive relationship would emerge between the Religious Orth- fi

fiodoxy Index and the Colonial-Accommodative Missionary 1;

1
If

Scale, thus confirming the hypothesis; and (3) the control

variables would not significantly alter the basic relation-

:X
fl
fi

ship.

<1The items utilized in the Colonial-Accommodative Mis-

i
i-
I

sionary Scale are reported below, with the colonial and

accommodative responses dichotomized. Our expected find

ings, based upon the theoretical perspective which sug

gested a strong tie between highly orthodox religious

an
f®'
h;
M-

aas
t-a
abeliefs and a colonial attitude, did not emerge. The data
i
fii-llustrate that only 35 per cent of the respondents hold a

ffcolonial missionary attitude on all items, while 63 per .0

I
fscent hold an accommodative attitude. An analysis of the a

iindividual items suggests that the respondents had the

vf
figreatest difficulty giving the accommodative response to

Is
questions dealing with adapting Christianity to traditional

'i
X:Eight, of 10 believed that traditional marriagecustoms.
i

i
I
X:
I
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customs should be "corrected" and seven of 10 felt the i

church could not adapt traditional ceremonies into mean

ingful religious activities'. These two responses sugge'st 

that missionaries"generally do not want an adaptation of

I
1

£
IChristianity into a more indigenous form, but rather they

want the Africans to change their social customs to ac-
£

commodate Christianity. On two other questions a majority

of the respondents failed to give the accommodative re- s

sponse. Over five of 10 respondents felt the historic„

mission-founded churches should enter into a common fel- s
y

lowship with African independent religious groups, and

five of 10 respondents felt that the most important task

of the church whs spiritual, even to the exclusion of
£

educational or social work.

TABLE 20 COLONIAL-ACCOMMODATIVE SCALE ITEMS

COLONIAL ACCOMMODATIVE NA

lo Liturgical change should be 
directed and developed by the 
indigenous people themselves. 10% 89% 2%

2, Anthropology, linguistics, etc 
are not necessary for missionary 
preparation. What is necessary 
is common sense and faith.

• t

13% 84% 3%
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TABLE 20 CONTINUED

COLONIAL ACCOMMODATIVE NA

3« The church: has, a moral right 
to challenge the state, if 
necessary, on me^thods used to 
achieve the ends of national 
well-being. 15% 1%84%

4. The traditional music in East 
Africa should be replaced 
rather than developed for li
turgical services. 17% 82% 2%

5. The church in East Africa 
should cooperate with the 
government. 19% 80% 1%

6. The church in East Africa
should operate pilot projects 
which minister to the needs of 
the poor^ aged, mentally ill, 
to family discord and to social 
welfare projects which the gov
ernment is unable to provide at 
this time. 19% 79% 1%

7. The historic churches must enter 
into fellowship with the indepen- 

_ dent churches and sects in East 
African countries. 54% 44% ?/o

8. The most important task of the, 
church in East Africa today is 
preaching the Word of God even 
to the exclusion of becoming in
volved in educational and/or 
social work. 56% 43% 2%

T
■i

.... , S' - -1:'": '.I
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TABLE 20 CONTINUED%

COLONIAL ACCOMMODATIVE NA

9. The churches have little to 
gain by participating in ■ 
ceremonies still meaningful 
to traditional life, such as 
libations, initiation rites, 
etc. 71% 29% -1%5

10.Old marriage traditions must 
be corrected and laws, en
dorsed both by church and 
state, instituted in East 
Africa.

■a

80% 19% 1%

35% 1%Average 63%

On the other six questions a rather sizeable majority-
■V,

gave accommodative responses. For instance, nine of 10

felt that liturgical change should be directed by Africans

and eight of 10 believed that traditional music should be 

developed for liturgical purposes. Likewise, more than

eight in 10 believed that missionary service today neces

sitates training in such fields as anthropology and lin-

guistics rather than just common sense and faith. -And

finally, eight of 10 believed that the church should co

operate with the governments in East Africa, especially

in the area of social welfare services, but slightly more

expressed the belief that the church had a moral right to

become involved in politics to the extent of challenging
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the state's methods to achieve certain policy issues. if
i:
Iff

These responses, while indicating that the respon

dents were considerably more accommodative than colonial' 

in their outlook on*^ their mission activities, also indi-

s;
i;:

if
§5

1
..

cate some interesting aspects for possible social changes.

#'

1
These missionaries see an important role for African

leadership and music in future liturgical changes and in 11
*

i
i

a secular context they appear to support a vital role for

■t-
the African churches in cooperating with the African fis

‘ir
governments, especially in the realm of social welfare I&nmprojects, as well as serving as a watchdog over political

fS
programs. If these beliefs are inculcated in the African €

a;f|ii
1clergy and converts to any extent they would provide a ft
fi

asdefinite framework for social change and political action.
>

aHaving established the respondents' attitudes toward
IS
ISthe role of indigenous Africans in the gro'wth of national
■}}

churches, v/e can turn to the an-alysis of the relationship 1
E

between the religious orientation and this mission dimen- '-S
a

'M
1

sion. The Colonial-Accommodative Missionary Scale was 

formed by summing the responses to the above ten items.^

a
fi

*
c
I

IThe cutting point was established by dichotomizing the

scale scores, placing approximately 35 per cent of the S
If
fS
X;

Vs

i
ra
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respondents into the colonial category and 65 per cent

8into the acconunodative category. We then cross-tabulated

the two vari^les to see what relationships emerged.

Drawing on the findings of a previous study, we expected 

to find a strong positive association between high reli

gious orthodoxy and colonial attitudes. Table 21 shows

that our expected findings did emerge, thus confirming

the hypothesis: the highly orthodox religious group is

more likely to be colonial in its outlook than the less

orthodox group, which is overwhelmingly accommodative.
V,

TABLE 21 RELIGIOUS ORTHODOXY AND MISSIONARY ATTITUDES

Religious Orthodoxy Colonial
(N=130)

Accommodative
(N=170)

11%Less Orthodox 89%

47% 53%Highly Orthodox

(Z = 8.97)Tau = .350

= 37.478- (p = .001)
= 1df

In addition to confirming the hypothesis, this re

lationship suggests two important observations. First,

it is apparent that the two religious groups do differ

significantly in,terms of their attitudes toward what is
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the proper role for Africans to play in the development
ij

of national Christian churches. The less orthodox clear- r

ly favor an active role for Africans and African churches -•t i

in national life. Tfiie implications for,this attitude on

social change are clear. We would expect Africans who
."i

are influenced by the less orthodox missionaries to as

sume a more aggressive leadership role and manifest a
I

desire for the church to become actively involved in the

spiritual and social life of their countries. For the
s

highly orthodox group, the interpretation is less clear.
f

V

There are a considerable number—47 per cent—who share■)

the accommodative attitude with the less orthodox. This
!

group apparently shares their concern and need to involve

Africans and African churches in active, responsible roles

and, presumably, have the same impact as the less ortho

dox^

The second observation drawn from the above rela-
f.-

tionship concerns a more theoretical point. As with a

number of the relationships in the previous chapter ff

where we had expected that the greatest differences would■i

emerge for the highly orthodox group, we found that the

less orthodox group had a more distinctive mission

f
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orientation as indicated by the Colonial-Accommodative

Scale, Fifty-three per cent of the highly orthodox re

sponded as colonialists while 47 per cent gave an accom

modative response this compares to 8,9 per cent of the

less orthodox group who gave accommodative responses and

11 per cent who gave colonialist responses. This rela

tionship again supports the established pattern—that

missionaries with a less orthodox religious orientation

had a more distinctive secular orientation than their

highly orthodox colleagues.

V.

The third step in the analysis was to establish the

extent to which control variables altered the basic re

lationship found in Table 21. These data, illustrated

in Tables 22-A, B, C, and D provide additional support

for the Weberian postulate that an individual's reli

gious and secular orientations are, at least, partially

independent of that person's social situation. Four

points should be noted in this regard.

First, a statistically significant difference was

found in each partial table between the less orthodox and

the highly orthodox religious groups while controlling

for the social setting, with the exception found in Table
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RELIGIOUS ORTHODOXY AND ACCOMMODATIVE-COLONIAL SCALETABLE 22mm Wi'.3 i3Non-USA
Accommodative Colonial 

{N=58)

1 USA
Accommodative Colonial 

(N=72)
1=tlIt (N=47)(N=123)3

>1a < -P 
I -H 

CN .-I 
CN (0
0) b

I—I -H
fii P 
<0 rt
H a

10%91%14%86%Less Orthodoxa
S
*

■3*

»
tt'-^ Highly Orthodox 67%33%45%55%

3:'(Z = 7.30) 
.001)

(Z = 6.34) 
(P =

.46.28Tau 3?2 (P =22.19.001)15.17X
1ii 1df

i
MU Female

Accommodative Colonial 
(N=59)

Male
Accommodative Colonial 

(N=103)
/a:;

Hi:31i
I

(N=66)(N=71) 1;
CQ 13%87%13%87%Less OrthodoxI
cs

a 55%45%51%49%Highly OrthodoxIS (U
rH IIIi (0 0) 
Eh W

Kij.(Z = 5.38)
’(p = .001)

.34(Z = 6.39)
(p = .001

.35Tau fS
.ifasa

2 14.3520.96X
11df

Older
Accommodative Colonial 

(N=54)

Younger
Accommodative Colonial 

(N=69)
is

I' 'Si (N=49)(N=110)
iijH o 33%67%91%a I Less OrthodoxCM

CM3:
55%45%52%48%Highly Orthodoxif H

0)
n) -tn 
B <i (Z = 2.20) 

(N.S.)
{Z = 7.46)
(p = .001

.14.40T|u a
.V?1.9929.08si X

1IS 1df is;
liif 1*a +6 Years

Accommodative Colonial 
(N=85)

-5 Years
Accommodative Colonial 

(N=52)

ii
illSi W iH(N=78)(N=85)n)

(Um
a P
I lU 

CM > 
CM O

26%74%4%96%Less Orthodox

52%48%54%46%Highly Orthodox(u u]
rH W
.Q (0 n (u
EH (Z = 3.63) 

(P = .02)
(Z = 8.78)
(p = .001

.20.47T|U

ifi
lii;
■ii

6.2430.72X
. 11df*

D
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There we found the chi-square value was too low22-C,

to allow us to conclude that a statistically significant

difference existed between the two variables., The direc

tion of the relationship remained constant for each re

lationship .

Second, the data in Table 22-A reveal that nation

ality intervenes in the basic relationship between the

highly orthodox Americans and non-Americans,, but not for

the less orthodox. For the highly orthodox Americans^

45 per cent hold a colonial mission attitude, but 67 per

cent of the non-Americans hold the same attitude. There

fore, religious orthodoxy is somewhat less strongly re

lated to these mission attitudes for the Americans than

for the non-Americans. We can conclude that the American

missionary respondents are more accommodative in their

attitudes while the non-Americans are more colonial.

Third, Table 22-B illustrates that the sex differ

ences introduced between the two religious groups did

not alter the basic relationship. However, women are

slightly more colonial than men in their mission attitudes.

Finally, a common pattern is found in Tables 22-C and D

r
where age and length of time overseas are introduced into

fV
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the analysis. In comparing the effect of age, we found

a difference for the less orthodox but not for the highly 

orthodox; there, the younger less orthodox are much less 

likely to hold a Colonial attitude than the older mis-I

sionaries. When we sought to ascertain the effect of

length of time spent overseas on the respondents' mis

sion attitudes, we found a significant difference for

the less orthodox but not for the highly orthodox. The

less orthodox who had served in East Africa for five

years or less were less likely to hold a colonial atti

tude than the less orthodox who had served longer.

In summary, data from our respondents suggest three 

conclusions concerning the relationship between religious

orthodoxy and mission outlook. First, there is a mod

erately strong relationship between religious orthodoxy

and colonial-accommodative mission attitudes. Second,

we found that the introduction- of control variables

altered only slightly the overall relationship between 

the two variables; an exception to this generalization

was found for national differences, where the Americans

tended to be more accommodative regardless of religious

orientation than the non-Americans. Third, we were able
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to confirm the hypothesis that religious orientations i
i

are related to distinctive secular attitudes as deter- a
Si

mined by this “measure of mission orientation. 1
:l:s
S* ■i

*The Missionaries' Attitudes Toward Change
and Their Role Perceptions I

.a
*
i
!

The first objective of this chapter has been to
ftIsketch the mission context in which the respondents
1
ft
ft

work. The second has been to establish the missionaries'

i
perceptions of Africans and the roles which the latter

ftM
ishould play in developing an indigenous Christian reli-
i

ftgion. An underlying assumption of the discussion has

8
been that the missionary is a change agent and is in-

5
ft

terested in generating various religious and social
s
ft

changes among the people with whom he comes in contact. ft
ft

ITo test this assumption and to ej<plore the mission- 

' perceptions of the dimensions of African life 

which they believe they are changing, we included two" 

change orientation measures in the questionnaire.^ 

first measure assesses the individual missionary's atti-

’^1

ft
Siaries s
ft•i
ft

IThe
-■ft
'7'

j
tude toward change and the second the missionary's role

s

concept—his perception of his activities in promoting
•ft
ft;religious and secular change. The attitude toward change y

ft
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i
ft

has been previously associated with various dimensions

of personal conservatism.^0 When we undertook the study.

ft we were confronted with two conflicting arguments reft
I
ft garding expected findings. Theoretically, we expected. 

to find that opposition to change would be related toI
the highly orthodox believers and that a more favorableft

ft

I
is
s

I
!

attitude toward change would be related to the less

orthodox. This argument was based upon the assumptions

that the highly orthodox religious believers are more

conservative generally, more suspicious of change, and
V.

consequently would prefer a rigidly structured world so

as to minimize risk-taking and to maximize established0
i ft'

i
ft

authority. Support for this assumption was found in the

previous chapter where a relationship was found between
iii
I the religious and political dimensions of conservatism.ft
i:
I The logic of the theoretical argument appears toft
ft

ft
I

be sound. •However, from a practical viewpoint, the

argument is not commensurate with our underlying assump-
ft

tion that missionaries are change oriented by virtue of

their occupational roles. An argument based upon thisft--

last assumption suggested that missionaries would of

necessity be change oriented. As a result of these
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contradictory arguments, the question of the response
; ”

is %m dents' attitude toward change and the relationship of

ia that attitude to their religious orientation took on ah 

important empirical meaning.
-
i: FBasing our expected findings upon the theoretical& 'S

perspective, we posited the following: (1) a majority
if
as
il

I of the respondents would hold a negative attitude to-
■■

ward-change, given the large majority of highly ortho-
S.

dox believers; (2) a strong relationship would be foundIf,
1,1
SI

between the highly orthodox and general unfavorablepii
i
i

3
si

attitude toward change, thus confirming the hypothesis.

and (3) the control variables which define the social
'i;i
si'

setting would not significantly alter the basic rela-
'f

Itionship between the respondents' religious orientation

.p
-

il
■i

and their attitudes toward change.

TABLE 23 ATTITUDE TOWARD CHANGE ITEMS

Unopposed Oppos^ NA

1m
1. It's better to stick to what 

you have than to be trying 
new things you really don't 
know about.

I®

I
81% leyo 1%

2, If you try to change things 
very much, you usually make 
them worse. 89% 10% 1%

>
D
<
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TABLE 23 CONTINUED i
I
wUnopposed Opposed NA I

II'd want €o know that some

thing would really work be
fore I'd be willing to take 
a chance on it.

3.
-s
"A

K75% 24% 1%

17% 1%Average 82% j
5

The first step in the analysis is to describe the

response pattern to the individual items included in

the scale. These items reveal, contrary to our theo-
i

retical expectations, that a large majority of respon- I
■>:

Si
dents are highly change oriented. Based on the scale ff

-J:'

items, nine of 10 missionaries disagreed that efforts

to change things usually makes them worse; eight of 10

Idisagreed that one should stick to what he has rather
I

•^i

than trying new and untried ideas. And over seven of
-'S:

10 “respondents were willing to try new things without

{
knowing whether they would.really work or not. These i

‘

1
responses indicate that the missionaries are favorably

1
ifdisposed toward change and are not characterized by

rigid opposition to change per se as our theoretical I

perspective suggested. Because this scale measures

attitude toward change generally, we are only able to
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I ascertain that the missionary respondents generally are
i
a
1 favorably oriented toward change; the type of change.1
m

whether religious or secular,' will be discussed after 

the test of the hypothesis relating religious orthodoxy

t
as
1I

to attitudes toward change.Sia %

The hypothesis was tested by comparing the less
a:
1il

and highly orthodox religious groups and their favorable
1
IIli or unfavorable attitudes toward change. This changeSl;i

i
il

scale was formed by summing the responses to the in-I;1
S, 11II dividual scale scores; since such a large number of
11
iS.

respondents were favorably oriented toward change, foric
IS

purposes of statistical analysis, we found it necessaryISil
ifil

to decrease the number of respondents in the changeI
oriented group and increase the number of respondentsI

1 in the less change oriented group. But rather than■S

1i
i using the averages as done elsewhere, we separated the
i'a
1 lower scoring respondents from the higher scoring ones.
i
i
I based on the arbitrary criterion of requiring no less
IIia

than one-third of the sample in a dichotomized category.a
This cutting procedure enabled us to more clearly ana-lis

i lyze the relationship between the less and highly ortho-
I

dox groups and those holding an attitude more favorable

2;
D
X
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f
toward change. So, rather than having approximately

> ,

i82 per cent in the change-oriented category, we have

65 per cent, ^ith the remainder being placed in the

12less-change oriented category.

(

We anticipated finding a strong relationship be-

tween the highly orthodox group and those less favorably

oriented toward change. The table below shows that our

expected relationship did not emerge; we were unable to
f

confirm the hypothesis stated above, that the highly

orthodox believers would be less favorably oriented

ttoward change than the less orthodox. Rather, the data

indicate that there was no important difference between

the two religious groups.

TABLE 24 RELIGIOUS ORTHODOXY AND ATTITUDE TOWARD CHANGE

Religious Orthodoxy Change
(N=207)

Less-change
(N=112)

Less Orthodox 68% 32%

Highly Orthodox 64% 36%

Tau = .036 (Z = .97

x2 = .41 
df = 1

(N.S.)
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For the missionary respondents, it appears that their> .

■Iceligious orientation is not related to their attitude to-

In 'Other words, regardless of religious ori-ward change.

entation, a large percentage of the respondents are favor

ably disposed to change. Therefore, we may conclude that

those individuals either possessed or quickly acquired and

retained a favorable attitude tov/ard change. This finding

provides support for the assumption that the missionaries

are definitely change oriented, based on the fact that they

possess flexible personalities and a willingness to attempt

new ideas to achieve their goals

The third step in the analysis was to ascertain whether

the basic relationship between religious orthodoxy and change

orientation would be altered when control variables were

introduced. Tables 25-A, B, C, and D provide a summary of

these partial relationships. The data indicate that no

significant differences emerged between the two variables

when controlling for nationality, sex, age, or length of

time overseas. However, interesting percentage differences

regarding the strength of the relationships include the

following: (1) less orthodox non-Americans are slightly

more change oriented than their less orthodox American

•' I
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RELIGIOUS ORTHODOXY AND CHANGE ORIENTATIONTABLE 25
ty

Non-USAUSA
Non-Change

(N=41)
Change

(N=69)
Non-ChangeChange

(N=138) (N=71)
>

in r-j 
<M n)

0) d
r—I ‘H

-p
(0 (0 
Eh a

25%75%35%■r) 65%^ijess Orthodox
c 40%60%34%66%Highly Orthodox

Jt
(Z = 1.85) 
(N.S.)

(Z = .170) 
(N.S.)

.120
1.58

-.008Tau
X2 .01

11df

FemaleMale
Non-Change
(N=52)

Change
(N=a2)

Non-Change
(N=60)

Change
(N=124)

m 25%75%35%65%Less OrthodoxI
in
OJ

42%58%32%68%0) Highly Orthodox 

Eh cn (Z = 2.27) 
(N.S.)

.132
2.35

n) 01 (Z- = .72) 
(N.S.)

-.036Tau
X .23

11df

Olderyounger
Non-Change
(N=40)

Change
(N=76)

Non-Change
(N=64)

Change
(N=120)

o
39%I 62%29%71%Less Orthodoxin

CN

34%66%OJ 37%63%Highly OrthodoxH
0)

m O' 
EH < (Z = .48 

(N.S.)
(Z = 1.56) 
(N.S.)

-.030.078
1.12

Tau
2 .10X

11df

+6 Years-5 Years
Non-Change
(N=67)

Change
(N=lll)

Non-Change
(N=45)

Change
(N=96)

w
m
0)
CO

Q P 
I o> 
in > 
CM O

36%64%30%71%Less Orthodox

38%62%33%Highly Orthodox 67%(U U) 
H P 

ro
m 0)
EH >H (Z = .34).017(Z = .60).034Tau

2 .05.17X
11df
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;lcolleagues, but highly orthodox non-Americans are slightly 

less change oriented than their American counterparts; (2) 

less orthodox females are also more change oriented than 

males with a similar religious orientation, but the highly 

orthodox females are less change oriented than the same

A

1
'S! It
K

4

i'
•j

s

iV•/
i

group of males; (3) the older respondents (41 and over) A
i
t

hold similarly favorable attitudes toward change, more fav-

orable in fact than the younger highly orthodox respondents.

but less favorable than the younger less orthodox; and (4) I
■iff the less orthodox are slightly more change oriented thanHI I;fc-

the highly orthodox, regardless of length of time overseas»

We are able to conclude, therefore, that the nature of the

relationship between the religious and mission orientations f..

Iwas not altered by, and remained independent of, the vari-

w :lables defining the respondents' social situation.«

•The preceding analysis leads us to the second question

regarding the missionaries' change orientation. Given toat
■■■: . r->

they are highly change oriented, with what type of change—
!r

religious or secular—do the respondents perceive they are
i:

involved? This question necessitates some evaluation of >4

the role perception which the missionaries hold about them-

selves. To measure this dimension, we asked the respondents
s
D
X

?;
<•
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to elaborate upon their evaluation of their most important
o .

mission activity. i
r'
€Preliminary efforts to code these open-ended responses 

revealed that the respondents consistently :peferred to ac

tivities which denoted 'their efforts to change various

I■4

I
%
if

facets of African society. Their responses were categorized ■4-

into seven dimensions, and later collapsed into four cate-

gories. The- first consists of those individual respondents

I
I

f
who did not indicate any change dimension in their responses o

The second category includes those who responded that their■•I
i

most important activity centered on promoting or directing

religious or spiritual change and those who indicated that
t

i
they engaged in some activity which, while not directly

r'.-

related to change, was supportive of spiritual or reli-

gious change. The third category includes those who in- fl:

0
dicated-that their most important activity centered on

1
promoting or directing social or secular change as well as I;

I
'f..

those who believed that they engaged in a role supportive

of social or non-religious change. The final category in-
:4

I,

I
.1

eluded those who expressed that their most important ac

tivity involved both spiritual and secular changes within
;P
i.

the African context, or that their activities were supportive

£
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of such change. The responses for each of these categorieso ,

are listed below.

TABLE 26 ROLE ORIENTATIONS OF PROTESTANT MISSIONARIES

(N=316)

4%No Change
Spiritual/Religious 
Social/Secular 
Spiritual/S ocial

49%
17%
29%

100%

These responses show that nearly one-half of the re

spondents ’ role orientation e^races a belief that their

most important activity is related to religious change. In

other words, the purpose of these East African missionaries

is primarily to effect changes in the religious lives of

the Africans with whom they come in contact. The role per

ception which embodies both religious and secular changes

accounted for the second largest response. Nearly three of

10 missionaries reportedly perceive that their primary mis

sion activity involves religious as well as secular changes

Missionary teachers frequently cited this orientation as the

one which characterized themselves. Another 17 per cent

specifically noted social or secular changes as representing

their most important mission activity. Only four per cent
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gave responses which did not denote some change orienta-

tion.

These dat^ indicate additional support for the assump-- 

tion that missionaries as a group are highly change orien

ted, as noted in the Attitude Toward Change Scale,, Not

only are they favorably disposed to general change, but we

were able to analyze the specific role perception which

they express about their own behavior on the mission field.

While nearly 50 per cent are primarily concerned with reli

gious changes, we should not overlook the fact that 46 per

cent are either primarily or secondarily concerned with

social changes in the African environment. We may conclude

then that the impetus for religious and social or secular

changes surrounds the missionary's role concept. Whether

the impetus is religious or secular, the pressure remains

high" for changes in the African belief system and social

structure.^^

We can now examine the relationship between the reli

gious orthodoxy variables and the role perception variable.

Here we expected to find that the highly orthodox would

hold a role concept which stressed religious changes while

the less orthodox would hold a role perception which

• r
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stressed secular change or a combination of religious and& > isa-
Issecular changes. These expectations are based on the theo

retical perspective which suggests the "this-worldly"/ 

"other-worldly" dichotomy for the less orthodox and highly 

orthodox. As shown in Table 27, the data provide only lim-

isif

if
#

i
I

J;
IS

ited support for this hypothesis. 1
11i

ISs
siTABLE 27 RELIGIOUS ORTHODOXY AND ROLE ORIENTATION 1;
If
Ifi

Religious Orthodoxy No Change Religious Secular
Change Change 

(N=13) (N=154) (N=57)

Both SI
mf (N=92) :i

I 1If•i 31% 35% 30%4%Less OrthodoxI 1
1

13%54% 29%Highly Orthodox 4% 81
fg

(Z = 3.00).12Tau 1
tSax2 = 20.62 

df = 3
(p = .001) a

Si 1
>#Ifii iFirst, there is no difference between those who indi-- i
i;< 1
Icated no change orientation for the less and highly ortho-s

I :l
I
S

dox groups. For those indicating religious change roles.
3ii

31 per cent of the less orthodox missionaries supported ai
iI
■i

ithis orientation compared to 54 per cent of the highly orth- 

Likewise, 35 per cent of the less orthodox believers a
■

odox.

Istressed their role in secular change while only 13 per cent aafiai
a
a
1

i
I
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of the highly ortl^odox held similar roles'. And finally.
o .

there was no difference between the two religious groups

for the role which^^stressed both religious and secular

changes. ¥

In summary, we can draw four conclusions regarding the

missionary respondents' attitudes toward change and their

First, while a large percentage of 

missionaries indicated a favorable attitude toward change.

role orientations.

there was no relationship between the religious orientation

and this dimension of their mission orientation. Thus we

rejected the hypothesis and concluded that religious ortho

doxy was not related to a favorable or unfavorable attitude

toward change. Second, we found that the introduction of

control variables did not significantly alter the overall

relationship between religious orthodoxy and the dependent

variable. Third, we found that the less orthodox believers ’

were more likely than the. highly orthodox to hold a role

concept which stressed religious change. There was no dif

ference, however, between the two religious groups for

those missionaries who indicated a "no change" or both sec

ular and religious change role orientation. Fourth, we

should keep in mind that nearly as many respondents indica-i
ted that their role orientation involved some important
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dimension of secular change as religious change exclusively;O ■

these figures are 43 per cent compared to 49 per cent, 

interpretation o”! the possible impact suggested by these

An fss::

1
if

■

[- • •.

■;

i:s: 

a

••
figures is included in the last section of this chapter <.

a

Participation in Community Development Activities

:.5
The fourth dimension of the respondents' mission ori-

entation focuses upon their participation in secular com-a
i:

tilt.
munity development activities. Our interest in this dimen- iil

ill
s-'-:sion was founded on the assumption that participation in3;

t.
i!

these activities would enhance the potential impact of mis- ii
sionaries as secular or social change agents. We did not .

r;; aaassume, however, that either the motivation or impact woulda

psi 
'M&Such participation may be mo-be purely in secular terms.0

5
tivated by religious rather than social concerns. But the&

i ..
’■ 'fact that some missionaries would, presumably, be more in-

terested in participating in secular community activities ■11
;

suggests that they may have a greater impact in the secular -ii"'-;'

f
context due to the nature of their activities.

;«

*

To assess this dimension, we asked the respondents

about their participation in secular community development

;®PI organizations. The -theoretical perspective suggested that

;!l

fll
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the highly orthodox and the less ..orthodox would differ in 

teirms of their participation.

t> .

Therefore, on the basis of

the theoretical "assumptions outlined in Chapter Two, we 

posited three findings^:

i

3(1) because of the large percen-

Itage of highly orthodox believers, we anticipated that thet

respondents would exhibit limited interest in community de

velopment activities; (2) a strong relationship would emerge

s
between the two religious groups and their respective par

ticipation in community development activities; and (3) this

relationship would be partially independent of the variables
Vs

controlling for the respondents' social situation.

Looking first at the participation by missionaries in

community development organizations, 63 per cent of the re

spondents reported that they did not belong to any community

development organizations, 22 per cent reportedly belonged

to one, 10 per cent to two, and five per cent to three or

These data substantiate our-first expected finding— 

missionaries have a relatively limited interest in such ac-

more.

tivities. Participation in such secular activities presum

ably is not utilized to a great extent in these Protestants' 

mission strategy for religious and/or secular purposes.

I
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The second step in the analysis was to test the hy-

pothesis concerning the relationship between this indicator

To•accomplish this, we cross- -and the religions variable.

tabulated the two religious groups with those who were or 

were not menibers of nonmunity development organizations.

The distribution of this relationship is presented in the

These data indicate that there is no signifi-table below.

cant difference between the two religious groups and their

participation in secular community development activities.

Thirty-five per cent of the less orthodox group and 38 per

cent of the highly orthodox group were members of such or-

Thus we were not able to confirm our hypoth-ganizations.

esis that the highly orthodox group's participation rate

would be less than the less orthodox group's participation

in secular community development activities.

TABLE 28 RELIGIOUS ORTHODOXY AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 
PARTICIPATION

Participation
Religious Orthodoxy Non-Member

(N=199)
Member
(N=117)

35%65%Less Orthodox

38%Highly Orthodox 62%
(Z = .42 
(N.S.)

Tau = .020 
x2 = .13 
df = 1
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Having established that there is no relationship be-o

“^ween the two religious groups on this behavioral measure.

we turned to the Tinal step in this analysis—the introduc

tion of control variables. Tables 29-A, B, C and D illus

trate that slight differences do emerge which suggest that

the control variables do intervene in the basic relation

ship. First, the intervening effect of citizenship is

mixed, but -clearly the less orthodox Americans and the

highly orthodox non-Americans participate in community de

velopment organizations more than their respective counter

parts. Second, male, less orthodox missionaries partici

pate more frequently than do female, less orthodox mission-

Third,-it appears that the length of time overseasaries.

influences participation in community development activities;

those respondents who have served in East Africa longer tend

to participate more than those who have served a shorter

This is especially true for the less orthodox be-time.

lievers, where those who have been there longer have the

highest participation rate and those who have been there

less than five years have the lowest participation rate.

No important difference was found between the two age

•»
groups.
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TABLE 29 RELIGIOUS ORTHODOXY AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PARTICIPA

TION

Non-USAUSA
Non-Member Member 

(N=42)
Non-Member Member 

(N=75) (N=67)(N=132)
C -P 
I -P 

H 
CM nJ

24%76%40%Less Orthocaox 60%
wc 42%sap/o35%Highly Orthociox 65%(U o

rH -H
b p 
rd Id 
H a (Z = .92) 

(N.S.)
-.044’ .148

2.38
It (Z = 2.28) 

(N.S.)
T|U
X .41

1df 1

Female
Non-Member Member 

(N=75)

Male
Non-Member Member 
(N=lll) (N=88)(N=72)

m
I

22%78%Less Orthodox 5EP/o 42%<n
CM

0) 64% 36%62% 39%Highly Orthodoxr-C
,a X
Id 01
Eh cn (Z = 2.13) 

(N.S.)
(Z = .56) 
(N.S.)

.113
1.69

-.028Tau
2X .15

11df

Older
Non-Member Member 
■(N=79)

Younger
Non-Member Member 

(N=62) (N=55)(N-120)
U
1

33%a\ Less Orthodox 67%65% 35%
CM

43%57%66% 34%Highly Orthodox
.Q u 
Id O' 
EH < (Z = .14) 

(N .S .)
(Z = 1.05) 
(N.S.) "

-.OC57 .061Tau
2 .44X .01

11df

+6 Years
Non-Member Member 
(N=104)

-5 Years-
Non-Member Member 
(N=95)

(0
Id (N=73)(N=44)lU
CO

Q P
o^ > Less Orthodox 
CM o
01 m
I-C M 

Id

I (U 52%48%75% 25%

61% 39%35%Highly Orthodox 65%

(Z = 1.70) 
(N.S.)

(Z = 1.78) 
(N.S.)

-.091
1.48

.097
1.32

Tau
X2

11df

T
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In summary the above analysis suggests the followingo .

fi
‘Conclusions. First, the missionaries did show only limited

V,

interest in secufar community development activities? more 

than six of 10 indicate® that they did not.participate in

such activities. Second, the most important finding was
t

the absence of a difference between the two religious groups 

and their participation in this type of secular activity.
'■1

■>

Thus, we were unable to confirm the hypothesis. Third, the
■f

introduction of control variables revealed that the rela-
■i

k tionship between the religious variable and participation 

rates in community development activities was altered by 

nationality, sex, and length of time overseas.

'.5'

■i

Perceptions on Effecting Religious and Secular Change

The final dimension of the respondents' mission orien-

tation-focuses upon their perceived opportunity to influ-i.

ence Africans' religious and secular lives. This question

has particular empirical interest given our findings dis

cussed above that the majority of the respondents were mo

tivated by religious concerns to go to East Africa, but

that they were more actively involved in secular activities

0 than religious. Our original assumption was that the
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missionary's perception of his opportunity to influence 

would be importantly related to his actual impact as a 

change agent, “^nd as we could not measure actual impact 

without analyzing the^African with whom a missionary has 

contact, we decided upon a perceptual indicator. Such in

formation would help us to gain a better understanding of

their perceived role as change agents. It would also

enable us* to test the hypothesis that the highly orthodox

would perceive that they exert greater influence in the

religious context while the less orthodox would perceive

that they have greater influence as secular change agents.

To assess the missionaries' perceptions of their rela

tive influence in the religious and secular settings, we

asked them about their contact with six African groups.

The two questions stated:

"Have individuals in any of the following 
groups sought out your advice on spiritual 
or religious matte.rs during the last year? 
How often would you say?"

"Have individuals in any of the following 
groups sought out your advice on community 
development or social services (education, 
health, agriculture, and related matters) 
during the last year? How often would you 
say?"

I They were asked to-respond in terms of the following ordinal
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categories? "No, never;" "Seldom;" "From time to time;" or<►

"f’requently." We assumed that the respondents' perceptions

of the amount of a’dvice which they offered served as an in

dicator of their perceived influence as religious and secu-

The responses to the two series of ques-lar change agents.■If

tions v;ere dichotomized for analytical purposes. We sought

to separate those who perceived that they provided sub-

stantial religious or secular advice for each group from

those who did not. Therefore, we placed those who fell in-4

to the "Never" or "Seldom" categories into one group andI

V,

those who provided advice either "From Time to Time" or

"Frequently" into a second group.
I
a

Based upon the theoretical framework we expected to

(1) in general, the missionary respondents wouldfind that:

perceive that they provided more religious than secular ad

vice to-various African groups, and (2) the highly orthodox

would perceive that they provide significantly more reli

gious advice than the less orthodox, while the latter group

14• would perceive themselves providing more secular advice.

!
The figures in Table 30 indicate that with only two

exceptions the missionaries reported that they gave more

1 religious advice to each African group than they did secular
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TABLE 30 PROTESTANT MISSIONARIES GIVING SOCIAL AND 
RELIGIOUS ADVICE TO AFRICAN GROUPS

I"’
•V'

£¥ ii
I:
If

Never/Seldom 
Gave Advice

Time-to-Time/or 
Frequently Gave 

Advice .■V'

h

Religious -SocialReligious Social
fl■K

Urban Peoples 76% 84% 24% 16%Ii
S

Rural Peoples 62 66 38 34
ii

I
S tudents 36 54 64 46 ;S

Ii
Church Leaders 52 61 48 39 ■i'

i

ii if91Local Govern
ment Officials

86 9 14
iifi iliI IIi
51>-National Govern

ment Officials
97 96 3 4 IS

ii

I

II ■if
t

advice. The two exceptions involved governmental elites. ii;

ii®
if
iiThere we found that the respondents perceived that they
'i.

provided more advice on secular questions than religious. Iii
:K

though the differences were very slight. For the other ii'

s
V

African groups we found several interesting comparisons of
ii
!ill

the respondents' perceived religious and secular influence.E- a
IS'

First, looking at the amount of religious advice pro-
Ii

vided, we see that the missionaries perceived that their

is
greatest opportunity to influence was among students and

:s
IIchurch leaders. Sixty-four per cent reported that they gave

I
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:

religious advice to students while 48 per cent reportedly
■O' ^

i
■^ave such advice to church leaders. The comparison between

I rural and urban 2!rfrican groups revealed that more of the

missionaries perceived that they had a slightly greater op-

portunity to influence the religious lives of rural peoplestf

I
■i

than of urban peoples; however, the opportunity to influence

through contact with various Africans is perceived by a

smaller percentage of the total respondents. Finally, we

found that few missionaries perceived themselves in a posi

tion to provide religious advice to African governmentalI
I

elites.

Second, several important differences emerged between
I
i

the missionaries who provided religious, as compared to

secular, advice. We found that a larger number of mission-

aries provided religious advice to students than secular

c

advice-; for the other groups, we found only slight differ-

Comparing the figures for the amount of religiousences.
■i

and secular advice to students, 64 per cent of the respon-

i dents reportedly gave religious advice while 46 per cent
C:

reportedly gave secular advice. Forty-eight per cent of

the respondents provided substantial religious advice to

! church leaders and 39 per cent provided substantial secular

f
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advice; 38 per cent provided religious advice to rural 

^groups and 34 per cent provided secular advice; and 24 per 

cent offered religious advice to urban elites while 16 per

* >

■•c

I
cent tendered secular advice. Among local governmental

j-

elites, nine per cent of the respondents provided religious13

advice and 14 per cent provided secular advice. For nation-
V-?

al elites the figures are even smaller; only three per centA-

of the mis'sionaries offered religious advice to Africans in

1/ this group, while four per cent offered substantial secular

A; advice.
'i.T.

From these data we infer that the respondents perceive

that their opportunity to provide advice presumably influ-
-'i

ences the religious likes of the Africans somewhat more
4'
S3 However, tbe missionaries' per-than their secular lives.

S:
ceptions also suggest that they believe that they have

nearly as much opportunity to influence the secular context

of the Africans' lives as the religious context. And while

we need to be cautious in our inferences because perceived

influence is not necessarily the same as actual influence.
31
;":K

the data provide additional support for the assumption thatI
5:

missionaries do see themselves as both religious and secu

lar change agents.
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We then tested the hypothesis using the data presented 

in Tables 31 and 32. This analysis compares the less and

highly orthodox groups’ religious'orientations with whether 

they provided more or less religious or secular advice to

each of the six African groups. Only limited support for

this hypothesis is derived from the data and, because of

the mixed findings, we have accepted the null hypothesis.

We found a significant difference between the two religious

groups and the religious advice provided to various African

groups; Table 31 illustrates that the highly orthodox did

provide significantly more religious advice to urban groups.

rural groups, and church leaders than did the less orthodox

believers. In each of the other tables, however, the data

indicate that there is no significant difference between

the two religious groups and the religious and secular ad

vice they offer to these African groups. It is of interest.

however, that the highly orthodox missionaries perceived.

though not always at a significantly different level, that

they rendered more religious advice to each African group

which we considered, in addition, when analyzing secular

advice provided by the missionaries, we found only two in

stances where the less orthodox gave more secular advice
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TABLE 31 RELIGIOUS ORTHODOXY AND RELIGIOUS ADVICE TO AFRICAN GROUPS 3

ty

^rban ■ 
Groups

None Some 
(N=214) (N=77)

3
y

Less Orthodox ’16%84% Tau = .125 
= 4.5 

df = 1

(Z = 2.80) 
{p = .05)X2 i

Highly Orthodox ♦ 71% 30% I
Rural
Groups

Some 
{N=175) (N=124)

None

Less Orthodox 75% 25% Tau = .181 
X^ =9.84 
df = 1

(Z = 4.10) 
(P = .02)

Highly Orthodox 54% 46%

t
Students None

{N=102)
. Some 
(N=206)

Less Orthodox 38% 62% .057 (Z = 1.80) 
(N.S.)

Tau

= 1.01 
df = 1

;

Highly Orthodox 3 2% 68%

Church
Leaders

None 
(N=149) (N=157)

Some

Less Orthodox 67% 33% Tau = .194 (z = 6.30) 
x2 = 11.52 (p = jOOl) 
df = 1Highly Orthodox 44% 56%

Local
Govt.
Offi
cials

None 
(N=273) (N=27)

Some

Less Orthodox 96% 4% Tau = .087 
x2 = 2.26 
df = 1

(Z = 2.80) 
(N.S.)

Highly Orth^o^^ • 90% 10%
t

i.
tNatl.

Govt.
Offi
cials

None 
(N=288) {N=9)

Some

Less Orthodox 99% 2% Tau = .050 
x2 = .73 
df = 1

(Z = 1.14) 
(N.S.)

Highly Orthodox 96% 4%

f

r
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TABLE 32 RELIGIOUS ORTHODOXY AND SOCIAL ADVICE TO AFRICAN GROUPS

O .

None 
(N=233) (N=51)

SomeUrb^n
Groups

(Z = .07) 
(N.S.)

Tau = .003 
x2 = .003 
df =1

18%Less Orthodox"' 82%

lay.Highly Orthodox €2%

SomeNone 
(N=189) (N=110)

Rural
Groups

.018 .41)

(N.S .)
62% 39% Tau =

X'" = .10
df = 1

Less Orthodox

36%64%Highly Orthodox

SomeStudents None 
(N=151) (N=153)

(Z = .90) 
(N.S.)

Tau =-.028 
x2 = .23 
df = I

53%47%Less Orthodox

.50% V,50%Highly Orthodox

Some 
{N=176) (N=127)
NoneChurch

Leaders

Tau = .095 (Z = 3.10) 
= 2.76 (N.S.) .

df = 1

67% 33%Less Orthodox

56% 44%Highly Orthodox

None 
(N=254) (N=46)

SomeLocal
Govt.
Offi
cials (Z = 1.50) 

(N.S.)
Tau = .047 
x2 = .67 
df =1

12%88%Less Orthodox

16%Highly Orthodox 84%

Some 
(N=275) {N=14)

Natl.
Govt.
Offi
cials

None

(Z = .71) 
(N.S.)

Tau =-.031 
X^ = .28 
df . = 1

94% 6%Less Orthodox

5%95%Highly Orthodox
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than the highly orthodox, 

dicate that the highly orthodox respondents perceive that 

they have slightly°"more influence based on the amount of

Therefore, while these data in-^ .

advice given, we believe the evidence is insufficient to

confirm the hypothesis. Rather we are impressed with the

support given the null hypothesis that no difference would

exist between the two groups. Hence, the data do not sup

port the theoretical framework which posited that signifi

cant differences would be found between the two religious

groups, and our own assumption that the less orthodox would

perceive they had greater influence in the secular context

and the highly orthodox would perceive that they had great

er influence in the religious context. The import of this

finding for our study will be explored in the following

section.

In'summary, three findings should be noted from this

discussion. First, we found, as anticipated, that the mis

sionaries perceived that they did, in fact, provide more

religious than secular advice to the various African groups

with whom they had contact. Second, while the missionaries

generally gave more spiritual than secular advice, we found

that the difference between the number of missionaries giving
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spiritual advice differed only slightly from the number

giving secular advice. And for two African groups, the

local and national government officials, the respondents 

indicated that they gave more secular than religious advice.

Third, we failed to confirm the hypothesis that a differ

ence would be found between the two religious groups and

the type of advice which they gave to the various groups.

The data suggest that there is a consistent pattern in

which the highly orthodox give more religious advice, but

the pattern does not always reflect a statistical difference.

Further, the pattern between the two religious groups and

the number of respondents giving secular advice reflects a

mixed pattern where no consistent differences were estab

lished. Clearly the religious orientation has little in

fluence on the amount of perceived advice which the respon

dents provide for various African groups.

An Interpretation

This chapter has explored the nature of the missionary re

spondents ' mission orientation and has analyzed the rela

tionship between this factor and the religious orientation.

We can now turn to the .discussion of the findings presented
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above within the context of the two basic research questionsO

s^ forth in Chapter One. The first section will focus on

the test of the hyjJbthesis and the second will direct at

tention to the question of the respondents' roles as change

agents.

(1) The Test of the Hypothesis

In contrast to the data in Chapter Three which pro

vided support for the major hypothesis relating the reli

gious variable to the citizenship variable, the findings

in this chapter suggest that the religious orientation of

the missionaries is not importantly related to their mission

orientation and activities. Of the five working hypotheses.

only one was accepted; the other four tests indicated that

there was no significant difference between the religious

groups and their mission orientation. These findings led

us to reject the general hypothesis that individuals who

are highly orthodox differ significantly from the less orth

odox in terms of their attitudes and involvement in African

society.

The only working hypothesis which was supported by our

data related the respondents' religious beliefs to their

colonial-accommodative mission attitude. It is of interest
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t that this was an attitudinal variable, while the other de

pendent variables were either behavioral measures or the

respondents “ perceptions of their beihavior in the overseas

#
mission context. This finding suggests that the respondents'

mission attitudes may not be influenced in the same way as-If

their behavior on the mission field. Likewise, it appearsI

that the environment in which the missionaries work may be

a major determinant of their mission behavior. While we

have not located these specific variables, we do know that

with the exception of participation in community development
V,

activities our control variables of nationality, sex, age.

and length of time overseas did not play an important role
5;

in determining mission behavior. This finding also provided

additional support for the Weberian postulate that the re

lationship between religious and secular orientations is at

least partially independent of the respondents' social set

ting.

In addition to the above observations, four other

findings are of empirical and theoretical importanceo First,i.--

fi
as we noted in the preceding chapter, a pattern of ideologi-i

cal consistency emerged between religious and secular dimen

sions of conservatism-liberalism. A similar pattern was
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i
Iascertained with the colonial-accommodative mission variableo

Iwhere the colonial response denoted a conservative position 

and the accommodative response indicated a liberal position. 

The interaction of these variables suggests that religious

3

3
iS

3

and secular conservatism-liberalism are positively associ- 5

I
ated among the respondents. ?;

Second, the relationship between religious orthodoxy
i

and the colonial-accommodative attitude illustrated another i

•j

pattern which had emerged previously. This pattern was the 

difference within, rather than between, the less and highly

Lenski argued that the most distinctiveorthodox groups.

difference should be expected for the highly orthodox be

lievers due to the intensity with which they hold their re-

We found, however, thatligious and secular perspectives, 

the distinctive orientation was again more common for the

less orthodox than for the highly orthodox. This provides

additional support for the airgument that some variable other 

than religious orthodoxy influences highly orthodox respon

dents on various secular attitudes and behaviora] questions.

A third finding also has theoretical import, 

failure of our data to support the Clock and Stark propo-

The

sition indicates the need to re-evaluate the theoretical
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assumptions which posited a difference in the secular di- 

meifsions of an individual's life based upon his religious 

One of the most important findings and con

tributions of this study was to collect empirical data which

orientation.

would validate the Glock' and Stark model. Because our data

produced contradictory findings, some alternative esq^lana-

tions need to be suggested to indicate why religious ortho

doxy predicts-relatively well for the citizenship but not

for the mission orientation. Two such explanations are sug

gested in the following chapter.

Finally, the data reported above permit us to explore

one final dimension of the theoretical framework. Specifi

cally, this is Glock and Stark's assumption that the highly 

orthodox are "other-worldly" oriented and the less orthodox

are "this-worldly" oriented. We found no differences in the

working hypotheses discussed above which support this assump

tion. Based upon these mission variables, we can conclude

that the highly orthodox do not differ significantly from

the less orthodox. These data again suggest that an in

dividual can be highly orthodox and concerned with personal

salvation while concommitantly sharing a concerned attitude

and engaging in secular,activities which manifest his concern
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for the physical as well as the spiritual needs of theo .

Africans.

(2) Inferences About Protestant Missionaries as Change
*Agents

The potential impact of Protestant missionaries as

change agents is closely related to the theoretical relation

ship discussed above. Theoretically, we expected to dif

ferentiate the- respondents' citizenship and mission orienta

tions by the religious variable. In effect we would isolate

a cluster of citizenship and mission variables which were

strongly associated with the less orthodox respondents and

a similar cluster associated with the highly orthodox.

These clusters would have delineated specific profiles for

each religious group and from these profiles we would have

been able to make basic inferences about the respondents'

potential -impact in the African context. Data supported the

link between the religious and citizenship orientations, but

did not confirm the linkage between the religious and mission

orientations. We thus conclude that since we were unable to

connect the religious to both the citizenship and mission

orientations, we are unprepared to argue that the potential

impact of our respondents is differentiated by their religious
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beliefs. Clearly, there are independent or intervening 

variables which are more important in determining the im

pact of missionaries within the African context.

Despite the fact that we cannot differentiate the po

tential impact of missionaries as change agents by their

religious orientation, the data presented in this chapter.

as well as Chapter Three, present an interesting portrait

of their attitudes and involvement. These data indicate

that the missionaries are confident or their ability to

initiate and direct both religious and social change among

Africans and are actively involved in doing so.

We found that 94 per cent of the respondents were ac

tively involved in such vocational activities as education.

health, and agricultural or community development, with the

majority being involved in educational endeavors. While

these respondents apparently devote a greater portion of

their time to secular activities, an'interesting similarity 

is -found by comparing figures on religious activities. We

found that 79 per cent of the missionaries are also actively

involved in religious endeavors.

Two other measures reported in this chapter indicate

that the respondents are highly change-oriented in both the
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religious and secular realms. Based upon an attitudinalO' s

f
s measure of change orientation, 82 per cent of the respon-
&

dents were categorized as highly chhnge oriented. The role 

perception measure added further support; only four per cent

ij

4 indicated no change orientation while the other missionary■I

respondents were evenly divided between those who thought

their most important contribution lay in the area of reli-

gious change -and those who perceived their contributiona
I
i

either in secular change or a balance between secular and

religious change.
I

Final support for our conclusion that missionaries are

important change agents, even though their impact is not

I differentiated by religious orientation, is derived from

the missionaries V perception of groups with whom they have

1
the greatest contact. They perceived that their greatest

£ influence was among rural groups as opposed to urban groups.

and with the African clergy and students as opposed to gov- 'I
I ernmental elites. It is an interesting contrast that while

the missionaries reported that they devote somewhat great

amounts of time to non-religious activities, they also be

lieve themselves to have slightly greater religious influ

ence among the groups cited above. Clearly, the respondents

f
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see themselves as change agents within the African con-» .

text.

These data indicate that this change role which the 

missionaries hold is neither a strongly salvational, "other

worldly" type nor a secular, "this-worldly" approach. Rather

there appears to be a balance between those missionaries who

are solely salvation-oriented and those who are more secu

lar-oriented. Further, the data suggest that those who may

have tended to be more "other-worldly" directed, were in

volved in occupational roles which necessarily prevented

them from being singularly concerned with salvation and re

ligious questions. This finding offers an important critique

of the theoretical basis of this research, as well as a grow

ing body of literature which has employed the same theoreti

cal framework.

In summary, these findings failed to support the major

hypothesis that an individual's, religious orientation sigj^ 

nificantly influences his secular orientation as reflected

in the mission orientation. Instead, we found considerable

evidence which indicates that religious beliefs are not re

lated to the specific criteria utilized to operationalize

our variable, mission orientation. This finding is in sharp
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contrast to the evidence presented in Chapter Three,-\- o In

a the following chapter these conclusions will be consideredyr;

'i
and two alternative explanations posited.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

w

This cross-national study of Protestant missionaries
If

was undertaken to explore the relationship between reli

gious and secular orientations. The independent variable

was defined in terms of religious orthodoxy and the depen-

dent variable was measured by various indices focusing on

the respondents' citizenship and mission attitudes and in-
i
1

volvement. On the basis of our analysis of the relation- V-

ship between religious and secular attitudes we hoped to
1.
i

define a profile which would permit us to make inferences

about the differential impact of missionaries as change
i

agents in the African society.

The model which guided this research effort is pre-
■■

sented in Figure 4 below. In general, this model suggests

that the highly orthodox and the less orthodox respondents

would hold distinctive citizenship and mission orientations.

Specifically, we anticipated that the highly orthodox would

be more politically conservative, less politically effica

cious, less interested in political activities, and moreT

isolationist in their view of international politics.
f
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Further, we expected that this same group would be more* .

coloniai in their response to African leadership and cul

ture, less change oriented and more'interested in soul

saving religious activities, and would participate less

frequently in non-religibus community development activi

ties . We expected that the less orthodox would hold in

verse citizenship and mission orientations to those of the

highly orthodox.

Basic to our argument was the Clock and Stark propo

sition that less orthodox religious groups are "this-

worldly" oriented while highly orthodox groups are "other

worldly" oriented. According to them, each group holds a

different perspective of the secular world, a perspective

firmly shaped by each individual's religious orientation.

In the "this-worldly" tradition individuals have tended to

involve themselves in social and political issues whereas

those individuals in the "other-worldly" tradition have

tended to reject such involvement for a religiously ascetic

existence.

These theoretical expectations were not wholly sup

ported by our data. On the one hand, we were able to link

•T
the respondents’ religious and citizenship orientations.

A
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The single exception to this pattern was the strong politi-

calT efficaciousness manifested by a majority of the respon-

dents regardless of'larthodoxy. 

unable to establish a consistent relationship, between reli-

On the other hand, we were
.r;;.

9
Igious and mission orientations. Although we did find a re-
1;-

lationship betvreen religious orthodoxy and the colonial-

I
accommodative scale, we found no relationship between orth- V,

odoxy and the-other mission orientation indices (i.e.. ^4-

change orientation, role orientation, community development i
activities, and advisor activities).

r’-v-/

c.

Therefore, the Clock and Stark proposition that be-

i
:%•

havior and attitudes are determined by religious orthodoxy

is not confirmed by these data from Protestant missionaries.

v.;:'This contradiction between theory and data presents a seri

ous problem with reference to answering the second major

f
.

3

cfuestion of interest to this thesis. On the one hand, if

we reject the Clock and Stark argument- that religious ori

entation and secular attitudes and behavior are consistently I
related, then we cannot infer anything about the differences ■3;

in the potential impact of highly and less orthodox Protes-
■I
Itant missionaries. Since orthodoxy in this study does not

I predict mission attitudes and behavior, we must assume that ■iS

’3
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it is not the predictor of basic attitudes and behavior 

that eioch and StarTc have suggested.

IP
i
iIf this is the case.
I'
ifthen we must conclude that religious orthodoxy may be un

related to attitudes towards •fchange and change related be-

On the other hand, if we dis-

ffi
S:

If

ihavior on the mission field.

I
regard the theory and look to our data, then we would con

clude that the missionaries are potential change agents, 

at least in the sense that most are strongly change ori-

i?

i
is
I
s1
PI
flented in religious and secular activities.

There is really no satisfactory way to resolve this

I
*immi‘S

However, since we are Iconflict between theory and data.
If
i
Irelatively confident that our data are accurate, 

eluded that missionaries are potential change agents in the 

African context regardless of the respondents' religious

But such a conclusion raises serious questions 

about the adequacy of the Clock and Stark theory for ex

plaining attitudes and behavior of Protestant missionaries

Are there any reasons which we can suggest 

that will account for this inadequacy? One possible reason

we con-
P
i
i't
I

iij
1

i
orientation. Ia

s
i
0I

I

s Iin East Africa.
i
I
a
rs
■'•1

which the critics of Clock and Stark have suggested is the I
problem of conceptualizatibn and measurement of religious 

As noted at the beginning of the study, con-
a
:?

orthodoxy.
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siderable controversy continues to exist between the 

theologians and social scientists regarding the concep

tualization of this concept and its measurement by the 

Glock and Stark Religious Orthodoxy Index, 

argued that the deviant findings of their study are a 

function of these problems of conceptualization and

o- .

It might be

However, while theologians might disagreemeasurement.

with social scientists on the nature of religious ortho

doxy, the validation of the Orthodoxy Index from a

social science perspective has been sufficiently demon-

There seems to be no reason to expect that thestrated.

findings reported in this study were seriously affected

by the kinds of problems raised by theologians, given

the definition prescribed by Glock and Stark.

Assuming the utility of the Religious Orthodoxy

Index it would appear that in order for the Glock and

Stark theory to provide reliable explanations, two

additional variables would have to be considered in

In the first place, it may bethe African context.

necessary to consider the impact of 'professionalism'

on missionaries' attitudes and behavior and in the

second place we may need to assess the influence of the
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i
mission setting' on these attitudes and behavior.5'. if .

V
I

Professionalism refers to the wide range of experi-

ences which dictate the proper role of missionaries in a

It is hypothesized in this paper that this

■i
X';

foreign society.

role, which we assume is learned prior to actual involvement
.;X

in any given mission environment, may significantly affect

the behavior of missionaries in Africa and possibly othervi

In some cases, missionaries are rigor-parts of the world.
::
;-5

ously trained for overseas service; in other cases such

'iJ training is not provided. Hence, it is likely that expec-
w..

tations regarding the proper role of missionaries are de-

rived, at least in part, from interaction with various in-

dividuals including returning missionaries, other religious

leaders, and parents among others. In this process of in

teraction we posit that the prospective volunteer learnsI
that the missionary engages in both religious and secular

activities in order to spread Christianity, propagate the

faith and transmit Western cultural values. As one com-
15

mentator has noted, the principle object of mission activity
j;

"is simply to make God known wherever He was previously 

unknown."2 The same author observes that in addition to

this evangelistic task, the missionary's purpose is to
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SiaIdIprovide educational, medical and agricultural assistance.^ 

During his pre-service socialization, therefore, the mis

sionary learns that h'e will be expected to engage in 

change oriented religious and secular activities and it 

seems quite possible that’this socialization experience is

s
I
is
It
if
lidm.9

■

a more important determinant of his later mission behavior 

than his religious orthodoxy.4

ft
'SI
li

The second intervening variable which we believe af- ft

attitudes and behavior is a situationalfects missionaries I

ifvariable which we have labeled the "mission setting." This m

it

V:

refers to the wide range of idiosyncratic and societal con-

81straints which are indigenous to the East African people. 1
•S?
■a

their society, and their governments. We posit that these
li3s
tconstraints provide both opportunities and limitations for If;

a

i

I
the religious and secular change activities of the mission-

Two examples serve to illustrate how the missionaries.

setting could intervene or alter the relationship between 1

respondents’ religious and mission orientations. First, s3
a
si
Ssomething within this context apparently causes the aa

respondents to be change oriented in religious as well as .a
I

secular concerns. Second, within the overseas context mis-
!

11sionaries apparently have greater opportunity to maintain

ia

!

-V

i
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-a
contacts With some social groupings (students, pastors. 1o -

rural people) than with others (government officials, ur- 

Each sample suggests that structural .char- 

acteristics of the mission setting as derived from cultural

1
ban people).

I4.

A
¥ :,S

3differences and government policy could minimize the pre-

4

sumed impact of the religious variable. In short, theI

professionalism variable suggests the proper modes of mis-
yi

sion attitudes and behavior, while the mission setting pro-
•i I

vides the parameters within which missionaries can perform

their roles.
I

Further study will be necessary to deteannine whether <■;

the two variables posited above do in fact intervene in the

relationship between religious orthodoxy and mission impact.f

One approach which could usefully be undertaken would be an I
y:

analysis of African clergy and lay Christians. One wouldr
5

want to ascertain whether, and to what extent, their re

ligious beliefs are associated with their secular attitudes

:
and behavior. If the same religious and secular variables-

were studied as those used in this project, then it would

be possible to compare these patterns of missionary atti

tudes and behavior with African patterns of religious and

secular interaction.
;•

f
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Another study which might be undertaken to investi-

g^e the impact of these variables in the African setting

would be an evaluation of the Africans' perception of the 

missionaries' influence upon their lives. Such research

would help to determine whether missionaries incubca-te

specific socio-political attitudes and behavior during the

course of their involvement with Africans in the mission

setting. A further advantage of such a project would be

the collection of additional infomation necessary to elu

cidate the relationship between the religious beliefs and

secular orientations of African Christians today.r

Ihese research possibilities reflect only a limited

3 scope of the total needs in the area of religious and secu-

It is hoped that this modest beginning has
;■

lar interaction.

sefved to clarify the basic understanding of the impact of&

religion on the role of missionaries as change agents in an -

African setting. We further hope that the questions raised
i?

in this study will be of value in analyzing the broader re

lationship between religions and secular interaction.
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CHAPTER 2

No statistical data have been compiled which indicate 
either the number of expatriate missionaries serving in 
East Africa or the specific mission societies supporting 
missionaries there. Therefore, it is impossible to ascer
tain the parameters of the population necessary for a 
random and representative sample. The groups included in 
the sample are thought to be typical of the Protestant 
mission societies in East Africa and consequently serve 
our research purposes.' Purposive and incidental sampling 
procedures are discussed in J. P. Guilford, Fundamental 
Statistics in Psychology and Education (New York; McGraw-
Hill, Inc 1965), p. 141-142.• t

2
Missionary Research Library, North American Protest

ant Ministries Overseas Directory (Waco, Texas: Word Books,
1968).

3
The research design called for including all mission

aries from each cooperating mission, socie'ty from the United 
States and Canada and from the Australian Church Mission 
Society and the British United Society for the Propagation 
of the Gospel. A research grant was generously funded by 
the. Graduate School at the University of Kentucky to carry 
out the design, based upon postage rates quoted by postal 
officials in Lexington, Kentucky. The questionnaire 
packets were then assembled and addressed for mailing. 
However, when the packets were taken to the post office, 
the officials decided the originally quoted price was 
incorrect. They finally decided that the correct postage 

’was 40 per cent above their initial price.
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I was then forced to cut down on the number of respon
dents in the study. My solution was to include respondents 
from the twelve missionary societies listed in the text. 
These societies were chosen for the following reasons:
(1) the individual missionaries were supported by societies 
which have substantial programs in operation in East Africa;
(2) they were thought to possess a diversity of theological 
beliefs ranging from conservative to liberal; and (3) they 
provided a sufficiently large cross-national representation 
to enable us to analyze the effect of national differences 
between the American and non-American respondents.

iy >

4
A brief note will suffice in this chapter to indicate 

the general procedures for indexing and scaling techniques. 
For indices, such as the Religious Orthodoxy Index, the re
spondents were asked to respond to a series of questions. 
Each question had a "correct" and a number of '-'incorrect" 
answers; the "correct" answers were summed, creating an ag
gregate index score for the particular variable. The atti
tude scales, however, have no "correct" or "incorrect" re
sponses. Rather the respondents were given a series of 
attitudinal statements to which they indicated agreement 
or disagreement, and the intensity with which they held 
these feelings. These items are commonly referred to as 
Likert-type scale questions. For each series of items 
which formed a scale, we summed the individual responses 
giving each respondent a total scale score. We then sub
jected these scale items to an item analysis to determine 
whether each item contributed to the over all measure of 
the attitude continuum. In practice, this meant that if 
a person's response to several, items classified him as a 
"high" scorer, then his response on each individual item 
should also fall into the "high" category. Only those 
items which consistently discriminated between "high" and 
"low" scales were included in the final scales. For a
discussion of this technique, see William Goode and Paul
Hatt, Methods in Social Research (New York: McGraw-Hill, 
Inc 1952), p. 275-276. Another advantage of this measure 
of internal consistency is that it may be interpreted as 
evidence of construct validity for the scales. This ra
tionale is developed in Lee J. Cronbach and P.E. Meehl, 
"Construct Validity in Psychological Tests," Psychological 
Bulletin, No. 52 (1955), p. 281-302 and also in Goode and

« /
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Hatt, Methods in Social Research, p. 237. In addition to 
the measure of internal consistency, the previous use of 
each of the scales provides supplemental support for the 
validity Of the scales.

^William Buchanan, Understanding Political Variables 

(New York: Charles Scribner and Sons, 1969), p. 113o

6
Hubert Blalock, Social Statistics (New York: McGraw- 

Hill, 1960), p. 228.

Charles Y, Clock and Rodney Stark„ American Piety;
The Nature of Religious Commitment (Berkeley and Los 
Angeles: University of California Press, 1968)? Morton B„ 
King, "Measuring the Religious Variable: Nine Proposed Di
mensions, '' Journal for the Scientific Study of Religion, IX 
(1967)? Morton B, King and Richard A. Hunt, "Measuring the 
Religious Variable: Amended Findings," Journal for the 
Scientific Study of Religion, XI (1969); Benton Johnson, 
"Theology and the Position of Pastors on Public Issues," 
American Sociglogical Review, XXXII (1967)? and Gerhard 
Lenski, The Religious Factor: A Sociologist's Inquiry 
(New York: Anchor Doubleday Books, 1963).

8
. Charles Y. Clock and Rodney Stark divide their multi

dimensional framework into the five following dimensions:
(1) religious beliefs, which include one's theological out
look and his acknowledging the truth of basic tenets;
(2) religious practices, which include acts of public wor
ship and private devotion? (3) religious experiences, which 
include expectations of some subjective knowledge of 
reality; (4) religious knowledge, which includes expecta
tions of a minimum amount of information about the basic 
tenets of the faith; and (5) the consequences of religios
ity, which include the effects of religious beliefs, prac
tices, ejqperiences and knowledge in an adherent's day-to- 
day life. Erom this analytical framework, only two of the 
dimensions were of interest for our study. The first was 
the religious beliefs dimension and the other was the con
sequences of religiosity, especially as religious beliefs 
affect the adherent's daily life. Charles Y. Glock and
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n!
%Rodney Stark, American Piety; The Nature of Religious Com

mitment (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California 
Press, 1968), p. 14-16.

o . I

■5^9
This assumption is suggested by many authors, 

stated most explicitly in Clock's and Stark's eitpirical re
search.

but is
I

■'i

See Rodney Stark and Bruce Foster, "In Defense of 
Orthodoxy: Notes on the Validity of an Index," Social 
Forces, XLVIII (1970), p. 383 ff.

h

{ '.f.

,5

j;

10
Lenski, The Religious Factor, p. 24-25 and Paul 

Zehner, "Some religious Beliefs and Political Behavior of 
Clergymen from Nine Denominations in Chicago" (unpublished 
Ph.D, Dissertation, Northwestern University, 1967).

-i

it
1
IS

t

311Clock and Stark, American Piety, p. 22.
4

12
stark and Foster, "In Defense of Orthodoxy," p. 386. V.„

13 1,',

For a particularly interesting discussion of one as
pect of this, see Clock and Stark, Christian Beliefs and 
Anti-Semitism (New York: Harper and Row, 1965), Chapter 10.

'■i

-s

14
Clock and Stark, American Piety, p„ 57-64. s'.

■?

I'

^^Previous studies which have eitployed the Orthodoxy 

Index have not dichotomized the responses as in our study. 
Their sanples were sufficiently large and varied that data 
could be reported for each of five categories. For one em
pirical comparison, see Table 4 in the text.

5'

f

16
Lenski, The Religious Factor, p. 57.

17
Clock and Stark, Christian Beliefs and Anti-Semitism,

p. 14-15.

18
Clock and Stark, American Piety, p. 61.
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19o- ■.

stark and Foster, "In Defense of Orthodoxy, p. 388-
389,''

20
Ibid., p. 389.

21lMd 391-392.P",® *

22
Ibid 391.P-

23
Fred Greenstein, Children and Politics (New Haven: 

Yale University Press, 1965)r Angus Campbell, et. al 
The American Voter (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1960); 
and Gabriel Almond and Sidney Verba, The Civic Culture 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1963).

a #

CHAPTER 3

^Benton Johnson,
"Theology and the Positions of Pas

tors on Public Issues," American Sociological Review, XXXII 
(1967), p. 433 ff.; and Charles Y. Glock and Rodney Stark, 
Religion and Society in Tension (Chicago; Rand McNally,

i'

1965), p, 224.

2
Harold E. Quinley, "The Protestant Clergy and the 

War in Vietnam: Belief Patterns and Social Activities 
within the Ministerial Profession," Public Opinion Quar
terly. XXXIV (1970), p. 43-5.2; Gary M. Maranoll, "An 
Examination of Some Religious and Political Attitude Cor
relates of Bigotry," Social Forces, XLV (1967), p. 356; 
and Daniel. R. Lutzker, "Internationalism as a Predictor 
of Cooperative Behavior," Journal of Conflict Resolution, 
IV (1960), p, 426-430,

3
Paul Zehner, "Some Religious Beliefs and Political 

Behaviors of Clergymen from Nine Denominations in Chicago" 
(unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, Northwestern University, 
1967), p. 88-111.T
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* , 4
^G„ McLeod Bryan, "Religious Developments in Africa," 

in John H« Hallowell (ed.). Development for What? (Durham: 
Duke University Press, 1964); and Zehner, "Some Religious 
Beliefs and Political^Behaviors of Clergymen," p, 88-111.

5
The source of the Political Conservatism-Liberalism 

Scale was: Douglas St. Angelo and James W. Dyson, "Per
sonality and Political Orientation," Midwest Journal of 
Political Science, XII (1968), p. 213.

I
6
The scaling procedure used on this and the other 

attitudinal scales is an item analysis technique based on 
selecting items‘which yield an internally consistent scale. 
The problem in attitude scale construction is to find items 
which will consistently separate those respondents who are 
"lows" from the "highs". The consistent or discriminating 
items are found by comparing the respondents scoring in the 
lowest quartile and those in the highest quartile and sub
jecting these scores to a "t" test. For each scale item 
used in this study, the "t" value is significant at or 
above the .001 level.

The "t" values for the Political Conservatism-Liber
alism Scale items are; 1) 7.444; 2) 13,557; (3) 18,339? 
4) 7.343,

7
The reason the attitudinal variables were dichoto

mized, rather than trichotomized, was due to the marginal 
totals. Because we wanted to use various control variables, 
and because the respondents were predominantly highly ortho
dox, we would not have had sufficiently large cells to in
terpret the impact of the control variables for the less 
orthodox group. Once the decision was made to dichotomize 
the scales, we were faced with a decision about determining 
the cutting point. The procedure we adopted was based on 
the average response rate to the individual scale items.
We atteinpted to cut the scale scores so that the respon
dents would be divided into groups which corresponded to 
the average response pattern on the individual items.
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However, coding procedures for scale scores allowed 
us onjLy to approximate the exact percentage of respondents 
whom we categorized into one of the two scale positions. 
Each respondent was giyen a total scale score. As a number 
of respondents' scores were clustered on one particular 
value, this made it irr^ossibJ,e to cut the scale scores so 
that the exact number of "liberals" or "conservatives" 
were placed into their "proper" category. It should be 
remembered that cutting points designate a relative loca
tion on an attitude continuum rather than an absolute loca
tion.

&

vftV

Ii'im
.

ft?j

ft
Based upon the average of "conservative" and "liberal" 

responses to the scale items, we sought to place 48 per 
cent of the respondents into the "conservative" category 
and 52 per cent into the "liberal" category. The closest 
approximation to this percentage distribution was 44 and 56 
per cent in the respective categories.ilis:

8
Gerhard Lenski, The Religious Factor (New York: 

Anchor Doubleday, 1963), p. 57.

^Ibid.,
ft

ii p. 8.

1 10
The source of the Internationalism-Isolationism Scale

was: Daniel Lut^ker, "Internationalism as a Predictor of 
Cooperative Fehavior," Journal of Conflict Resolution, IV 
(1960) p. 426-430.

f
f
I 11

The "t" values for the Internationalism-Isolationism 
Scale items are: 1) 7.306; 2) 12.260; 3') 13.880;
4) 11.601; 5) 16.291; 6) 8.771; 7) 7.931.

ft!

W

I
ft
al

a-

12
The closest approximation to the 57 and 42 per cent 

distribution of "internationalists" and "isolationists" 
was 63 and 37 per cent respectively.

ft-' 13
Lester Milbrath, Political Participation: How and

Why Do People Get Involved in Politics? (Chicago: Rand
.McNally, 1965), p. 18.

5
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5

14
It should be noted that the missionary respondents 

ejjpresg, greater interest in political activities than the 
actual rates of participation by Americans for comparable 
activities„ See Milbrath, Political Participation, p. 19„ 
The difference between "interest" and "actual participa
tion"

-
3

1

in political activities may be accounted for by the 
difference between an attitudinal and a behavioral measure. 
People may express a strong interest in political partici
pation, but some would not actually engage in such activ
ities.

ft

We feel our data do not provide evidence that mis
sionaries are more interested in political activities than 
coit^sarable national groups, though they may be.

15
The source -of the Political Efficacy Scale 

Angus Campbell, Gerald Gurin, and Warren Miller, The Voter 
Decides (Evanston: Row Peterson & Co

was: V

1954) p. 187-189.• f I
16

IAlbert Bacdayan, Department of Anthropology, Uni
versity of Kentucky, has explored this question and had 
shared his observations in correspondence and personal 
discussions. 3

17
Any discussion of political alienation raises 

erous theoretical and conceptual problems, 
support the interpretation in our analysis include: Marvin 
E. Olsen',

num- 
Sources which

"Two Categories of Political Alienation," Social 
Forces, XLVII (1969), p. 288-299; Joel D, Aberbach, 
"Alienation and Political Behavior," American Political 
Science Review'. LXIII (1969), p. 86-99; and John P. 
Robinson and Phillip R, Shaver, Measures of Social 
Psychological Attitudes. Appendix B (Ann Arbors Institute 
of Social Research, University of Michigan, 1969), p. 161- 
210.

FOr another interpretation, see the following: Allen 
Schick, "Alienation and JPolitics," a paper presented at 
the American Political Science Association meeting, 1964; 
Melvin Seeman, "On the Meaning of Alienation." American 
Sociological Review, XXIV (39 59), p. 783 791; Kendall L. 
Baker, "Political Alienation and the German Youth," Com
parative Politics, III (1970), p. 117-130; and Kenneth 
Keniston, The Uncommitted; Alienated Youth in American

i:
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Society (New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc 
1965).^

• 9

18
Olsen, "PoliticarAlienation," p; 292. We do not

include in our discussion Olsen's second element of polit
ical alienation which stems from political discontentment. 
The items for this scale were not included in our survey 
and our failure to discuss this second dimension is not
meant to minimize its in5>ortance or relevance.

19
Ibid 291.P-• 9

20
The "t" values for the Political Efficacy Scale 

items are: 1) 11.035? 2) 21.792; 3) 7.042? 4) 20.994.

21
The closest approximation to the 68 and 32 per cent 

distribution of "politically efficacious" and "politically 
incapable" respondents was 64 and 36 per cent respectively.

22
Gabriel Almond and Sidney Verba, The Civic Culture 

(Princeton; Princeton University Press, 1963), p. 481.

CHAPTER 4

1
Kristen Wenzel, Clergymen's Attitudes Toward Black 

Africa (Washington: Center for Applied Research in the 
Apostolate, 1971), p. 78 ff.

2
Harmon Zeigler, The Political World of the High School 

Teacher (Eugene, Oregon: The Center for the Advanced Study 
of Educational Administration, 1966), p. 14-16.

This hypothesis, as well as those on participation in 
community development activities and perception of religious 
secular impact, is derived from the theoretical framework 
and from personal experiences with missionaries in East 
Africa. Both the theory and experience suggested important 
differences between the two religious groups. For one study

T
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* , which considers the direction “ change generally, see 
John Barnabas, "Review Article; The Role of Christians in 
Development," International Review of Missions, LVIII 
(1969) , p. 457 ff. ^

4
Several studies consider this hypothesis in general 

terms, but lack consensus on the determinants of such 
activities. For instance, see articles by GoM. Setiloane, 
R.M. Somasckhar, and John H. Bryant in International Re
view of Missions, LIX (1970), for general discussion. See 
also M. Searle Bates, "What Do Missionaries Really Do?" 
Union Seminar Quarterly Review, XV (1968), p. 40. The 
latter stresses the activist role missionaries have 
played in secular activities and conflict on the mission 
field.

5
Erasto Mugu, "The Impact of Western Christian 

Leadership on the Development of Leadership Groups in 
East Africa" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation. New School 
for Social Research, 1967), p. 227 ff.

6
The source of the Colonial-Accommodative Scale was: t

Wenzel, Clergymen's Attitudes Toward Black Africa, p. 61-
64.

' 7
The "t" values for *-he Colonial-Accommodative Scale 

items are: 1) 5.735; 2) 7.521; 3) 5.583; 4) 8.561;
5) 4.261;. 6) 10.893; 7) 12.051; 8) 11.582; 9) 17.060;
and 10) 6.273.

8
The closest approximation to the 35 and 65 per cent 

distribution of "colonial" and "accommodative" response 
patterns was 43 and 57 per cent respectively.

9
The source of the Attitude Toward Change Scale was; 

Zeigler, The Political World of the High School Teacher, 
p. 14-15. The role perception measure was adapted from 
the role orientation concept employed by John C. Wahlke 
and his associates. See John C. Wahlke, et.al 
islative System (New York; Wiley and Sons, 1962). WeS The Leg-• /
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employed a different role scheme than that commonly 
associated with the studies of legislative bodies, how
ever.

10
Zeigler, The Political World of the High School 

Teacher, p. 14; Paul Zehner,*^ "Some Religious Beliefs and 
political Behaviors of Clergymen from Nine Denominations 
in Chicago" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation. Northwestern 
University, 1967), p. 147; and Milton Rokeach, The Open 
and Closed Mind (New York; Basic Books, Inc 
p. 10, 183, and 289.

1960),• /

11 -
The "t" values for the Attitude Toward Change 

Scale items are: 1) 11.728; 2) 9.084; 3) 12.390.

12
The arbitrary manipulation of data can lead one to 

distorted and spurious relationships. To ensure that our 
cutting procedure did not lead us to incorrect conclusions, 
we trichotomized the Attitude Toward Change Scale to 
ascertain whether we had obsfuscated some relationship.
We found that even when trichotomized, no relationship 
was found between the religious groups and their attitude 
toward change. Thus we felt justified in dichotomizing 
the data for analysis so that we could have reasonable 
large cells when controlling for the social situation.

13
We have not introduced control variables into the 

relationship between religious orthodoxy and the respon
dents' role perception because, of small cell sizes. The 
sizes are directly related to the way in which the data 
is cut. On this dependent variable, we divided the re
sponses into four categories rather than the dichotomized 
categories used elsewhere. This had the effect of 
spreading out the data to make further analysis impracti
cal.

14.
We have not introduced control variables into the 

relationships between religious orthodoxy and respondents 
perception of giving advice to Africans. The skewed na
ture of the responses made it impractical to attempt fur- 

• ther analysis.
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CHAPTER 5

^It is important to note that this study did not 

measure, nor attempt to measure, the missionary respon
dents' impact as change agetits. We did develop indica
tors of salient dimensions of the religious, citizenship, 
and mission orientations which we assumed would influence 
the nature of the missionaries' impact. From these three 
dimensions, we sought to make inferences about potential 
impact on the mission field.

2
C. G. Baeta (ed.), Christianity in Tropical Africa 

(London: Oxford University Press, 1968), p. 13.

^Ibid
13.P»• s

4
For an excellent review of the sociological aspects 

of mission activities and strategies see: David R. Heis^ 
"Prefatory Findings in the Sociology of Missions," Journal 
for the Scientific Study of Religion, VI (1967), p. 49-58.
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APPENDIX I

COVER LETTER#

Dear Missionary;

Several years ago while teaching in a mission school in 
East Africa, I developed an interest in the contributions 
which missionaries have made toward social change in Africa. 
Now that I have had an opportunity to explore that interest 
further, it has become apparent that the role of missions in 
developing societies has either been largely ignored or 
largely misunderstood by scholars. I believe it is fair to 
state that an anti-religious bias accounts for this fact.

As a result of these observations, I am undertaking a 
study of Protestant missionaries to analyze their religious 
and social involvement in Africa. Both lay and ordained 
missionaries from societies in Australia, Britain, Canada, 
and the United States are included in the study. Approxi
mately 500 missionaries in the field, on furlough, or who 
have recently terminated service will receive this question
naire.

I invite you to participate in this research project. 
The enclosed questionnaire asks a number of questions about 
your religious beliefs and activities and social attitudes 
and behavior. Your answers will provide the information for 
a better understanding of the Christian missionary's con
tribution in Africa. The research is being directed by pro
fessors in the departments of sociology, economics, and the 
School of Diplomacy, and will be the basis for a Ph.D. dis
sertation.

Your mission society has cooperated in this project by 
supplying names and addresses of missionaries like yourself 
whom they support. Various mission society officials have 
offered encouragement by suggesting the need for such a 
study, and by expressing an interest in the research find
ings. You and your mission, society will receive a copy of
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the research for your assistance and cooperation, 
answers^ill> of course, remain completely anonymous, and 
your responses will never by linked with your name.

Your

Having lived overseas, you can appreciate the problems 
involved in getting prompt returns on mailings to partici
pants overseas. If you will complete the questionnaire as 
soon as possible—preferably within three or four days—it 
may be possible to complete the project by May. A self- 
addressed envelope and international postage coupons (which 
can be exchanged for the correct East African postage) are 
enclosed in the packet. General instructions for completing 
the questionnaire are provided on the reverse side of this 
page.

Thank you for your help. Your contribution toward 
assessing the missionaries' role in developing areas should 
have significance for missions and sociologists alike. I 
hope you enjoy filling out the questionnaire.

Sincerely yours.

a

Kenyon N. Griffin

KNG;lg
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
i'i

HOW MUCH TIME TO SPEND?
(1) I suggest you ace yourself to finish in one hour. 

Fifty missionary colleagues have already completed 
a similar, though loj^ger questionnaire in that 
time, 
hours.)

■:C;

si

(Some finished in 40 minutes; one took two

'ri
■ 0

■I

ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS!
(2) It is important to answer each question,
(3) Most can be answered by circling a--numbered re

sponse, Please use the response which is closest 
to your own view. Some questions allow a "None of 
these represents..." or an "Uncertain" response.

(4) A few questions require you to write out answers; 
your thoughtful comments briefly stated will be 
extremely valuable for this research,

(5) There are no "right" or "wrong" answers to any of 
these questions. Your frank opinion is desired 
though.

(6) If you are on furlough, please answer the ques
tions as if you were in the field.

?
I
3!

i;

RETURNING THE QUESTIONNAIRE.
(7) Postage costs are extremely high. In order to 

economize, the questionnaire has been designed 
so that you indicate your responses in the margin 
with the exception of page 13.

&

PLEASE RETURN ONLY THE MARGINS PLUS THE LAST SflEETU H

•(8) When you finish, please tear out'pages 1 to 12.
You will find the left margin is perforated to 
assist in this task.
Please return, in the self-addressed envelope, 
only the margins where your answers are recorded 
and page 13.

.Enclosed are 3 international postage coupons which 
you can exchange for a ^ oz. air mail stamp at any 
East African post office. These coupons are found 
on page 13. Thank you.

r'
(9)

(10)
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SURVEY INSTRUMENTO .

RELIGIOSITY;
AREAS OF RELIGIOUS BELIEF, RELIGIOUS DOCTRINES AND 
THEOLOGICAL POSITIONS.

THE FOLLOWING QU]g^TIONS EXPLORE DIFFERENT

#

1. Which of the following statements comes closest to ex
pressing what you believe about God? (Please Circle 
only one.)

1 I know God really exists and I have no doubts about it.
2 While I have doubts, I feel that I do believe in God.
3 I find myself believing in God some of the time, but 

not at other times.’
4 I don't believe in a personal God, but I do believe 

in a higher power of some kind.
5 I don't know whether there is a God and I don't be

lieve there is .any way to find out.
6 I don't believe in God.
7 None of the above represents what I believe about God.

2. Which of the following statements comes closest to ex
pressing what you believe about Jesus? (Please circle 
only one.)

Jesus is the Divine Son of God and I have no doubts 
about it.'
While I have some doubts, I feel basically that Jesus 
is Divine.
I feel that Jesus was a great man and vefy^ holy, but 
I don't feel Him to be the Son of God any more than 
all of us are children of God.
I think Jesus was only a man, although an extra
ordinary one.
Frankly, I'm not entirely sure there really was such a 
person as Jesus.
None of the above represents what I believe about Jesus.

1

2

3

4

5

6
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O
Which of the following theological positions do you 
feel closest to?

3.

4?
m;

1 SECULAR
2 EXISTENTIAL
3 NEC-LIBERAL
4 NEO-ORTHODOX
5 CONSERVATIVE EVANGELICAL
6 FUNDAMENTALIST
7 I do not feel close to any of these theological 

positions.

i
,5s%

5:

»

I
.
-■

For each of the religious beliefs listed below, would you 
please indicate whether you personally believe them to be:

-LITERALLY TRUE 
- TRUE IN A SYMBOLIC SENSE 
p PROBABLY NOT TRUE AT ALL 
DEFINITELY NOT TRUE

Ii
%

There is life beyond death.
Jesus was born of a virgin.
The Devil actually exists.
Jesus walked on the water.
Man cannot help doing evil.
A child is born into the world already 
guilty of sin.

1 2 3 4 4. 
1 2 3 4 5. 
1 2 3 4 6. 
1 2 3 4 7. 
1 2 3 4 8. 
1 2 3 4 9.

i.'v;

V

:4
‘i

s

Please read each of the items listed below and decide 
whether you think these groups face barriers for salvation:

PROBABLY PREVENTS SALVATION 
DEFINITELY PREVENTS SALVATION 
PROBABLY HAS NO INFLUENCE ON SALVATION ,,4r I

3
vl.

12 3
12 3
12 3
12 3

10. Being of the Roman Catholic faith. 
Being of the Islamic faith.
Being of the Jewish faith.
Being completely ignorant of Jesus.

1] .
12.

i;
13.

^5;

II 1

t
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i

COMMON CONCERNSO .

■f

The rtems below are attitude statements evaluating your 
feelings about different aspects of conten^orary life. 
There are no "right" or "wrong" answers, 
expresses a general view of a problem or issue, 
statement, indicate the position which most nearly repre
sents your own view by circling the appropriate response. 
The'

5
Each statement 

For each ;

■!'

responses are designated after each statement by 
abbreviations of the five choices. The responses and abbre
viations are shown below.

a

r':

y^ D UNC A
STRONGLY DISAGREE
DISAGREE

UNCERTAINAGREE

UNDECIDED
STRONGLY
AGREE i'

(These responses are not included after each question due 
to space considerations.)

¥14. Christians should be more concerned with the qualities 
of human experience commonly called secular rather 
than with manifestations of religion in creeds and 
church institutional structures.
If man would only treat his brother as Christ taught, 
social ills would take care of themselves.
It is not as important to worry about life after death 
as about what one can do in this life.
It would be better if. the church were to place less 
emphasis on individual sanctification and more 
bringing human conditions into conformity with Chris
tian.

A Christian's secular and religious concerns are so 
closely intertwined that it is_ difficult to separate 
the two.
Christian missionaries should devote less time to the 
■Pight against "poverty, ignorance, and disease"; rather 
they should devote their time and energies to spreading 
the "spiritual gospel".
Although one is stronger than the other, there is part 
of me which believes in religion and part of me which 
does not.

I would say that the best thing is to be proper in be
havior and not really, loosen up in social situations.

f

15.

16.
’h

17.

on

i;

18.
s:

3
19'.

20.

21.
y

•1

1
:1
.8

I
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m
'tiIt is best not to ever let others see how you really 

^el about something.
A person should be forward and speak his mind in all 
social situations^
It is best to bring up children by continually telling 
them what they should an^ should not do.
People like me in my home country have very little to 
say about what the government does.
Voting is one way that people like me in ray home coun
try can have some sort of say about what our government 
will do,

27. Politics and government usually seem so complicated
that a person like me in ity home country can't really 
understand what's going on.
Nothing I have ever done while in my home country 
seems to have had any effect upon what happened in 
politics there.
The government in my home country should try to give 
every citizen there a chance to live in decent housing. 
Every able-bodied citizen on welfare should be made to 
work by the government in my home country.
The government in ray home country ought to try to help 
every citizen w.io wants to work to get a job.
If crime is to be controlled in my home country, the 
police will have to be allowed to use more force than 
is now allowed in dealing with people there.
It's better to stick to what you have than to be try
ing new things you really don't know aboutf'.
If you try to change things very much, you usually make 
them worse.
I'd want to know that something would really work be
fore I'd be willing to take a chance on it.
Too many people in the world today ate spending their 
money on unnecessary things, instead of saving or in
vesting it for the future.
What people really need is a return to the simple vir
tues of individual initiative and self-reliance.
Thrift, frugality, and industriousness are the most 
important traits a man should develop,
A man can't be respected unless he's worked hard for 
some important goal.
Obedience and respect for authority are the most impor
tant virtues children-should learn.

22.o- .

23.

24. i
25.

'r,T

s 5?26.
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41. What youth needs most is strict discipline*, rugged de
termination, and the V7ill to work and fight for family 
and country.
People should take c^e of themselves more instead of 
always asking the government to help them out.
There will always be wars because, for one thing, there 
will always be nations who ruthlessly try to grab more 
than their share.
Sending food and badly needed supplies to other nations 
will do more to maintain stable international relations 
than will policies of increasing a nation's military 
strength.
Underdeveloped areas should be helped through U. N. 
agencies like the World Health Organization and UNESCO. 
The United Nations should be strengthened by giving it 
control of the armed forces of all the member nations.
A person who loves his fellow man should refuse to en
gage in any war, no matter how serious the consequences 
to his country may be.
In the interest of permanent peace; each nation should 
be willing to settle absolutely all differences with 
other nations within the framework of a worl^ govern

ment .
Patriotism and loyalty are the first and most important 
requirements of a good citizen.
The historic churches must enter into fellowship with 
the independent churches and sects in East African 
countries.
The traditional music in East Africa should be replaced 
rather than developed for liturgical services.
The church in East Africa should cooperate with the 
government.
The church in East Africa should operate pilot projects 
which minister to the needs of the poor, aged, mentally 
ill, to family discord, and to social welfare projects 
which the governments are unable to provide at this 
time.
The church has a moral right to challenge the state, if 
necessary, on methods used to achieve the ends of 
national well-being.
The most important task of the church in East Africa 
today is preaching the Word of God even to the exclu
sion of becoming involved in educational and/or social 
work.

42.

43.

44.

45,

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

55.

0
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56. Old marriage traditions must be corrected and laws, en- 
dor^d both by church and state, instituted in East 
Africa.
Anthropology, linguistics, etc
missionary preparation. What is necessary is common 
sense and faith.
The churches have little to gain by participating in 
in ceremonies still meaningful to traditional life, 
such as libations, initiation rites, etCi 
Liturgical change should be directed and developed by 
the indigenous people themselves.

57. are not necessary for• #

I 58.

Itna
'iS 59.

f
PERSONAL INFORMATION: WE WOULD LIKE TO HAVE SOME INFORMA- 

PLEASE BE AS ACCURATETION ABOUT YOURSELF AND YOUR FAMILY,
AS POSSIBLE AND PLEASE COMPLETE ALL QUESTIONS.

60. What is your sex? (Please circle one.)
61. What is your race? (Please circle abbrevia

tion of White, Black, Oriental.)
62. What is your age? (Please, write in blank.)
63. What is your marital status? (Please circle.)

1 - - - - Single
2 - - - - Married

M F 
W B 0

f:

I

__ - - widowed. Separated or Divorced
64, Where did you grow up as a child? (Please 

write in state or province and country.)
, 65. Which of the following best describes where 

you lived during most of the time while you 
were growing up? (Please circle one.)

- - On a farm or in rural community (up to 5,000 
population).

- - In a small or medium size town (5,000 to 
25,000).

- - In a moderate size city (25,000 to 150,000).
- - In a large city or suburb (more than 150,000).

66. With what mission society are you affiliated? 
(Please answer in margin.)

67. With what religious denomination are you 
affiliated? (Please answer in margin.)

3
I:
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68. What educational level have you attained? 

(Please circle one.)
Secondary, high school graduate or less. 
Technical training (formal or informal).

- -  Some college or university.
- - - College or university graduate.
- -  Bible College Training.
- -  Some seminary training or graduate school

training.
- - -  Professional or graduate degree.

Please specify (M.D., R.N., D.D.S., B.D 
Th.D,, M.A., Ph.D,, etc.)

69. What educational level did your father attain? 
(Please circle one.)

—Elementary education or less.
— Secondary, high school or less,
—College, university or less.
--Graduate school or professional training.
- Not applicable/don't know.

70. What was your father's occupation when you 
were growing up? (Please write in your answer.)

71. Much is said about social class these days. 
Which of the following groups best describes 
your parents during the time when you were 
growing up?

- - - Upper class.
- - - Middle class.

3- - - - Working class.
- - - Lower class.
72. In which country are you now serving?
— Kenya.
- Tanzania.

73. Are you serving as a special or -short term 
missionary, or as a regular term missionary?

1- - - - Special-short term.
- - -  Regular-long term.
74. For some, service as an overseas missionary is 

comparatively short term service. Others, 
however, see it as a lifetime work. How much 
longer'do you plan to remain in East Africa as 
a missionary?

- Less than two years.
•— 2 to 5 years.
— As long as there is need.

1
2
3--
4
5- -
6--1

I
1 1

o #
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3:Si75. How many years have you served as a missionary 
^in Hast Africa?

- - Less than two years.
- - - - 2 to 5 years.
■- - 6 to 10 years.
- - - 11 years or more.
76. Which of the following best describes the- lo

cation where you are now serving?
1 - - - - Village or rural area.
2 - - - - Small town.
3 - - - - Regional town.
4.- - - In or close to capital city.

77. People overseas are so actively involved in 
many functions that it is frequently difficult 
for them to follow events in their home coun-

o II
1 Ii2 II3 I
4 I#

I
V

1
tf

3
:1

3

SI

I
How often are you able to fol-tries closely, 

low social, economic and political events in
(Include radio, TV, and

a
your home country?
news publications.)

— Frequently (every day).
—-From time to time (several days each week). 
- Seldom (once a Week).
— Don't follow events there (less than once a 

week),
Do you regularly read newspapers, news maga
zines, or other news publications from your 
home country or other overseas countries? 
•No.

1 I2- - I
p3 - - 

4-- !

78.

t:

1
I2- - — Yes.

If 'YES, please specify by title the ones you 
read most regularly, and are your most impor- 
news sources.
Generally speaking, do you identify yourself 
with one particular political party in your 
home country, or do you shift around, or are 
you an independent?

— Identify with political party.
—Shift around.
— Independent.
— -No political identity.

li

I

79.

g
'3

1- -
2 --
3
4
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80. The names of major political parties partici
pating in the last general or presidential 
elections in Australia, Britain, Canada, and 
the United States are given below, 
select the party with which you identify most 
closely, then write t|ie code number in the 
blank at the left.

code

Please

Australia Britain Canada United States
01 Australian 11 Conservative 21 Liberal 
02 Country 

Party 
03 Liberal 

Party

31 Democratic 
12 Labour Party 22 Progressive- 32 Republican

Conservative 
23 Other Party13 Liberal 

Party
33 American 

Independent 
Party

34 Other Party04 Other Party14 Other Party

How important do you consider the outcome of 
this last election to be for your home country? 
Very inportant.
Somewhat important.
Of very little importance.

81.

1
2
3

When you return to your home country you will have, by virtue 
of your overseas experience, a much broader view of world 
problems than most of your fellow countrymen. We want to ask 
several questions about how you plan to u^^this experience.

82. Would you consider running for elected public 
office?
Yes!•

2 No
83. Would you consider working for a political 

party?
Yes1

2 No
84. Would you talk to groups of people regarding 

their political participation, like encouraging 
them to vote, as long as it is a non-partisan 
way?
Yes1-

2 No
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MISSION ORIENTATION; THE ITEMS BELOW ASK ABOUT WHAT YOU DO 
AS A CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY, THIS INFORMATION WILL GIVE A 
BROAD VIEW OF MISSIONARY INVOLVEMENT AS WELL AS YOUR OWN 
PERSPECTIVE OF "MISSION".

O .

J

185. Are you an ordained minister?
1;1- - - - Yes

--No
i:

2-- I

Do you have a specific job title in your mission 
organization?

86,9 4

i1-- - - - Yes
^ - -No
87. What has your work actually been during your

mission assignment? Please rank the tasks be
low in order of total time spent. You may 
either write in the code number of the appro
priate categories or write in other categories 
which better describe your work in the blanks 
at the left.
01 Administrator (for mission activities).
02 Agriculturist.
03 Bible School Teacher.
04 Community Development Worker.
05 Medical Doctor (M.D 
06 Medical Technician.
07 Nurse.
08 Religious Education Worker,

■ 09 Pastor/Evangelist
10 Teacher (including educational administrator),
11 Skilled Technician (builder, etc,).
12 Social Worker. ‘

2 - -

i1

2
ii
■i

s3
■f

P

D.D.S., etc o)o•»

ii'

■i

WE ARE INTERESTED IN YOUR INVOLVEMENT IN COMMUNITY DEVELOP
MENT ORGANIZATIONS IN EAST AFRICA. THE QUESTIONS BELOW ASK 
IF YOU ARE AND IF YOU WOULD BECOME INVOLVED UNDER DIFFERENT 
CIRCUMSTANCES. ■'!

i

88. Do you participate actively in any voluntary 
organizations (either religious or secular) 
which have as one of their major purposes com
munity development or community improvement?
No

- Yes

:

i

1
1

1
2-- If YES, how many?

I : ■...
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Would you hold a position of leadership in an 
organization involved in community development, 
if asked by the people in the organization?

89.o ,S'

I'
1,4
a 1 NoS3

2- - — Yes
Depends 
Don't know
Would you help organize, or perhaps even take 
the initiative in organizing a community devel
opment organization?

I 3 *I 4
90.

f
iPS

I
S

1- - - - No 
----Yes

3 -----------Depends
4 -----------^Don' t know

91. Would you encourage the East African people
with whom you come in contact to participate in 
a community development organization?

2- -

i

fi
it:
li

1 - - — - No 
--Yes
— Depends 
—Don't know

Do you follow newspaper and radio accounts of 
the social, economic and governmental affairs 
in the East African country where you serve? 
How often would you say you follow them?
Every day

— Several days a week

§3
S 2i

3iti

I
i

4- -
92.■S

I
li

1i 2 --
3----- '—Once a week

1iS
Si

* 4- - - - Less than once a week
_ 93. Please list the East African newspapers and
_ news magazines which you read regularly.

-k:

£

It is generally assumed that the missionary's' tas]< is to 
work himself out of a job. In this capacity he can become a 
resource person for those people with whom he may come in 
contact. Two general questions below explore this capacity 
with six different groups. You are asked to respond to how 
often you have provided advice to each of the various groups 
for each question.

3:
-f:
i:3

,
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Have individuals in any of the follov?ing groups sought out 
your advipe on spiritual or religious matters during the 
last year? How often would you say?

d .

FREQUENTLY 
FROM TIME TO TIME 
SELDOM 
NO, NEVERr

1 2 3 4 94.
2 3 4 95.
2 3 4 96.
2 3 4 97.
2 3 4 98.
2 3 4 99.

Urban, non-farm peoples.
Ruyal, farm peoples.
Students.
Church leaders.
Local government officials. 
National government officials.

1
1
1
1
1

Have individuals in any of the following groups sought out 
your advice on community development or social services 
(education, health, agriculture, and related matters) during 
the last year? How often would you say?

J'FREQUENTLY 
FROM TIME TO TIME 
SELDOM 
NO, NEVERr

12 3
12 3
12 3
12 3
12 3
12 3

4 100. Urban, non-farm peoples.
4' 101. Rural, farm peoples.
4 102. Students.
4 103. Church leaders.
4 104.
4 105.

Local government officials. 
National government officials.

As a missionary you are engaged in many activities 
which are undoubtedly inportant to you and to the 
people with whom you work. (1) Please tell us what 
you feel is the most important activity in which you 
participate as a missionary. (2) Please explain 
briefly why this activity is important to you.
Most important activity?
V5hy is activity important?
We are interested in why you decided to become a mis
sionary and go to East Africa. Would you please ex
plain what factors influenced your decision?

106.

107.

•V

... •
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FOLLOW-UP LETTER
I
iJ

Dear Missionary:

Several weeks ago I sent you a questionnaire which ex
plored various aspects of your religious beliefs, social 
concerns, and mission involvement. This questionnaire was 
sent to approximately 500 American, Australian, British, and 
Canadian missionaries who either are serving or who have 
served recently with various cooperating Protestant groups 
in East Africa.

5

The purpose of the research is to gather information 
which will provide a basis for understanding the role of 
Christian missionaries in the process of social change. 
There is special concern with the religious and social be
liefs which the individual brings to the mission field, and 
in the ways in which he finds expression for these beliefs.*

I
f

I am writing now to express my appreciation to you for
In the event

■i

completing and returning the answer sheets, 
that you have not yet found time to complete the task, I 
would like to encourage you to do so at your earliest con- 
venfence.I

The importance of this research is supported by a 
statement made by a mission official regarding the role of 
missions and social change: "Christian missions were in the 
development game long, long before anyone else was thinking 
about it." Rather than assessing the historical contribu
tion of mission's, this study approaches the question by 
askirg the individual missionaries to participate in a con
temporary assessment of their role in social' change.

i When the information has been summarized, I will send
you a copy of the report, 
tance.

Thank you again for your assis-
Best wishes in your work.

Sincerely yours.

Kenyon N. GriffinI KNG:lg
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1 ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

I ■f

I RELIGIOUS, CITIZENSHIP, AND MIS^ON ORIENTATIONS ■;

!*

iOP PROTESTANT MISSIONARIES IN EAST AFRICA
if

■>

i
;i

This cross-national study of Protestant missionaries
P
i

was undertaken in order to explore the relationship between
'5v

% Ireligious and secular orientations. The independent vari~
<•5

able was defined as religious orthodoxy, and the dependent

I
variable was measured by various indices focusing on the

1
I

respondents' citizenship and mission attitudes and involve-
■'

"V i

On the basis of oyr analysis of the relationship be

tween religious and secular attitudes and behavior, we

ment.

1
•i

hoped to define a profile of religious and secular attri- '»•
I

' butes which would permit us to make inferences about the

differential impact of missionaries as change agents in

African society.
■f

The model which guided this research effort posited

that the highly orthodox and the less orthodox religiousH

believers would hold distinctive citizenship and mission

orientations. Specifically, we anticipated finding that

the highly orthodox would be more politically conservative.

t
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fless politically efficacious, less interested in political.

i
I
%

activities, and more isolationist in their international

Further, we expected that this group would be 

more colonial in their response to African leadership and 

culture, less change oriented and more interested in soul-

outlook.

V.:
9

isaving religious activities, and would participate less

1
frequently in non-religious community development activ-

ities. We expected that the less orthodox group would t'):

hold inverse citizenship and mission orientations to those

Iof the highly orthodox. S

Basic to our discussion was the Glock and Stark prop-

osition that less orthodox religious groups are "this-

worldly" oriented, while highly orthodox groups are "other-

%
worldly" oriented. According to this approach, it is the

i
individual's religious orientation which shapes his per

spective of the secular world. In the "this-worldly"

orientation individuals have tended to involve themselves

it
in social and political issues, whereas those in the

...I

"other-worldly" orientation tended to reject such involve-

I
ment for a more religiously ascetic existence.

i
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These theoretical expectations were not wholly sup

ported by'^the data in our study, 

able to link the respondents ’ religious and citizenship 

The single exception to this pattern was 

the strong political efficaciousness manifested by a maj-

o ,

On the one hand, we were

-'■‘a.

orientations.

ority of the respondents, regardless of religious ortho

doxy. However, we were unable to establish a consistent

relationship between'religious and mission orientations.

Although we did find a relationship between religious or

thodoxy and the colonial-accommodative mission scale, we

found no relationship between orthodoxy and the otherac
mission indices (i.e change orientation, role orienta-• #

tion, community development activities, and advisor act

ivities) .

Therefore, the Clock and Stark proposition that re

ligious orthodoxy is the decisive determinant in shaping

attitudes and behavior was not wholly confirmed by our

data. This conclusion raises serious questions about the

adequacy of the Clock and Stark framework for explaining

secular attitudes and involvement of Protestant mission

aries. Despite the failure to clearly differentiate the
T

missionaries* citizenship and mission orientations by
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religious group, the data did illustrate the strong change

orientation of the respondents in both religious and sec

ular activities.
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